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The purpose of this investigation was to examine the influence of selected

historical, fiscal, and organizational factors on enrollment patterns in Oregon Com-

munity Colleges during the academic years 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85. Oregon

was selected insofar as it is one of the few remaining states which observes the

principle of local control and maintains state institutional reimbursement for five

categories of enrollment, including adult self-improvement.

The 13 Oregon community colleges formed between 1961 and 1971 provided

the population for this study. A telephone instrument was developed to gather his-

torical data from the president of each college. Additional information was gathered

from state agencies. The data collected were analyzed using stepwise regression and

the determination of simple correlation coefficients. The five dependent variables

were each of the reimbursable categories of enrollment. It was hypothesized that 19

separate factors, the independent variables, could have influenced the reimbursable

categories.

Research findings identified the following influences upon FTE by enrollment

categories:



1. instructional staffing patterns for increasing transfer and vocational

preparatory;

2. presidential ratings of vocational education for increasing vocational

preparatory;

3. stability of property taxpayer support for increasing transfer;

4. unsuccessful budget elections for increasing developmental education;

and

5. unemployment for decreasing vocational preparatory and increasing

transfer.

However, none of the factors considered had an impact upon vocational supplemental

and self-improvement FTE categories. In addition, the completion of this investiga-

tion demonstrated that it is possible to develop a predictive model for enrollments by

category.

Although a number of the factors considered did not prove to be significant,

the findings from this study provided an initial research model that can be used to

facilitate the examination of other factors which may influence predictive enrollment

modeling by category in various settings. Further studies should include consider-

ation of additional variables, including community characteristics and population

migration rates as well as the impact of local control on enrollment trends. The

following variables should be subject to continuing reexamination: President's rank-

ing and rating of enrollment categories; the impact of budgetary elections, subject to

improved methodology; state funding achievement for years when funding redistribu-

tions occur; changes of chief executive officer and changes at the division and/or

department level, in comparison to changes of higher level administrators. In addi-

tion, those factors which constitute barriers placed between unemployed workers and

vocational training should be closely examined.
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Influences on State-Funded Categorical Enrollment Patterns in

Thirteen of Oregon's Community Colleges

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Comprehensive community colleges are an American response to the post-

secondary educational needs of adults in their local communities. They were devel-

oped to be flexible, innovative, and uniquely suited to the local population served.

Program control and funding for these institutions have traditionally been provided at

the local level. However, the national trend has been to replace local funding and

control with state level support. Community colleges in Oregon have not followed

the national trend. If anything, state funding has declined from the time the first

community colleges were created and the majority of their funding continues to be of

local origin. Thus, in Oregon, each community college has been encouraged to

develop in directions dictated by the local interest. As stated in study issued by the

Foundation for Oregon Research and Education (FORE) in 1971, "the schools are as

diverse as the places and the people involved. NO TWO ARE ALIKE!" (cited in

Oregon Community College Assembly [OCCA], 1978, p. 25).

Therefore, it can be assumed that these local differences in Oregon communi-

ty colleges will be reflected in the enrollment percentages in each of five state-de-

fined and funded categories of students: lower-division collegiate, vocational prepa-

ratory, vocational supplemental and apprentice, developmental education, and adult

self-improvement. Several factors may influence the unique response of each of the
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Oregon community colleges to a comprehensive mission. This investigation was

directed at determining the degree to which each of six factors, as reflected in the

five state-defined reimbursable categories, influences Oregon community college

enrollments: 1) state funding authorized for each college, 2) stability of property tax

funding, 3) change in chief executive officer, 4) college staffing patterns, 5) utiliza-

tion of outreach centers, and 6) local employment levels in each college district.

These influences on enrollment patterns in Oregon community colleges were exam-

ined for the school years 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85.

Oregon community colleges were chosen for this study because of their com-

prehensive nature and the continued exercise of local control. State funds are made

available and can be used, at the discretion of the local board and the institutional

executives, for all of the state-defined instructional missions identified for compre-

hensive community colleges. The existence of a common course approval and num-

bering system made it possible to compare enrollment trends for all Oregon commu-

nity colleges. Based upon the use of the Oregon system to control for the factors of

local control and comprehensive funding, it was possible to examine other influences

which impacted enrollment trends at community colleges.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this investigation was to examine the influence of selected

historical, fiscal, and organizational factors on enrollment patterns in Oregon com-

munity colleges during the academic years 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85.
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Objectives of the Study

The major objectives of this investigation were as follows:

1. To review related literature addressing national enrollment trends in

comparison to those established in the State of Oregon, enrollment

trends at community colleges in relation to staffing patterns, adult self-

enrichment programming, and funding authorizations, and trend inter-

relationships by enrollment categories;

2. To review enrollments by state-defined reimbursement categories for

each of the 13 Oregon community colleges for the period 1978-85,

showing their relationship to the total enrollment of each institution;

3. To develop research instrumentation designed to gather data relative to

each community college district with respect to:

a. variations in the budgeted state level of reimbursement for each

college as related to enrollment t,it, (full-time equivalent

students) for the years of the study,

b. the levels and stability of property tax funding during the peri-

od of the study,

c. changes of presidents at each institution during the period of

the study,

d. changes in staffing patterns during the period of the study,

including the addition of new programs and the utilization of

outreach centers, and

e. changes in employment rates;

4. To develop research instrumentation designed to provide a historical

perspective of the 13 community college districts during the period

1978-1985;
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5. To prepare an analysis of Oregon community college enrollments for

the three academic years selected for the study, establishing:

a. the relationship of enrollment by FTE categories among the

community colleges,

b. the relationship of enrollments by categories to the over- or

under-realization of state reimbursements for college districts,

c. the relationship of the stability of property tax funding to en-

rollment patterns within college districts,

d. the relationship of changes of chief executive officer to enroll-

ment patterns within college districts,

e. the relationship of outreach centers and staffing to adult self-

enrichment enrollments within college districts; and

f. the relationship of local unemployment rates to enrollment

patterns within each college district; and

6. To utilize the findings of this investigation to determine if a model for

the prediction of the impact of selected societal trends and internal

factors on enrollment patterns can be developed for Oregon communi-

ty colleges.

Rationale for the Study

Following World War II, the growth of public, two-year colleges in the Unit-

ed States increased in response to the need to bring postsecondary education to great-

er numbers of people. The Truman Commission report had advocated the creation

of a network of locally-controlled community colleges to provide for the educational

needs of postwar America (Vaughan, 1983). In addition, the Carnegie Commission

on Higher Education subsequently called for the development of comprehensive corn-
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munity colleges which would be flexible, responsive to local communities, accessi-

ble, open to all adults, and locally governed (OCCA, 1974). Consequently, during

the post-war period the mission of two-year colleges changed from their traditional

role as academic transfer institutions, or junior colleges, to that of comprehensive

community colleges with the added missions of vocational, remedial, general, and

community services functions (Breneman & Nelson, 1981a).

The first 13 Oregon community college districts were formed only in the

1960s, during the decade which witnessed the greatest growth in absolute numbers of

community colleges nationally. This educational expansion paralleled the graduation

of the baby-boom generation from high school. These institutions were formed

within the pattern of local funding and governance, providing the circumstances

which allowed the opportunity to study the differing responses by each of the 13

community college districts to the question of providing comprehensive local commu-

nity programs of adult education.

Oregon policy was legislatively defined in 1965 and includes many of the

1970 Carnegie recommendations, including the comprehensive educational mission of

the institutions (OCCA, 1978). Because the colleges originated from a common

legislative policy within a relatively brief period of time, the Oregon example pro-

vides a unique opportunity to focus on the response to local needs, as reflected in

enrollment trends that could possibly have national significance. Nationwide, the

trend nationally has been toward greater degrees of state funding and control. By

1981, local support to community colleges in 26 states had become negligible, pro-

viding less than 4 percent of the total revenues of these institutions (Breneman &

Nelson, 1981a).

The literature suggests that the mission of a community college follows the

pattern of funding. For example, California voters passed Proposition 13, thereby

limiting property tax assessments. One of the consequences of that change was the
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termination of state funding for adult self-improvement courses and the subsequent

decline in community service offerings (Vaughan, 1983). During the period exam-

ined for this investigation, Oregon community colleges could utilize state funding in

any pattern they chose as long as the courses were approved by the state and were

from one of the five approved categories indicated in the introductory remarks of this

chapter. Wattenbarger (1985) indicated that one of the more critical research ques-

tions is "the effects of statutes appropriating funds to community colleges upon the

mission implementation of these institutions" (p. 65).

The literature also suggests that systems with greater local control provide a

wider variety of curricular offerings. In Oregon, with its preserved pattern of local

control, enrollment patterns from 1978 to 1985 seem to indicate that each college

allocates its resources to a different category of students. For example, adult self-

improvement courses are defined by the Oregon Administrative Rules (Oregon De-

partment of Education, Office of Community College Services [ODE,OCCS], 1987)

as courses intended primarily for adults which are

independent of occupational curriculums. They are not intended for programs
which may lead toward a baccalaureate degree and are not vocationally ori-
ented. They may be used as required and elective courses in degree pro-
grams for part-time students in adult community education programs. (p. 15)

In addition, these courses must contain at least six hours of instruction, and not be of

a hobby or recreational nature. In 1984-85, the percentage of student FTE in the

adult self-improvement category ranged from a low of 3 percent of total enrollment

at one college to a high of 21 percent at another (Adams & Dykes, personal commu-

nication, 1985). Enrollment patterns within each district appear to be fairly stable,

but the state-wide pattern appears to be dictated by differing local needs. In con-

trast, institutions in states which provide the majority of funding have enrollment

patterns that are similar to those of all the other institutions in the state, regardless of

location (Breneman & Nelson, 1981a).
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In studying the recent history of community colleges, writers have developed

three themes to characterize the growth of the community college movement, themes

which were of particular importance in the selection of the years for the current

study. Deegan and Tillery (1985) called the period from 1970 to the mid-1980s

"generation 4: the comprehensive community college" (p. 16). Cross (1981) viewed

the period from the late 1970s into the early 1980s as a plateau between two periods

of high energy and sense of mission within the community colleges. Finally,

Vaughan (1985) placed this plateau time at the time following the boom years, which

he defined as from 1960 to 1974. The literature further indicates that enrollment

patterns have differed by the size of the institution, by rural versus urban settings,

and by multi-campus versus single-campus, and that the number of off-campus cen-

ters will impact community services programs (Cohen, 1987; Sullins & Atwell,

1986). Moreover, it has been noted that presidents play an important role in articu-

lating the mission of the college and the redirection of resources (Young, Rue, &

Gammell, 1981). A change of president can lead to a change in mission and the

redirection of funds within the college. Oregon has institutions which meet these

different categories and conditions and the impact of these factors on enrollment pat-

terns should be clearly indicated.

This study was prompted by a review of the literature on modern community

colleges, which suggests that across the United States community colleges are rapidly

losing sources of local funding and are becoming increasingly subject to state funding

and control (Loftus, Hines, & Hickrod, 1982). A study of one of the few remaining

state systems with a firm base of local funding and control assists in the determina-

tion of whether the local community provides the most important impact upon pro-

grams offered by community colleges, or if there are other factors of greater relative

importance.
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The period selected for study includes years of high growth and years of de-

cline in enrollment at all of the 13 Oregon community colleges, years which were

also a period of great change in both the national and Oregon economies. It has

been suggested that as community college funding was progressively restricted across

the nation, confusion developed around the issue of the continuing mission of com-

munity colleges (Breneman & Nelson, 1981b). Thus, for the future of the compre-

hensive community college, it is important to acquire and review research data on

the influence of funding and local control as the states make decisions on the future

of this flexible and innovative institution, designed to be uniquely suited to the needs

of local population. This investigation was initiated in the hope that it may provide

some of the data needed to help institutions determine the types of students that they

will serve in the future.

Delimitations of the Study

The ability to generalize the findings of this investigation is subject to the

following delimitations:

1. This study was limited to community colleges in Oregon and the fund-

ing categories defined by this state.

2. The 13 colleges studied were formed over a ten-year period during the

1960s.

3. Oregon is one of the few states providing less than 50 percent of the

budgetary needs of community colleges from state funding.

4. Oregon is one of the few states funding non-credit and self-

improvement courses.

5. New instrumentation was developed and utilized during the course of

the investigation.
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6. Data collection was accomplished by interviews, utilizing self-report-

ing and retrospective research techniques.

Limitations of the Study

The generalizability of the findings of this investigation may be limited for

the following reasons:

1. The years selected for study required staff to recall staffing patterns

and events from a period 10 years prior to the study.

2. Only three of the institutional presidents occupying their positions in

1978 were still chief executive officers (CEO) at the time the instru-

ments were administered.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

In order to understand the Oregon system of community colleges, it was

necessary to understand the period of time during which it developed, the mission

and enrollment trends at American community colleges, and the systems of financing

used by community colleges, the Oregon system in particular. The issue of local

versus state control is particularly important to understanding the context of this

study since it is the Oregon system of FTE funding and strong commitment to local

control that allows Oregon community colleges to meet local needs without imposed

statewide planning. In addition to these factors, the review of literature also consid-

ered research related to the role of administrators and chief executives, employment

trends, staffing patterns, and outreach centers in defining the mission of the commu-

nity college. Special attention was given to the period Deegan and Tillery (1985)

called the "Fourth Generation--The Comprehensive Community College" (p. 16),

since it encompasses the period chosen for this study.

History of Community Colleges

Richardson (1981), in a review of the mission of Arizona community colleg-

es, has noted that if we are to understand the role these institutions can play within

society, then there is utility in the advice offered by the historian Robert Heilbron-

ner, who suggested that
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our ability to understand the future "without succumbing to false hopes or an
equally false despair" rests with our ability to understand the "grand dynamics
of history," which represents "both the means through which progress pain-
fully won in the past is trampled underfoot and the means by which a base is
built for future progress." (p. 2)

The history of the formation of community colleges is summarized in three sections,

concluding with a final section on the decade in question, the "fourth generation"

(Deegan & Tillery, 1985).

Origins. 1900-1930

The Community College movement may have borrowed from the concept of

the Land Grant "people's colleges," but public two-year colleges are in fact a twenti-

eth century American educational movement. According to Wagoner (1985), Wil-

liam Rainey Harper, President of the University of Chicago and the father of the

junior college, was more concerned with the purity of the University than the form

of the junior college when he created a junior college division. The first public

junior college was developed in 1901 in Joliet, Illinois as a two-year institution

providing academic courses at the freshman and sophomore level.

Brick (cited in Wagoner, 1985) stated that four economic forces lead to the

concept of the junior college: "Equality of opportunity, use of education to achieve

social mobility, technological progress, and acceptance of the concept that education

is the producer of social capital" (p 4). The early California architects of the move-

ment more clearly demonstrate these ideals. David Starr Jordan feared that if the

masses were not properly informed that they would hold back the talented, while

Alexis F. Lange viewed the junior college as an evolving form of institution with a

mission of its own. He saw it as a capstone of secondary education, promoting

vocational and general education for those students not bound for the university, and

stressed that it should have an integral relationship with its surrounding community.
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These two men were, respectively, president of Stanford University and a faculty

member at the University of California at Berkeley (Wagoner, 1985).

In 1907, California law was the first to authorize community colleges, but at

the same time the state provided no funding and authorized them only as secondary

school adjuncts. By 1917, money was authorized for junior colleges on the same

basis as high schools and by 1921 junior colleges were allowed their own districts,

complete with boards, budgets and operating procedures (Vaughan, 1985). In 1919,

a federal Bureau of Education report prepared by F. M. McDowell (cited in Wagon-

er, 1985) summarized the principal problem of the junior college movement: "We

do not know what it should be, because we do not know what it is. Before we can

see clearly what it is, we must know why it is" (p. 9). Finally, the American Asso-

ciation of Junior Colleges (AAJC) was formed in 1920 by approximately 175 mostly

private institutions and began to address just these questions. By 1921, the group

was able to agree that junior colleges were "an institution offering two years of

instruction of strictly collegiate grade" (cited in Wagoner, 1985, p. 9).

Second Generation. Junior Colleges 1930-50

Whereas Deegan and Tillery (1985) referred to the period from 1900 to 1930

as "the first generation--extension of high school" (p. 5), the period from 1930 to

1950 was called "the second generation--junior colleges" (p. 8). It was a period

which began with the Great Depression and ended with the postwar educational

boom. Eells has noted that by 1930 there were 450 two-year institutions, located in

all but five states and with an average enrollment of 160 (cited in Cohen, 1981). By

1940, private colleges still outnumbered public institutions, but the latter enrolled

more than two-thirds of all junior college students. During this generation of colleg-

es, Koos and Eells were influential in promoting the inclusion of terminal programs
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(i.e., vocational training and general education) as well as guidance activities as a

centerpiece of the mission (Wagoner, 1985).

Prior to World War II, Leland L. Medsker had advocated close institutional

links with industry, but after the War he placed greater stress on the commitment to

adult education and community service, in addition to the functions already estab-

lished (Wagoner, 1985). He also encouraged a stronger commitment to guidance

and articulated yet another role for the people's colleges, a "salvage" function or the

offering of remedial education (p. 12). This function was discussed as early as

1931.

Two other significant features initiated during this period included the passage

of the GI bill in 1944, which provided financial aid for higher education and set the

groundwork for later federal financial aid programs, and the Truman Commission on

Higher Education, which promoted the concept of the community college as a nation-

al network of locally controlled, comprehensive higher educational institutions for

adults. The colleges were to blend into the system of higher education in each state,

while continuing to coordinate their curricular offerings with secondary schools

(Vaughan, 1985). They were to be within commuting distance for the majority of

Americans and were to offer programs that would lead to either gainful employment

or to advanced study (Wagoner, 1985). With its report, the Truman Commission

was the first to popularize the term "community college" (Vaughan, 1985, p. 8).

During the war years the junior colleges had welcomed adult students. This

policy was continued in the post-war period and by 1947, 40 percent of the students

were veterans who viewed access as a right or an entitlement, and not as a privilege.

Almost at once the two-year college became a fully legitimate American educational

system member (Wagoner, 1985).
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Third Generation. Community Colleges 1950-1970

Higher education was a rapid growth industry during the post-World War II

era, experiencing growth in both enrollments and resources. Community colleges

grew at an even greater rate than higher education (Breneman & Nelson, 1981b) and

during this "third generation," community college enrollments grew from one-half

million to two million students in an unparalleled spread of colleges across the coun-

try (Deegan & Tillery, 1985, p. 12). At the same time governance became more

complex and faculty demands increased. More multi-unit districts were developed

and state agencies began to exert a new influence. It was truly the "golden age" of

financial support for the community college.

Vaughan (1985) calls the period from 1960 to 1974 "the boom years" (p. 10).

Colleges were opened at the rate of 50 per year and student enrollments increased

annually at a rate in excess of 10 percent (Cohen, 1981). Community college presi-

dents became builders as state legislatures voted funding for the construction and

staffing of systems, and the Kellogg Foundation funded the Junior College Leader-

ship Program, which would provide training for many of the future presidents of

newly created colleges (Wagoner, 1985; Vaughan, 1985).

Contemporary writings in the 1960s stressed that community colleges were

student-oriented, or "teaching institutions" (Cohen & Lombardi, 1979, p. 24), with

small classes which met the needs of a broad spectrum of local communities. These

colleges became a safety valve, releasing pressure from the baby boom that might

otherwise have caused serious problems for universities (Richardson, 1981).

Since the 1930s, the leaders of the AAJC had been saying that occupational

education was the most significant aspect of the junior colleges, but the turning point

for this college function was not reached until the mid-1960s, when enrollments in

this area began to increase at rates higher than either total enrollment or transfer
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enrollment. During this period, the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and subse-

quent amending acts in 1968 were passed into law, providing a massive influx of

federal dollars to the vocational programs of the community college system (Lom-

bardi, 1978).

It was at this juncture that society committed itself to the belief that education

beyond high school was a right and not just a privilege. The societal changes which

came to fruition by the 1960s and federal financial aid made it possible for minority

and female students, and students in the lower fourth of their high school classes to

attend community colleges. It was the opinion of Vaughan (1985) that the work with

students in these categories was among the most significant contributions of commu-

nity colleges to education within the nation. Subsequently, community colleges were

not the targets of student protests in the 1960s, at least in part because they provided

some of the goals for which other students were protesting, open admissions, greater

opportunities for women and working adults, lower costs, and greater access for

minorities.

Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr., who headed the renamed American Association of

Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC) during this period, was a strong advocate

of life-long learning and community-based education. He felt that the partnership

between the state and local communities was working and that local college boards

were more responsive to community needs than in any other segment of higher edu-

cation. Gleazer provided an important degree of national influence, bringing a much

needed philosophical perspective to the community college movement (Vaughan,

1985).
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Fourth Generation, the Comprehensive Community College From 1970

A. M. Cohen and Lombardi (1979) have observed that the community college

literature of the 1970s stressed access to new students. Part-time student enrollments

reached new peaks, with some states reporting enrollments in this category as high

as 80 percent. By the end of the decade, female students began to outnumber males

across the nation (Vaughan, 1985). This was the start of the fourth generation, the

period of the "comprehensive community college," which lasted through the mid-

1980s (Deegan & Tillery, 1985, p. 16). It was also a period of mission ambiguity,

with growth in noncredit and community service programs and development of out-

reach facilities as well as other nontraditional delivery systems. New audiences were

served, including recent immigrants, the handicapped, career renewers, reverse

transfers, on job trainees, joint high school enrollees, and reentry women.

New institutional construction slowed as from 1968 to 1978 only 250 commu-

nity colleges were built (Cohen & Lombardi, 1979). Rather, the presidents of com-

munity colleges turned to the task of consolidating college programs or creating new

programs which responded to the needs of the new types of students entering the

community colleges (Young et al., 1981). A. M. Cohen and Lombardi (1979) ob-

served that the ability to attract new students was not matched by the ability to orga-

nize and sustain new programs. The inertia of a pre-existing staff was evident.

Leaders were attempting to build new institutional types on old structures by adding

instructional resource centers, short-term training programs, and off-campus courses.

Cross (1981) noted that while faculties did not rate innovation and experimentation

high on their list of priorities, administrators and trustees did. As a measure of

morale, for an ETS (Education Testing Service) field test of the Community College

Goals Inventory, the need to foster a community college climate was given a top rat-

ing by faculty, just as they rated the current climate very low. Cross speculated that
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the reasons underlying these ratings were related to declining enrollments, reduced

funds, and retrenchments.

It was during this period that the most dramatic shifts, from the production of

goods to the provision of services, were witnessed (Johnston, 1977). At the same

time, as the baby-boom generation began to grow older and the last of this popula-

tion bulge moved through high school and college, age patterns for adults were also

changing. The period opened with stable financing and new financial aid for stu-

dents. It ended with taxpayer revolts, reductions in federal support, and new state

controls for local community colleges. Presidents became the managers of scarce

resources and with economic recession, retrenchment was mandatory. There were

many governance conflicts, centering upon the issues of increased state authority

and, within schools, the institution of collective bargaining procedures by faculties

and staffs (Deegan & Tillery, 1985). Increased competition for scarce funds was

accompanied by growing and widespread disillusionment with public education

(Johnston, 1977).

Deegan and Tillery (1985) have pointed out that many of the trends that took

shape during the fourth generation were never fully realized, thus adding to the

confusion about college missions. Critics have observed that with the growth of

community education, traditional programs have been neglected. Enrollments in the

liberal arts and the humanities declined. Student services suffered with the retrench-

ments and the holistic needs of the students were not met as the schools implemented

the "cafeteria approach" to the provision of programs and services. Such issues as

open access, comprehensiveness of the programs, and recurring education for adults

constituted virtual challenges to the fundamental beliefs of educational traditionalists.

The ultimate question was boiled down to the issue of "who should be educated and

who should pay?" (Deegan & Tillery, 1985, p. 21).
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The confusion of missions in the 1970s were an addition to and not a depar-

ture from the community college themes of the 1960s--being all things to all people

(Vaughan, 1985). Johnston (1977) suggested that the colleges needed to reflect on

the social implications of their efforts and decide if they were to be "superservice

centers attending to public wants of the moment or institutions offering intellectual

and moral leadership to the disadvantaged" (p. 64). As noted by Keller and

McClenney (1985), there was still a basic recognition that "colleges and universities

are similar to the nation's great public libraries in which adults return throughout

their personal and professional lives to gain new knowledge and insight" (p. 11).

The Life Long Learning Act was passed in 1976, providing national visibility to this

concept, but not the appropriate funding. It was carefully noted that 25 percent of

all adult education courses were taught by employers and that more than 60 percent

of the adults taking classes did so for reasons related to their jobs. Employers were

spending approximately $30 billion per year on education and training (Cross &

McCartan, 1984).

During this period the community colleges experienced frequent misunder-

standings with higher education institutions, and their transfer programs were

brought into question. There was increased competition for scarce state resources

and for qualified high school graduates at all levels (Deegan & Tillery, 1985).

Within the community colleges there was a call for the development of new market-

ing strategies (Cohen & Lombardi, 1979) and for the institution of strategic planning

(Groff, 1984). However, overall, community colleges managed to gain new status

with the public, enhanced linkages with the private sector, and improved articulation

with secondary schools (Deegan & Tillery, 1985). Throughout the 1970s the rate of

growth continued, increasing from a total community college enrollment of 585,240

students in 1958 to 4.8 million by the fall of 1980 (Vaughan, 1985). But by the

early 1980's, all but a few community colleges had reached a plateau in growth or
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suffered enrollment declines (Deegan & Tillery, 1985). Societal forces continued to

impact the community colleges. As Wagoner (1985) observed:

The almost frantic growth of the community college began to subside in the
mid-1970s at the same time that the larger society began to come to terms
with the prospect that the society of abundance was being replaced by a soci-
ety of scarcity. (p. 13)

As Cross (1981) noted at the time, the leveling effect and declines in enrollment

were not without effect on the community colleges; they were caught

between two periods of high energy and a sense of mission in community
colleges. The old ideals that sparked enthusiasm and the sense of common
purpose in community colleges have receded, and new ideals have not yet
emerged to take their place. (p. 113)

Nonetheless, more than half of first-time freshman continued to enroll at

community colleges (Vaughan, 1985). Enrollments, which in 1978 were at 4.2

million (Cohen & Lombardi, 1979), reached 4.9 millions by the fall of 1983, 3.5

million of whom were noncredit students. Women made up 53 percent of the stu-

dent bodies and 21 percent of the students represented minorities, but since these

AACJC figures for 1983 were down slightly from those of 1982, the plateau seemed

to have been clearly drawn (Vaughan, 1985). By 1985, the AACJC had identified

1,219 two-year community and junior colleges and technical institutions (Wagoner,

1985).

Toward the end of the period, greater emphasis was placed on access to

education and student readiness to learn. Student services began to renew them-

selves with increased attention to assessment, placement, and learner outcomes (Dee-

gan & Tillery, 1985). With the decline in Gleazer's influence, the swing back to

academic teaching leading to degrees and certificates had begun (Vaughan, 1985).

Under the leadership of Dale Parnell, who replaced Gleazer in 1981, relationships

with private industry became the primary focus of the national association (Cross,

1985). Themes such as "Putting America Back to Work" or "Keep America Work-

ing" reflected Parnell's pragmatic leadership style (Vaughan, 1985, p. 22). Subse-
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quently, "economic development" became the new academic "buzz word," and con-

tract training programs were established at 70 percent of all community colleges re-

sponding to a survey in the mid-1980s (Deegan & Tillery, 1987). Groff (1984)

reported that at least 32 state governors had started economic development programs,

most of which called for a close relationship between educational and economic

institutions.

When Parnell became president of AACJC, he was the first national execu-

tive to come from a public community college (Vaughan, 1985). His experience as

President of Lane Community College in the early 1960s, and as Superintendent of

Public Instruction, give him two important ties to the Oregon community college

movement. Parnell's theme of "Opportunity with Excellence" placed stress upon the

quality issues being addressed as the fourth generation drew to an end. As a con-

comitant to this theme, employers were encouraged to note "associate degree pre-

ferred" and colleges were urged to clearly define the degree (Vaughan, 1985, p. 23).

The other side of the coin was that as the colleges begin to stress quality, they also

began to close their open doors.

Deegan, Tillery, and Me lone (1985) have summarized the basis for a philo-

sophical reconceptualization of the emerging mission of community colleges in the

"fifth generation":

(1) A commitment to democracy--implemented through open-access and low-
cost programs, (2) program comprehensiveness--implemented through a wide
range of programs and services, (3) a dedication to lifelong learning-- imple-
mented through an emphasis on programs and services in adult education and
continuing education, (4) a community-centered focus--implemented through
its struggle to retain local control and its responsiveness to local community
needs, and (5) adaptability implemented through responsiveness to changing
needs in society and the ever evolving purposes and programs that have cul-
minated in the comprehensive mission of transfer, occupational, remedial, and
community services, and continuing education. (p. 304)

The question, then, was a practical one: "We need to know better what works and

what does not, under what conditions and at what cost" (p. 323). In terms equally
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as pragmatic as the slogans offered by Dale Parnell, it was clear that the fifth gener-

ation would be based on the themes of quality education and productivity, themes

which would offer "a climate and opportunity much more conducive to careful self-

examination and action than either the unevaluated period of rapid growth of the

1960s or the endless 'rhetorical' accountability reports of the 1970s" (p. 304). Even

more insistently, Wagoner (1985) placed the need for reevaluation in an even broad-

er historical perspective:

Through all of its twists and turns since the early days of this century, the
two-year college has billed itself as a responsive institution, unencumbered by
tradition. Its very breadth of mission and comprehensiveness of functions
have worked against the establishment of priorities. . . . It would be an
ironic new twist in the history of the community college if it should now
become what it set out not to be: inflexible and unresponsive. (p. 14)

The community college movement has historically faced the future more than

either the past or the present (Wagoner, 1985). Vaughan (1985) has suggested that

the "golden age" of the movement is now clearly in the past, while Clark Kerr (cited

in Deegan & Tillery, 1985) observed that "the clear visions are almost gone" (p.

viii). The institution is no longer the community college, but rather an institutional

expression of great diversity. Leaders will be required to count more upon what

people want and on what society needs as they shape the future of each community

college. However, as Cross noted in 1981, if each of the colleges go their own way,

the community college will probably lose its cohesiveness and zeal.

Increasingly, the social wealth of American society reflects information rather

than material productivity and the development of the intellectual capital to meet

these changes will be an important role for community colleges (Groff, 1984). In

discussing the impact of this process of change on community colleges, Hodgkinson

(cited in Deegan & Tillery, 1985) has noted that

the community college mission depends in large part on the characteristics of
changes that are occurring in our society. . . . It is a future which will in-
volve transformation of world society at all kinds of levels, and while taking
place slowly at first, will gather pace with sudden force. (p. 31)
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The ultimate challenge, as suggested by Richard Alfred (cited in Keller & McClen-

ney, 1985), is that "without meaningful action during this period of change, commu-

nity colleges risk becoming a 'redundant' organization in American higher educa-

tion" (p. 9).

In summary, the literature suggests that the period selected for investigation

in this study was one of considerable and rapid change. It began with growth and

ended with a decline or leveling of enrollment, public support, and public funding.

The emphasis on life-long learning, off-campus centers, and community services

initiated in the early 1970s has been transformed into an emphasis on vocational and

vocational supplemental education during the recession years of the early 1980s. In

addition, state control of institutional planning and programs was an increasing influ-

ence. Comprehensive programs, community centered in nature, continued to be an

important part of the core values of the community college movement. However,

the preservation of these values have made it difficult to establish priorities, and the

result has been widespread confusion about the mission and the future of community

colleges.

College Missions and Trends in Enrollment

There is a useful adjunct to the consideration of this topic, which is that com-

munity colleges exist because "communities see them as a means of improving ac-

cess to better occupations, higher salaries, more responsibility, and improved citizen-

ship" (Richardson & Rhodes, 1985, p. 286). Consequently, this section is an exami-

nation of the categories of courses or programs which are offered by community

colleges to their students and the enrollment trends which are at the core of this

study. National enrollment trends in the five categories of transfer, vocational,
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remedial, general, and community education are examined, and the interrelationship

of these trends to the mission of the community college is analyzed.

Enrollment categories at community colleges can be classified in a number of

ways. In Oregon, there are five major categories reported for FTE reimbursement

by the colleges to the Office of Community College Services, formerly a part of the

State Department of Education. These are lower-division collegiate (transfer), voca-

tional preparatory, vocational supplemental and apprentice, developmental education,

and adult self-improvement. Often, the vocational preparatory and the vocational

supplemental and apprentice programs are combined into a single category; all are

eligible for federal vocational funding. In Oregon, developmental education can be

further broken down into ABE (Adult Basic Education), GED (General Education

Development), ESL (English as a second language), adult high school diploma, and

remedial education. The adult self-improvement courses are often noncredit in na-

ture and fall within the area nationally referred to as community education or com-

munity services. Colleges also offer a sixth or nonreimbursable category, which

they are not required to report to the state since these community education courses

are not eligible for state funding. Of the five categories most often discussed in the

national literature, only general education cannot be separately identified in Oregon.

These courses often have transfer numbers and are reported with that category.

A. M. Cohen (1981) reflected that even in the early years of the two-year

college movement there were courses that went beyond the transfer function. At that

time, transfer courses were called "college parallel" courses. There were some

occupational studies, including teacher preparation, a two-year degree in the early

part of the twentieth century. General education courses were regarded as an exten-

sion of high school and tended to be either civics or homemaking. While limited in

extent, there were even some community education programs.
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With all of the despair in the late 1970s regarding the decline in liberal arts

and humanities enrollments, placed in the context of the increase in community

education programs, A. M. Cohen (1981) wrote:

People within the institutions now may feel unduly elated if their programs
are expanding, unwarrantedly despairing if they are declining. But history
affords a sense of perspective, the realization that every program has had its
period of growth and decline relative to all others. (p. 6)

Cohen reported on three major shifts in national enrollment trends. First, occupa-

tional or vocational programs considered as terminal in the past were training in-

creased numbers of students whom subsequently transferred to higher education,

even in numbers greater than traditional "transfer" students. Second, students taking

transfer courses tended to choose classes at random, most often one course at a time

and out of general rather than specific interest. Few courses required prerequisites

and fewer than 10 percent were conducted at the sophomore level. To a lesser

degree, this random selection also took place in the vocational areas, thereby reduc-

ing the linear aspect of the community college. Third, there had been an increase in

lower level (below transfer) instruction in areas such as mathematics and English.

One-third of the mathematics sections offered across the nation were below the level

of college algebra.

Transfer Function (Lower-Division Collegiate)

In 1981, transfer courses were still experiencing a decline in student FTE

from the great growth period of the 1960s, while vocational program enrollments

continued to grow (Cohen, 1981). Lombardi (1979) noted that from 1907 to 1940,

transfer education comprised 60 to 70 percent of community college enrollments and

that this strength was maintained through the mid-1960s. However, by 1973 the

transfer share had dropped to 43 percent. Nonetheless, there was little chance that

the transfer function would be discontinued since community colleges were not about
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to sever ties to higher education. A Gallop Poll, conducted in 1974, determined that

50 percent of those interviewed perceived transfer studies as the principal mission of

the community college (Vaughn, 1983). In 1984, A. M. Cohen could report that

more than one-half of the community college enrollment was still comprised of trans-

fer credits.

Research by Sullins and Atwell (1986) determined that most small community

colleges could offer transfer programs with several options. However, they also

found that after enrollments at a college reached 2,500, the comprehensive nature of

the transfer courses was not further broadened. Cohen and Lombardi (1979), while

lamenting the decline of the transfer function, predicted that transfer programs will

survive because of the traditional place they hold in the community college and for

reason of staff inertia. There was also a more compelling motive for the survival of

this function: "University parallel education survives regardless, largely because of

the funding patterns that in most states reimburse the community colleges for stu-

dents enrolled in degree--credit courses" (pp. 25-26). In this context, Johnston

(1977) raised the issue of whether community colleges should provide community

services for immediate needs and career education in response to the labor market,

or "emphasize the personal development of students as a part of lifespan education"

(p. 60). His response to his own question was that "perhaps our society needs liber-

ally educated citizen-participants as much as it needs trained workers" (p. 61). The

issue of the transfer function can be resolved only as a complementary problem is

revolved: How far will community colleges go in the direction of the "Three Cs

Career, Compensatory and Community Education?" (Cohen & Lombardi, 1979, p.

26).
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Vocational Function

A. M. Cohen (1981) has observed that with recent demographic shifts, there

are fewer of the traditionally college-bound students to fill transfer classes. Voca-

tional enrollments, in turn, have been given a boost by relicensing requirements in

many fields and by the need for training in new technology and services. On the

down side of vocational programs, some occupations are moving toward the require-

ment of a bachelor's degree and will ultimately be lost to the community college as

the professional entry point is upgraded. Nursing is an example of this process, just

as teaching was many years ago. At this point, community colleges are opposing

this trend, but it is a struggle they can be predicted to lose. Burton Clark has noted

that the higher the status of the occupations for which a college prepared students,

the higher the status of the school (cited in Cohen & Lombardi, 1979).

In 1978, Lombardi reported that in terms of credit enrollment, vocational

programs had become the major function of the college only during the fourth gen-

eration. In contrast, in 1917 only 18 percent of the course offerings were vocational

and this percentage never increased past 35 percent until the fourth generation. Prior

to that, vocational enrollments rarely exceeded 25 percent of total enrollment. The

timing of the shift is clear. A. M. Cohen and Brawer (1982) noted that the granting

of associate degrees in occupational areas increased from 40 percent of the total in

1970 to 60 percent in 1980.

Lombardi (1978) has provided several reasons for this trend: (1) Smaller

colleges tend to have fewer vocational programs. As the colleges grew in the 1960s,

it was possible to support additional numbers of vocational programs and faculty

members. (2) Baccalaureate education has always been held in high regard by the

public. Community colleges began to publicize the worth of occupational programs

by stressing their semiprofessional status and offering associate degrees to graduates.
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(3) Federal vocational dollars became available to the community colleges during the

growth years of the 1960s, allowing colleges to obtain expensive equipment and

develop curricula. (4) Some states started to provide more funding for vocational

programs than transfer programs in state funding formulas. Texas, for example,

required 40 percent of the enrollment to be in vocational programs in order to quali-

fy for state aid. This trend, while helping vocational programs, may have also led to

the reclassification of some transfer programs as vocational programs for purposes of

funding, with the ultimate end of promoting new levels of state bureaucratization as

new and uniform reporting methods were developed. (5) The relatively high unem-

ployment rates of the 1970s among four-year college graduates, with the concomitant

prospect of lower salaries, made vocational programs more attractive, especially in

fields with good wages. Many students in community college vocational programs

were unemployed four-year college graduates. (6) In some states the increase in

vocational enrollments occurred because formerly independent secondary programs

and technical schools had become a part of the community college. (7) The growth

in non-traditional students also contributed to the growth in occupational programs.

Special monies were made available to assist handicapped and disadvantaged students

enrolled in vocational programs.

Sullins and Atwell (1986) found that the comprehensiveness of vocational

programs, unlike transfer programs, increased with the size of the institution. This

was true not only of the numbers of programs, but also for the depth and variety of

courses. A study of vocational education in California reported that the three major

vocational programs were business (36 percent), computers (14 percent), and techni-

cal occupations (18 percent). The report also stated that between 1978 and 1983

over 75 percent of the students in California community colleges took at least one

vocational course. Since 20 percent of all community college students are enrolled

in California institutions, these statistics have a considerable impact on the national
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figures (CARVELL Education Management Planning, Inc., 1986). The same Cali-

fornia study pondered the question of general versus specific occupational prepara-

tions:

The most valued areas of education and training may be those that improve
abstract and symbolic thinking, understanding interrelated systems and pro-
cesses, solving technical non-repetitive problems, and working with diverse
people to achieve defined job outcomes. (p. 1-9)

General Education Function

With the establishment of the trend toward increased specialization, A. M.

Cohen (1981) foresaw a decline in general education. He predicted, however, that

general education enrollments would increase in the future because social needs for

training in basic values, citizenship, and the skills necessary to successful functioning

in life were no longer being fulfilled at the secondary level. Moreover, he felt that

with the decline in the numbers of transfer students, additional interdisciplinary

courses would be needed to maintain the staff and curricula necessary to continue

offering transfer programs.

A. M. Cohen and Lombardi (1979) have noted that general education pro-

grams are difficult to maintain. These programs are linked to individual freedom

and social cohesion, with course offerings traditionally linked to the transfer func-

tion. Thus, to survive future challenges, the notion of general education must be

broadened to include modules in occupational education and short courses in commu-

nity education. Cohen and Lombardi lamented that too few administrators and facul-

ty viewed this transformation as an important part of the college mission; in essence,

it would be necessary to change college staffing before general education could be

transformed.

Although most school catalogs list general education requirements, finding

enrollment trends for this function of the community college mission is not feasible
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since enrollments are reported under one of the other functions. The community

college has a number of functions, such as counselling, which are not reported in

terms of enrollments, and yet are an important part of their mission. For the pur-

poses of this study, general education falls into that category.

Community Service Function

Although community education has always been a part of the development of

community colleges, its place in the curricula grew only slowly. Hankin and Fey

(1985) observed that although the Truman Commission had encouraged the colleges

to take classes to the people and included adult education as part of that mission, it

was not until publication of the study by Harlacher (1969), The Community Dimen-

sion of the Community College, that community education really became a significant

part of the overall college mission. Hankin and Fey noted the rapid growth of the

community service function throughout the period of the fourth generation. The

National Council of Community Service and Continuing Education was formed as a

part of the AACJC and the research journal, Catalyst, began to publish. With the

growth of the influence of this function, critics began to question the validity of

community service courses, while its advocates placed it within the central mission

of the college. Nationally, there was no common definition for this function. Har-

lacher had listed the community use of the facilities, community education, commu-

nity development, and cultural and recreational activities sponsored by the college as

among proper community service functions. A. M. Cohen and Lombardi (1979)

noted the inconsistent use of the term community education, adding that it was a

catch-all for community services, continuing education, ABE, and all non-credit

programs and activities. Nonetheless, with the growth of this function there was

considerable discussion of such new delivery systems as TV, radio, newspapers,

computers and cassettes as the natural adjuncts of this dimension. It included pro-
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gramming for emerging social trends, such as economic development, short-term

training related to the Comprehensive Educating and Training Act (CETA) and,

subsequently, Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) funding, and collaboration with

industry. New populations were served, including senior citizens, the retarded,

women reentering the job market, people in life transitions (e.g., divorce and parent-

ing), and the influx of immigrants from Southeast Asia (Deegan & Tillery, 1985).

The National Center for Educational Statistics (cited in Cross & McCartan,

1984) reported that adult education for the elderly grew more rapidly than among

any other age group (29 percent between 1978 and 1981). Community service di-

rectors listed seniors and displaced homemakers as the biggest growth areas among

special populations. However, as previously observed earlier in this chapter, the

1970s were a time of decline in transfer enrollments, especially the liberal arts and

humanities. Faculty had unionized one-third of the colleges during the decade, and

for funding reasons colleges were seriously involved in retrenching traditional pro-

grams by the early 1980s (Cohen & Lombardi, 1979). To witness the diversion of

energy and resources (and enrollments) into the community service mission brought

out any number of critics. Moreover, no state with large numbers of senior citizens

had an FTE reimbursement plan which served to encourage community colleges to

attract seniors (Cross & McCartan, 1984). However, Knoell (1983) noted that

"community education has the advantage of being able to respond rapidly to chang-

ing needs, some of which are non-recurring" (p. 35).

The critics cited that belly dancing and basket weaving courses were distrac-

tions from the college mission and harmful to its financing. They claimed that many

courses did not match the academic quality of regular on-campus courses, discour-

aged people from completing programs, drained the campus of resources, and led to

the overuse of part-time faculty. They also claimed that they were offered on a hit-

or-miss basis, dependent on enrollment rather than being listed as a regular part of
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an organized curriculum (Hankin & Fey, 1985). Headlines such as "No More 'Fun

with Je11-0' Courses: States are Urging Community Colleges to Review Programs,

Justify Expenses" (Jaschik, 1985, p. 1) on the front page of The Chronicle of Higher

Education confirmed the worst fears of the critics. In Wyoming, such an example

had led to an end of state funding for hobby courses several years before, but was

still worth headlines when legislators were discussing community college financing in

1985. Parnell urged the elimination of personal interest activities because of the

damage they do to the image of the community college (Vaughan, 1983).

There were sound counterarguments. Breneman and Nelson (1985) observed

that community services were primarily an enhancement of the non-monetary quality,

and at some schools retraining provided in community service courses directly affect-

ed the monetary quality of life for some people. Moreover, in many colleges contin-

uing education was defined as part of the community service mission, rather than as

vocational training. In any case, in the 1980s adult and continuing education contin-

ued to have a broader impact, and part-time adult students were the major portion of

enrollment increases during the fourth generation of the community college. In

particular, short courses filled adult needs and were offered as community services.

A. M. Cohen (1981), however, predicted that if continuing education was not sepa-

rately funded, its more successful programs would eventually be taken over by the

vocational and transfer departments.

AACJC figures indicate that community education enrollments peaked in

1981-82 at 4.4 million. However, projections for the year 2000 are 6.2 million.

Declines in the early 1980s were attributed to increased state direction of what had

formerly been a community-based institution, a move away from cultural events and

recreational classes, and increased competition from other adult education providers,

including churches, schools, and businesses (Hankin & Fey, 1985). A. M. Cohen

(1984) continued to be a cautious advocate of community services, noting that they
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tended to confuse access with education and to blur the image and function of the

community college. He recommended that community services be placed in a sepa-

rate division since merging them with either transfer or vocational would only end in

a weakening of all programs.

Developmental Function (Remedial Education)

Although remedial education had been organized as early as the period 1930-

1950 and was established as a part of the national pattern in the period 1950-1970,

by the 1970s remedial education was searching for sharper definition, with primary

concern expressed for learner outcomes. Donovan (cited in Deegan & Tillery, 1987)

wrote that "for the most part, developmental educators in the 1970s were sailing

uncharted waters. Without many role models and without much of a literature to

draw upon, faculty improvised and learned while they taught" (p. 37). Groff (1984)

found "that two of the primary reasons for low productivity were functional illiteracy

and lack of training for specific jobs" (p. 45). The National Commission on Excel-

lence in Education reported that 23 million American adults were functionally illiter-

ate, while the U.S. Department of Education estimated that an even greater number,

45 million, were marginally illiterate. These adults pose a challenge to community

colleges, as they help to develop an educated work force during a period of rapid

socioeconomic change as the U.S. is transformed from being an industrial-based to

an information-based economy.

A. M. Cohen and Lombardi (1979) observed that the decline in academic

standards at high schools, in combination with the community college open-door

policy which attracted students never previously enrolled at a college, would lead to

a shift of enrollment moved from liberal arts to remedial programs. They also ob-

served that remedial programs, with the exception of adult basic education, which

was more often taught as an evening program by part-time faculty, were expensive
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to offer. The development of the ability to teach all the students attracted to a col-

lege during a period of declining resources was a challenge for the 1980s.

Evangelauf (1985) reported that remedial enrollment trends at colleges and

universities had increased for 63 percent of the institutions between 1978 and 1984,

while one-third of those surveyed maintained steady remedial enrollments. A Cali-

fornia study noted that 80 percent of all the current community college students

needed some form of remediation (CARVELL, 1986). Moreover, the National

Assessment of Educational Progress reported that 60 percent of all high school grad-

uates need remedial help in some form when they started college (NAEP releases

"the Nation's report card," 1987).

A. M. Cohen (1984) maintains that it is an important function of education to

provide a person the ticket necessary for advancement to the next level of education.

In his view, before students embark upon a program of liberal studies, they should

be subjected to entry-level testing and directed to remedial studies as appropriate.

Cohen (1981) noted that in the states where community colleges had assumed respon-

sibility for adult basic education (ABE, GED, ESL) from the school districts, basic

education was thriving. Many states do not offer these courses through their com-

munity college system and others offer these programs through a variety of provid-

ers, including community colleges. To further compound the problems of defining

national trends in remedial education, adult basic education is considered a communi-

ty service function in some states and a remedial function in others. The most sa-

lient factor revealed in a subsequent study by Cohen (1987) was that the ABE was

the fastest growing area of community services programs.

Story (1981) reported that in the state of Washington, in a study which uti-

lized the Community College Goals Inventory to survey trustees, faculty, state staff,

administrators, and legislative committee members, there was a consensus on the

three most important community college program goals: (1) vocational/technical
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education, (2) general education, and (3) developmental/remedial education. The

study reported that vocational and general ranked the highest with respect to current

program practices, but that there was firm opinion that developmental education was

not getting the attention it deserved. Cross (1981), utilizing the same instrument,

reported a similar level of dissatisfaction with what was happening in developmental

education as compared to what should be done. She observed that community col-

leges have had more experience with remedial education than other segments of

higher education, nonetheless there was little confidence on the campuses that they

knew how to provide successful remedial education programs. Cross suggested that

with the community college head start in remedial education, community colleges

could become national leaders in an area which posed problems for all of higher

education. She suggests that directing energy toward student-centered education

might help the overall morale of the colleges during the period she refers to as a

"plateau between two periods of high energy and a sense of mission" (p. 113).

In 1983, Kulik, Kulik, and Shwa lb (cited in Clowes, 1984) performed an

analysis of remedial program evaluations, reporting "no observable positive effects in

community colleges' remedial programs" (p. 60). From a 1983 California report,

Deegan and Tillery (1987) observed that "the lack of evaluation found in remedial

programs . . . appears in institutions across the country. No one knows if remedia-

don is really working or if one segment or one approach is more effective than

another" (p. 37). Their conclusion was that with the rising cost of educating remedi-

al students in view, community colleges should investigate their developmental edu-

cation programs and use their existing research base to determine how to best serve

their students. Even earlier, Breneman and Nelson (1981a) had observed: "The

question of how many times society must pay for basic education poses a reasonable

challenge to postsecondary remedial programs" (p. 50).
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Vocational Supplemental Function

Some of the trends in vocational supplemental education are reported in the

literature under vocational and community services. In which category the trends for

this function are placed is dependent upon the reporting structure in individual states.

However, a study by CARVELL Education Management Planning (1986) concluded

that "retraining will become a larger function of the community college than prepar-

ing new workers for the labor market" (p. 1-8).

A. M. Cohen (1987) surveyed 95 randomly selected continuing education

directors in the fall of 1986. He found that 98 percent of the colleges offered short-

term vocational programs and 94 percent offered continuing education for profession-

als. These two areas, in combination with customized job training, accounted for 49

percent of community service enrollments. Smith (1984) has noted that in the future

continuing education "will represent microcosms of the community colleges them-

selves" (p. 62). This position is based upon the belief, as stated by Hankin and Fey

(1985), that every adult worker will acquire completely different job skills every 10

years and can expect to be fully retrained up to 7 times. Moreover, today's workers

will make up 90 percent of the workforce of the 1990s (Cross & McCartan, 1984).

However, evaluations which have been completed on retraining programs for

displaced adults "suggest that these programs have 'positive but small effects"

(Cross & McCartan, 1984, p. 97). One of the major reasons for this effect is that

displaced workers often need to relocate to where new jobs exist. For this reason,

it has been predicted that retraining programs for displaced workers will never be a

major adult education program. Nonetheless, Cross and McCartan (1984) have

observed that

adult education is the most rapidly growing segment in all education, increas-
ing by 17 percent between 1978 and 1981 . . . . Half [of the growth] is
attributed to the increased need and desire of adults to continue learning. In
1981, . . . 21 million adults participated in some organized educational activi-
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ty. . . . In 1981, 46 percent of all courses taken by adults were provided by
nonschools. (p. 1)

The demand for lifelong learning is rising. A report from California states

that 1 out of every 17 adults in the state attended a community college in 1984

(CARVELL, 1986). Studies reported by Cross and McCartan (1984) have shown

that a college graduate is approximately five times as likely to participate in adult

education as a high school dropout. Census data shows an increase in the proportion

of high school graduates in the general population, with secondary graduates consti-

tuting 55 percent of all adults over age 25 as of 1970. By 1981, this figure had risen

to 70 percent, while the proportion of 25- to 34-year-olds with at least some college

rose from 30 to 45 percent in the 1970s. National educational statistics published in

1982 showed that 12.8 percent of the population had participated in some form of

adult education. In the American West the percentage is 17.6 percent. These partic-

ipation rates appear to be directly related to the percentage of high school graduates

in a region, and the western states have the highest secondary school graduation rates

(Cross & McCartan, 1984).

Smith (1984) stated his belief that community colleges must "provide their

graduates with a conceptual knowledge on which they can build and with a desire to

be reeducated throughout their work lives" (p. 59). However, from Cross's (1981)

field test of the Community College Goals Inventory, which included trustees, com-

munity members, as well as college staff, life-long learning was perceived as only

moderately important, in fact drawing more attention than those surveyed felt it

should be accorded. The lack of funding may make it an unrealistic goal for the

1980s.
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Community College Missions and Trends

In 1981, Zoglin stated that community colleges pride themselves on being

able to quickly respond to change. She wrote that the content of the curriculum is

central to any change, and that it must play a major role in determining the character

of a college. Her study concerned those who were responsible for the development

of new community colleges courses by enrollment categories. From a base of three

California institutions, she determined that 1,000 courses were added during periods

of time when state funding provided encouragement for the proliferation of new

courses. Zoglin determined that the role of institutional trustees in course develop-

ment was nil, except for their ability to create a climate which was either conducive

to or hostile to change. The findings of the study were as follows: (1) Transfer

courses were developed by faculty and administration 75 percent of the time and cur-

riculum committees played an important role; (2) 60 percent of the time vocational

courses were due to community initiative, primarily from advisory committees; (3)

developmental education courses were proposed by faculty and administration 61 per-

cent of the time; (4) community education courses were developed from within the

community 60 percent of the time (21 percent of these courses were defined by part-

time faculty, who were defined as part of the community.) Similarly, A. M.

Cohen's (1987) study of community education directors found that the these pro-

grams relied largely upon popular teachers for course development. These findings

would seem to be in keeping with Gleazer's (1980) statement that the mission of the

community college was "to encourage and facilitate lifelong learning, with

community as process and product" (p. 16).

However, other evidence would suggest that by the early 1980s there was no

clear consensus on proper mission of the community college. Clowes (1984) stated

that "research on the curriculum of the community college is sparse, and in both its
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sparseness and apparent randomness, the research reflects ambiguity about the mis-

sion of the community college" (p. 60), and that no one option "uniquely represents

the proper fit between community colleges and their communities" (p. 61). In this

sense, President Ellison (cited in Maeroff, 1982) of Cuyahoga Community College

was even more direct:

We will have to struggle to make sure that our institutions remain comprehen-
sive and don't become single-track in career training, . . . and we will have
to convince those preparing to be technical workers of the need for full lives.

The challenge for community colleges is to retain the width and
breadth of the curriculum and not to be whiplashed onto a single track as they
try to meet the immediate needs of high technology. (p. 31)

Cross (1985) has provided a provocative analysis, in which she referred to

Duea's 1981 survey of college presidents. These executives listed the changing

mission and purpose of the college as number five on their list of current concerns,

and number two on a list of the concerns they expected to face over the next 10

years. For the future, only the effect of inflation and financial issues were of more

concern. Cross described five themes in the mission debate:

1) The issue of comprehensive focus was centered upon the balance

between five educational missions: career, remedial, community

education, transfer, and general education. The central issue was not

which missions should be given up, but whether quality could be

maintained for all of the missions. By remaining comprehensive,

colleges were able to avoid the controversy of setting priorities.

2) The vertical focus was described as the link from high school to com-

munity college to university, which involved articulation with both

educational segments and the emphasis on transfer education.

3) The horizontal focus involved local community improvement through

education, with additional focus on supporting the needs of industry,

senior citizens, and other similar interest groups. This model was
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based on Gleazer's theory of community colleges as learning centers

and again involves articulation, this time at the community level.

4) The integrated focus was concerned with linkages within the college.

This focus was concerned with improvement in general education,

course sequencing, and multi-disciplinary courses.

5) The remedial focus was proposed by the Carnegie Commission in

1979, but has met with little enthusiasm. Its focus was upon youth

who had not been rewarded by education in the past.

It was the opinion of Cross (1985) that each mission focus was appropriate in

different circumstances. She felt that the comprehensive focus would work best in

multi-campus districts; the vertical focus was appropriate in states with growing

youth populations, where higher education institutions were not competing with one

another and income and educational levels were high; the horizontal focus was suit-

able to small- and moderate-sized colleges, in which the adult populations were more

place-bound and were an available audience of part-time learners; the integrated

focus was regarded as a "sleeper," with a high degree of future potential for the

development of life-long learning processes for local work forces; and the remedial

focus was appropriate in areas where access for minorities and those ill-served by

education was needed. Moreover, Cross stated that the move away from local con-

trol and funding was detrimental to the development of the horizontal focus.

Richardson and Vaughan (1985) had insisted that colleges need to stay com-

prehensive in order to continue to provide open access. Cross (1985) stated that by

the mid-1970s, 95 percent of the community colleges identified themselves as having

open access. Campbell noted, however, that there were threats to each of the pro-

gram areas within a comprehensive mission. In the 1980s, many institutions found it

necessary to drastically cut back on costs, which could mean dropping programs. In

their study, Breneman and Nelson (1981b), suggested a model in which the corn-
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munity colleges would give up the transfer function. In effect, to remain compre-

hensive was only a gamble upon the continuation of adequate levels of financial

support.

Lombardi (1978) suggested that the lines between transfer and vocational

enrollments had been blurred as more students transfer to four-year schools with

vocational degrees. Enrollments in transfer programs declined nationally during the

1970s, but they still accounted for 43 to 50 percent of the FTE of community colleg-

es. However, mission direction in the early 1980s appeared to trend toward empha-

sis on vocational, remedial, and community education programs, and the growth rate

for vocational programs was clearly greater than for transfer programs. Community

education grew the most rapidly in the 1970s, reached a peak in 1981-82, and has

experienced a decline since that time. Remedial programs had grown throughout the

entire period of the study, despite dissatisfaction with their outcomes. Changes at

the work site and the desire of educated adults to acquire more education increased

enrollments in vocational supplemental programs.

The literature indicates that differences in college sizes and the issue of rural

versus urban will further impact the pattern of enrollments (Sullins & Atwell, 1986).

It has been predicted that multi-district colleges will be more likely to maintain a

comprehensive focus; schools which are isolated from other institutions of higher

education are more likely to maintain the transfer focus; and small- and moderate-

sized colleges are more likely to serve adults through community education and

vocational supplemental courses. In addition, the transfer programs of small com-

munity colleges will be as comprehensive as those of larger schools, but their voca-

tional offerings will also be subject to greater limitations.
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Community College Financing

According to Gleazer (1980), in education it was the use to which funds were

directed rather than the issue of how they were provided that was the paramount

consideration.

The purposes for which money is provided tend to determine the direction of
institutions to a greater degree than do assessments of educational needs and
interests in the community. Fiscal policies have the power to shape the insti-
tutions and to determine their mission. (p. 125)

Wattenbarger and Mercer (1985) have noted that the yearly reports prepared by the

Institute of Higher Education on community college financing have shown consistent-

ly that the mission of the community college is not supported by the methods of

allocating financial support. In the financing formulas in use, there has been "sup-

port for some of the mission, but not all of it" (p. i). Richardson and Rhodes (1985)

maintain that the emphasis on achievement rather than course enrollment runs coun-

ter to existing funding formulas. "The alternative to serving everyone at some mini-

mal level is to provide more extensive services to a more limited clientele" (p. 285).

Breneman and Nelson (1981b) have indicated that until the issue of commu-

nity college mission has been clarified, funding discrepancies will continue to occur.

They propose that funding formulas should reflect differences in program costs,

recognize fixed and variable costs, and reflect variances in unit costs in accordance

with the size of the institution. They note that as funding formulas have changed, or

as changes have occurred in the types of courses for which reimbursement is avail-

able, institutions have made every effort to reclassify programs into the categories

which are funded. Lombardi (1978) also reported that the pressure for enrollments

and the higher funding patterns for vocational education have encouraged schools to

classify as vocational courses those courses which in the past had been classified as

general education or in the liberal arts. In many states, this practice has led to the

development of guidelines and definitions for enrollment reporting.
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Twenty-seven states changed their types of funding plans to patterns that were

less complex. Many of those states dropped cost-based funding, and by 1981 this

method was in use in only six states. By the same year, 21 states were negotiating

college funding on an institution-by-institution basis, while 22 other states were using

formulas based on unit rates. Unit rate funding can be based on FTE, term credit

hours, or the number of faculty positions. It is often used in conjunction with a

maximum limit, and the rate may vary with institutional size, the level of instruction,

or the type of college (Loftus et al., 1982). A. M. Cohen (1984) also considered the

impact of enrollments on institutions funded with unit rates. Community colleges

that obtain most of their income based on the number of people attending usually

accrue funds more rapidly than they incur costs, which allows the college to add

additional functions. However, "static or declining enrollments have the opposite

effect; appropriations fall more rapidly than costs and leaders are faced with . . .

decisions about which programs to cut, which people to dismiss" (p. 12).

Breneman and Nelson (1981b) predicted that the tension between mission and

finance will continue to grow: The community colleges which choose to be compre-

hensive will be willing to gamble that sufficient funding will be available. Then,

when funding cuts occur, community colleges will choose across-the-board cuts,

rather than making hard choices based on program priorities. "Community college

leaders must draw upon the unique strengths of their own institutions as they seek to

resolve the inevitable dilemma posed by changing missions and restrictive financing"

(p. 215).

Sullins and Atwell (1986) sought to link the funding level of a college to its

curricular diversity. However, none of the variables they examined could be signif-

icantly related to curricular comprehensiveness. Rather, they found that among the

small and rural colleges they studied, some with the most comprehensive programs

had the lowest cost per FTE, while some of the least comprehensive institutions had
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much higher costs per FTE. In 1986, A. M. Cohen had warned that deriving the

funding base from FTE units was at variance with the intent of the programs and

patterns of student participation. He observed that the ideal funding method would

be program-based, with lump sums provided for community services and vocational

upgrading courses. He noted that in most states funding is higher for occupational

than for transfer courses.

Though no two states funded adult education in precisely the same manner,

Cross and McCartan (1984) were able to establish a few generally applied patterns of

funding. Most states subsidized adult basic education and adult high school pro-

grams so that the costs to students were minimal. Vocational job training was also

heavily subsidized, but continuing education for the currently employed was rarely

subsidized. In addition, most states did not provide funding for avocational or recre-

ational courses. A. M. Cohen (1987) indicated that program trends in continuing

education and community services had been seriously impacted nationally by the

decreased state reimbursements for recreational and avocational courses, adding that

in 1979 he had stated that the future of community education would be based on the

ability of colleges to obtain funding. Vaughan (1983) reported that when California

restricted reimbursement for courses, Coastline Community College, which had

focused upon community services, had to eliminate 30 percent of its class sections.

During the late 1970s and the early 1980s, many states faced a fiscal crisis.

Growth in productivity, as measured by the GNP (gross national product), decreased

and was actually negative in 1979 and 1980. This contributed to price increases and

general inflation. Energy costs also increased. Because of these negative economic

forces, taxpayers became resistant to increases in governments' share of the GNP.

The resulting taxpayer revolts meant cutbacks in taxes or limits on taxation that

decreased state and local support for higher education (Breneman & Nelson, 1981b).

This crisis caused the community colleges to enact salary freezes and retrench their
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financial positions (Richardson & Rhodes, 1985). The National Governors Associa-

tion called fiscal-1983 "the bleakest year ever" (Cross & McCartan, 1984, p. 92).

State budget balances dropped over 4 billion dollars from the previous year. The

ending-fund balances of state budgets are usually around 5 percent, but by the end of

fiscal-1983 they were expected to be 0.2 percent. Community college leaders felt

that the states were restricting community college growth by restricting funds needed

for expansion. However, government leaders countered that they could not encour-

age expansion when enrollment declines in higher education were predicted (Maer-

off, 1982).

In any case, there was a significant nationwide decline in state and local

funding for community colleges starting in 1983. In a study of the five-year period

prior to 1983, the National Association of College and University Business Officers

(NACUBO) indicated that "although the dollars from state appropriations have in-

creased during the past four years, the percentage of these revenues has declined,

and the decline represents the loss of substantial funds" (Wattenbarger & Vader,

1986, p. 21). In other words, the state share of the total community college budget

began to decline in the late 1970s. A. M. Cohen and Brawer (1982) indicated that

when community colleges were small and took only a small percentage of the public

purse, no one cared how they were financed. But with more sizeable enrollments (as

well as costs), the pattern was a much closer public examination of college funding

patterns. Alfred (1985) noted that

there has been a "loss of romance" between the local and state funding sourc-
es and the maturing community college system. Aging facilities and equip-
ment no longer have the political appeal that gleaming and growing campuses
had in the first twenty years of the community college movement. (p. 105)

Nationwide, from 1977 to 1980, local revenues decreased by 6.9 percent,

while average revenues increased by 28 percent, a trend that was most clearly re-

vealed, in a state-by-state analysis, in California and Massachusetts. In any event, it
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was clear that a steady trend had been established toward increased state funding and

decreased local funding of community colleges (Loftus et al., 1982). By 1980, 29

states received more than 50 percent of their funding from the state, including 16

states which received no local funds; of the remaining states, 10 received 40 to 50

percent of their funding from the state and only 11 received less than 40 percent of

their funding from this source. By the academic year 1983-1984, with a variance

from 17.7 to 95 percent, the average amount of state support was 53 percent and the

median amount was 61 percent; average state funding peaked in 1982 at 58 percent

(Wattenbarger & Mercer, 1985). Over the same period, local funding averaged 15

percent with median state support at only 8 percent. The actual amount varied from

0 to 47%. The average amount of state funding peaked in 1982 at 58%. The trend

in these national averages is summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. National Averages for Funding by Source
1959-1980.

Year

Year, Percent of Total Funding

1959 1965 1975 1977 1980

State 29 34 45 59 60

Local 44 33 24 15 11

Tuition 11 13 15 18 15

Federal & Other 15 20 16 8 12

Source: Cohen, 1984, p. 41.

Cirino and Dickmeyer (1985), in a report based upon the NACUBO study

cited above, provided the median revenues per student for more than 70 percent of

the total number of public community and junior colleges (Table 2.2). The principal

questions that shapes educational policy at the state level is what will it cost? How

do the colleges benefit the state? That increased state funding was not an unmixed
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blessing for community colleges was clear to at least some authorities. In 1980,

Gleazer had noted that a fiscal analyst had remarked that "if you do centralize, there

is another effect, you begin to find everything looking alike, although communities

are different" (p. 146).

Table 2.2. NACUBO National Study of Funding Sources,
1978-1984.

Source

Year, Revenues Per Student

78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84

Tuition & Fees 16.5 15.1 16.7 17.4 17.1 18.0

State Taxes 53.3 58.5 53.7 54.6 53.0 55.0

Local Taxes 11.7 9.9 12.8 12.2 11.2 11.4

Source: Cited in Cirino & Dickmeyer, 1985, p. 36.

Nonetheless, the trend had been clearly established by the early 1980s and

there were sound reasons for increased levels of state support. A. M. Cohen (1984)

noted that community colleges were more economical to operate than four-year

institutions since they had more modest facilities, fewer labs, no research operations,

and smaller libraries. Consequently, community colleges were upon occasion able to

absorb some educational functions otherwise provided by other agencies, such as

training nurses and adult basic education, and continued to be attractive to students

since many states maintained tuition differentials between community colleges and

four-year schools (Cross & McCartan, 1984).

Wattenbarger (1985a) has observed that rural colleges require a higher level

of support because of their smaller enrollments, and state funding agencies generally

provide more operating revenue per student FTE to smaller, rural community colleg-

es, which continued to charge lower tuition than four-year schools (Sullins & Atwell,

1986). However, this was at the cost of some degree of administrative efficiency.
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Cirino and Dickmeyer (1985) found that median-sized small colleges spent 10 per-

cent more per credit FTE than median-sized large college. In turn, only a few states

provided a different funding levels for more expensive programs such as vocational

courses, and the use of FTE flat rates tends to discourage the development of some

needed vocational programs. Moreover, most state legislatures have capped the total

funds available for community colleges, and a common used funding scheme is to

divide a single sum of money among the colleges through application of a basic

formula. The formula in use in a particular year determines how a college is fund-

ed. The result has been that colleges often offer programs and services that will

assure their fair share of state monies, rather than concentrating upon local educa-

tional needs.

In general, community colleges enroll much higher percentages of part-time

students than four-year institutions, services to whom are more costly because fixed

costs are not fully supported by part-time enrollments. However, research on part-

time enrollments found that marginal instructional costs for additional full-time stu-

dents are at least five times higher than for additional part-time students. Thus, most

funding formulas utilize a three-to-one equalization ratio, thereby benefiting institu-

tions with greater numbers of part-time students. There is also the factor that classes

taught by part-time faculty cost only from 50-80 percent as much as the same course

taught by a full-time faculty member, while each course generates the same amount

of state FTE dollars (Munsey, 1986). Between 1980 and 1984, the percentage of

community college faculty PIE that were part-time varied from 28.2 to 30.6 per-

cent.

The history of community college finance indicates that in the first generation

funding was largely obtained from local school districts and student fees. This pat-

tern continued into the second generation, with the addition of the creation of local

taxing districts specifically for community colleges. During the rapid expansion of
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the third generation, the pattern moved from the public school model to one which

increasingly relied on state-level funding, similar to the funding models for higher

education. At the same time, the GI Bill helped students meet their share of the fees

and, from 1965, community colleges became eligible for federal vocational dollars

and funds made available through the Higher Education Act. State planning, accom-

panied by financial procedures and controls that were like those applied in higher

education, became an important influence in community colleges. Tenured faculty,

departmental structures, and continuing relationships with state legislatures and gov-

ernors became common features of the community college structure. The fourth

generation was largely a continuation of the trends established in the third. The shift

from local to state funding and control continued and, California excepted, there was

increased financial dependence on tuition revenues. In addition, foundations were

established to receive gifts and grants, financial aid for students was emphasized,

relationships with business and industry were encouraged, and program priorities

were discussed ( Wattenbarger, 1985a).

Deegan and Tillery (1987) have predicted that in the fifth generation financial

constraints will cause community colleges to reexamine their missions, organizations,

and processes of instructional accountability. The degree to which an institution has

strong values will assist in making critical decisions in harmony with institutional

curricula and mission. It has also been pointed out that with revenue declines there

will be fewer opportunities to respond to change by the addition of new services

(Hakanson & Bassett, 1980). The acceptance of tenure and collective bargaining

procedures make it more difficult to shift resources through program elimination than

in the past.

To date, AACJC research efforts have not been able to establish a relation-

ship between community college missions and the question of how the institutions are

financed (Wattenbarger, 1985b). The investigations that have been conducted have
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shown that over a period of time community colleges have been in large part trans-

formed from locally-funded institutions to state-supported systems. Studies have also

shown that college educational costs vary from state to state, and these costs are

directly related to the costs of public schools and higher education in the individual

state. The questions which need to be answered include:

1) How do financial support allocations affect the implementation of the
stated mission of the community college?

2) What are the effects of statutes appropriating funds to community
colleges upon the mission implementation of these institutions? (p. 65)

In summary, the literature on issues in community college financing suggests

that the purposes for which financing is provided determines the direction of the

community college more than the educational needs of the communities served or the

stated mission of the college. However, the relationships between missions and the

issue of the source of finance has not been empirically demonstrated. The literature

also indicates that although each state funds community colleges differently, the

mission of the community college remains largely unsupported by the funding meth-

ods in use in most states. Funding formulas based on unit rates are those most

commonly in use in most states, and these systems are often based on maximum

limits and provide greater funding per FTE to smaller, rural colleges. At the same

time, most states do not provide additional funding for the more expensive vocational

programs. The result has been that colleges have accrued funds rapidly during peri-

ods of enrollment growth, but during periods of static or declining enrollments, such

as the early 1980s, there have not been sufficient funds to support existing programs.

In addition, the decline in funds available from the states due to the economic reces-

sion and subsequent taxpayer revolt of 1983 served to magnify the impact of declin-

ing enrollments on institutional financing. It has been suggested that comprehensive

colleges would choose across-the-board cuts, rather than basing decisions on their

mission, but research has not been able to establish a link between funding levels and
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curricular comprehensiveness. The literature also indicates that during the period

selected for this study, a trend toward increased dependence on state financing and

less dependence on local funding has been established, contributing to the decline in

funding for the community service function of community colleges.

Employment Trends and the Community Colleges

Employment trends during the recession of the late 1970s and early 1980s

appeared to have impacted community colleges. Gleazer (1980) observed that enroll-

ments generally increased as the economy declined, and then were subject to drops

as economic improvement took place. One college had reported during the period

1970-1978, the local rate of employment was the single factor most closely related to

enrollment trends. For instance, the enrollment at Michigan institutions increased by

10 percent during the period 1975-1976, despite which the state withdrew support for

leisure education during the recession of 1978.

Clark (1983) reported that the cause of unemployment and worker dislocation

in the Northwest in the early 1980s was related to cyclical changes in the economy

and structural changes in business, changes which could be expected to persist into

the next century. Many of the displaced workers were expected to find it difficult to

return to their previous positions and income levels and would be in need of retrain-

ing in order to find other work. Smith (1984) noted that as the federal government

reduced "spending on human services, unemployment and enrollment in post second-

ary education and training programs increase[d]" (p. 56), in addition to which the

labor force will require restructuring to meet the emerging needs in informational

jobs as automation and technology continue to dislocate workers. Consequently,

students will need basic skills in order to be trained for high-technology jobs and

student assessment will become increasingly important. Thus, for reason of their
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reliance on basic natural resource industries, such as lumber and oil, or manufactur-

ing industries such as automobiles and steel, a number of states have had to cope

with double-digit unemployment.

In addition to the need for retraining, states compete with one another for a

limited number of high technology industries. Cross and McCartan (1984) related

that these industries had a significant presence in only 9 states and that by 1990,

even in California, only 1 out of every 14 jobs was expected to be in one of the

emerging high technology industries. However, unemployment and the dislocation

of workers has worked to the benefit of some community college systems: "28

states have initiated training and retraining programs for workers" (p. 93). Primari-

ly, this state support for increased training has been directed at community colleges,

and subsequent evaluations of the new programs has suggested that they have had

"positive but small effects" (p. 97).

Foot and Pervin (1983) found that community college enrollments appear to

be more income sensitive than university enrollments and they predicted enrollment

increases for the former during the 1980s because of expected increases in per capita

income and declines in cohort size. In effect, postsecondary education was expected

to become a better investment. They cited earlier research by Freeman to the effect

that the enrollment declines of the late 1970s were due to the reduced value of the

educational investment as the magnitude of the postwar baby boom reduced the

advantages of seeking postsecondary education. A study of the period from 1919 to

1964 had previously determined that the price of an education and the income of

consumers served to explain 87 percent of the variation in the demand for education

in the United States.

In summary, the literature on the relationships of community college educa-

tion and unemployment clearly suggests that college enrollments increase during

periods of high unemployment. However, this trend may be offset by declines in
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community college attendance that can be related to parallel declines in consumer

income or to perceived reduction in the value of a postsecondary education. The

functional area which most clearly seems to have benefitted from the economic re-

cessions or periods of mass unemployment has been vocational training programs for

displaced workers. This indicates that enrollments may be static during the period

selected for the current study due to competing economic influences, but that increas-

es in vocational training programs could be expected, while support would be with-

drawn for adult self-improvement programs.

Local Control

The nationwide trend toward increased state funding of community colleges is

a mark of commitment to institutional survival, but it is also clear that funding im-

plies the right to control. This hazard to the historic relationship of the community

college to the needs of the local community was clear to many observers. In 1985,

Deegan, Tillery, and Me lone wrote:

Since we assume that institutional diversity in response to community differ-
ences is essential to community college education, centralization of authority
is a source of serious challenge to community colleges . . . . Highly central-
ized systems of governance threaten to homogenize the role and programs of
colleges that purport to serve the educational needs of quite different commu-
nities and people. (p. 310)

The threat would seem to be real. "Several states have modified or otherwise limit-

ed the local control provisions in their laws." (Wattenbarger, 1985a, p. 275).

As states moved toward the organization of community colleges under the

authority of a state board, the colleges became stronger in relationship to other state-

wide agencies and less so with regard to local agencies. Even at this juncture, there

was no single model for the successful governance of community colleges. Federal

amendments to the Higher Education Act in 1972 encouraged states to develop coor-
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dinating bodies (Deegan, Tillery, & Me lone, 1985). In 1977, Johnston had predict-

ed that

the struggle between local governing boards and the state regulatory and plan-
ning boards which implement legislative policy on higher education may be in
the primary arena of political contention in the near future. Statewide plan-
ning for higher education may be more efficient and less wasteful than the old
pattern of individual schools vying for political and financial support. But it
is not clear that statewide master planning and control best serve the educa-
tional interests of the state and the educational needs at the community level.
(p. 62)

Less than a decade later, Wattenbarger (1985b) could conclude that "community

colleges that were once locally supported institutions have become parts of state

systems that receive most of their support from state-level sources" (p. 64).

Tillery and Wattenbarger (1985) noted that sales taxes have been the major

state funding source, a form of public revenue which may be increased with more

ease than property, the traditional source of local revenues. As more money has

been received from the state, control has shifted to the state level and caused in-

creased tensions between state and local level institutional governance. Primary

executive control of community colleges is exercised through the allocation of the

budget, and it was predicted that community college presidents would adopt a more

reactive approach to decision making to the degree they become increasingly depen-

dent on the states for funding (Alfred & Smydra, 1985).

Alfred and Smydra (1985) have defined three stages in the evolution of com-

munity college governance: 1950-1960, the search for legitimacy; 1960-1975, un-

regulated institutional growth; and 1975-1984, selective growth and redefinition. In

the earliest period, local college boards were the primary agencies involved at all

stages of decision making, including curriculum and staffing. During the second

stage, pyramid management evolved as a local administrative tool. By the third

period, the state had become involved in local college decision making. In effect,
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the increased scarcity of public resources and concern for the mission of community

colleges had driven the trend towards centralization (Deegan & Tillery, 1985).

However, the source of funding was only one issue which fueled the emerg-

ing trend toward centralization of authority. During the 1970s, collective bargaining

procedures, established in one-third of all community colleges, exerted pressure in

the same direction (Cohen & Lombardi, 1979). Increasingly, it was observed that

planning at the state level was necessary to provide equal opportunity to all citizens

and to ensure high quality education statewide. The budget-minded stressed the need

for efficiency by avoiding duplicate programs and meeting statewide priorities (Jas-

chik, 1985; Tillery & Wattenbarger, 1985). By 1984, 40 states had instituted boards

"at the state level with varying degrees of control as the principal governing body for

their community colleges" (Keller & McClenney, 1985, p. 16). The community

college movement that was once considered "the most adaptive system of education

has in many states become fully incorporated into a bureaucracy which parallels that

of a regulated public utility." (p. 16) Peters and Waterman (In Search of Excellence)

had discussed strong businesses with strong central marketing strategies, but which

were operated with the looseness for creativity and customer responsiveness. Keller

and McClenney suggested that community college leaders should bear this philoso-

phy in mind as they focused on creating institutional vitality. Centralization was also

perceived as a threat to the continued existence of the small colleges which provided

the only access to education in rural areas (Sullins & Atwell, 1986): "If many legis-

lators, state executives and systems officers have their way, fewer programs will

remain within commuting distance of millions of citizens that live in large but

sparsely populated portions of the nation" (p. 45). Wattenbarger (1985a) observed

that where local control was strong, community colleges had expanded rapidly and

offered a great variety of curricular choices. However, as noted earlier by Bushnell
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(1973), when control moved to the state level, growth and responsiveness to commu-

nity needs did not occur to the same degree.

In 1985, Puyear (1985) reviewed the literature on governance of community

colleges, noting that an Alaskan study in 1981 had defined 6 types of structures

among the 50 states. He concluded that the important key was to thoroughly under-

stand the system in each state and how it was evolving, but that "there is no agree-

ment as to whether state coordination is, in itself, bad" (p. 65). In point of fact, in

view of the increased support of community colleges from public revenues, Mundt

had written:

There is little point in decrying the demise of local control or the rise of state
control, for neither is a correct description of what is happening. Rather,
higher education decision making . . . is now based on a complex interactive
process involving many interests, and will probably continue that way for
some time to come" (p. 66).

Puyear (1985) listed three ways states impact on the governance of communi-

ty colleges: "(1) legislative intervention, (2) oversight or involvement by central

state agencies dealing with operational matters, and (3) state level coordinating or

governing boards with their related administrative staff" (p. 67). Legislative inter-

vention was only infrequently directly aimed at community college governance, but

its impact was clearly felt in finance, administration, and personnel issues. Central

state agencies were responsible for implementing laws and regulations. They had

"no responsibility for the college accomplishing its mission and . . . [were] insulated

from any negative reactions to its activities" (p. 69) and clearly stifled local initia-

tive. In some states several agencies were involved, resulting in delays and even the

death of new and creative proposals:

The safe approach, practiced by survivors in central agencies, mandates that
if it is not already standard practice it is suspect; if it is suspect some reason
should be found to reject or modify it. The resulting paralysis is dangerous
to the health of community colleges. (p. 69)
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To the degree that some systems worked more to the benefit of local colleges

was largely a matter of the qualities of individual leaders within the states agencies

and how well they performed useful functions, including advocacy, accountability,

running interference, providing equitable resources, and accessibility. "Success or

failure of state level boards or agencies normally is dependent more on the role of

the personalities than on the structure or range of powers of the organization" (Bend-

er, cited in Puyear, 1985, p. 70). While admitting that neither was local autonomy a

guarantee of institutional effectiveness and adherence to a sense of mission, Puyear's

conclusive observation was that "to the degree that a college lacks autonomy, it lacks

the assurance that it can adhere to its mission" (p. 72).

In a study of eight different types of community college administrative posi-

tions, the need for state support for programs and teaching was perceived by college

administrators as the most important external issues faced by community colleges

(Twombly, Moore, & Martorana, 1986). However, in contrast to the observations

provided in other parallel studies, the same administrators did not see increasing

state control as a major issue. There was perhaps a certain inevitability in the pro-

cess of the transfer of control that administrators not only should, but must recog-

nize. They must (Vaughan, 1981):

acknowledge tides of encroachment that an individual campus cannot stem;
the college must concentrate its energies on the things which can be dealt
with. Encroachment should not be accepted . . . without a fight; rather, the
individual campus should not fight the battles locally that can only be won in
broader arenas of state and national politics. (p. 48)

Thus, the literature recognizes a national trend toward state control due to

changes in funding and concern for the mission of the community college. Where

local control remains strong, the possibility of maintaining a significant variety of

curricular offerings will also remain strong. In addition to statewide planning, state

control can be expressed in the form of general legislation which encompasses com-

munity colleges in its broader sweep or by state agencies charged with the regulation
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of public activities. Therefore, the current study is based on the presumption that

institutions which have maintained their diverse nature may be more readily found in

states that continued to observe the principle of local control since colleges in these

states would be more responsive to local community needs and differences, rather

than state-mandated needs.

Community College Executive Leadership

In the 1960s, the presidents of community colleges were institution builders

and in the 1970s, they were the consolidators of new programs for new students. In

the 1980s, it was said that they would become the managers of declining resources.

In an AACJC survey responded to by 61 percent of community college chief execu-

tives (CEO), the findings were in agreement with the concept proposed by A. M.

Cohen and Roueche "that the president must be an educational leader instead of just

an institutional administrator" (Young et al., 1981, p. 42).

Of the respondents to this survey, 72.6 percent had doctorate degrees, mostly

in education. Prior to becoming president, 34.3 percent had been deans of instruc-

tion; 84 percent had been employed in higher education for 11 years or more; 47.3

percent had been at the same institution from 6 to 15 years; and 76.5 percent had

held their current positions from 3 to 15 years (Young et al., 1981). A second

investigation, of CEOs at 600 community colleges in the years 1982 through 1985,

the typical president, who had risen to his current position through community col-

lege ranks (90 percent), was "a 50-year-old white male who has been in office a

little over seven years" (Vaughan, cited in Heller, 1986, p. 29). The majority had

parents who were working class and 80 percent of their fathers had not attended col-

lege.
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Moore, Twombly, and Martorana (1985) found that community college CEOs

were more likely to have mothers who completed high school than fathers. They

also reported that 90 percent of all male higher level administrators were married,

compared to 60 percent of the female administrators. Only one-third of the female

CEOs were married. The presidents surveyed by Young et al. (1981) "believe[d]

that work provides better training for the presidency than does formal education,"

but had found that formal education was helpful in "developing the philosophy and

goals of the college" (p. 41). It was also found that in terms of their education and

experience, the CEOs felt the least prepared in the areas of collective bargaining and

lobbying.

Depending on the prior positions held by these CEOs, differences were ex-

pressed in the priorities that had concerned them before becoming president (Young

et al., 1981). As presidents, they become more concerned with long-range aspects

of the college than the immediate concerns that they had felt in other positions.

"Their top priorities include the development of philosophy and goals, budgetary

matters, and relationships with trustees." (p. 42) External concerns such as lobbying

and relationships with groups outside of the college were rated much higher than in

their previous position. Those CEOs who had been deans of instruction (the most

common path to their current office), found that two-thirds of their previously held

priorities were changed once they had assumed the higher office. Among educators,

the former deans of community services were the least impacted by their shift in

position, with only 3 of 15 previously held priorities subject to change.

Unlike their counterparts in higher education, working with locally elected

trustees put a special strain on community college presidents, particularly with re-

spect to keeping the lines clear between policy making and college administration

(Heller, 1986). Vaughan found that the president often "assume[d] that everyone

understands the community college, but that's not true" (cited in Heller, 1986, p.
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31). But the principal failing of community college leaders was "the failure to artic-

ulate successfully and consistently the community college mission in such a way that

it is understood and supported by legislators and the public in general" (cited in

Sullins & Atwell, 1986, p. 50).

While Young et al. (1981) found that the community college presidents were

still egalitarian in their beliefs about diversity in students and programs, and the open

door for the academically less prepared, they no longer supported the concept of free

tuition. Presidents felt that their primary funding source should be the state (64.8

percent) and that vocational education was the highest ranking of all the community

college missions, followed by the general education and transfer functions, in that

order. Their appreciation for developmental education and community services had

increased in comparison to what they had believed in their prior positions, but stu-

dent services "remain[ed] the lowest priority of virtually all of the presidents" (p.

43). Significantly, an earlier study by Gil li (1978) had found that presidents ranked

general education first, followed by vocational and then transfer education. (Note,

however, that former community college presidents ranked vocational studies first.)

And even earlier study (Bushness, 1973) had determined that community college

presidents placed greater emphasis on output goals than did university presidents.

Only one of seven top goals expressed by university presidents focused on meeting

student needs, while five out of nine of the top goals of community college presi-

dents were student-oriented.

Deegan and Tillery (1985) speculated on whether collective bargaining had

compromised the leadership role of the president, or had the managers taken over

from the builders, with the most efficient as the survivors? They noted that contem-

porary presidents were less involved in the day-to-day internal affairs of the college.

Vaughan (1981) observed that "unions have diminished the role of administration"

(p. 48), offering the advice that the institutional administrative philosophy should
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include shared authority, with the faculty involved in decision making. Moreover,

Vaughan stated that each college must have a written philosophy of its administra-

tion, one which "should emphasize the leadership role of the individual" (p. 45). An

effective philosophy "should not only promote an active approach to administration

but should also provide avenues for professional development and renewal" (p. 46),

and must include awareness of what was happening on campus as well as what

passed over the executive's desk. "The president must assume the responsibility for

setting the tone and pace which encourages the educational development of all seg-

ments of the college community" (p. 46).

Richardson and Rhodes (1985) wrote that the quality of executive leadership

was paramount in overcoming impediments to change in the community college, with

traditions, power structures, values, and personnel, especially faculty, as the greatest

impediments to change. The principal measure of quality leadership was whether or

not presidents would be able to change their focus from quantity to quality. "Twen-

ty-five years of unceasing change have set the stage for a period of reflection and

consolidation" (p. 290). In the past, changes were made in response to new oppor-

tunities in the external environment, working best when they involved the addition of

new resources. However, in "the era of the manager" (p. 288), efficiency was the

key to the last decade of quantity higher education, and where "leaders" are con-

cerned with effectiveness, "managers" are concerned about efficiency. Richardson

and Rhode then projected that the fifth generation would be characterized by the

quality issue with strategic planning used to meet the needs. "Community colleges

will cease trying to be all things to all people by defining what they do well and

what they cannot or should not attempt" (p. 300). The leadership problem would

center on whether the current generation of leaders would be able to adapt to the

new leadership style needed for the fifth generation of community colleges.
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Community college leadership is perhaps the most crucial element in institu-

tional planning (Van Ausdle, 1980). During the fiscal crises of the late 1970s and

1980s, many presidents used participatory planning procedures as a means of diffus-

ing responsibility for unpopular actions over which they had little control, such as

reduction in force and salary freezes. However, college faculties did not indicate a

great willingness to assume a share of this responsibility (Richardson & Rhodes,

1985). An earlier study had noted that while presidents believed in long-range plan-

ning, they supported it poorly because it presumed clarity of goals, an understanding

of technology, and continuity of leadership. Rather, residents restricted planning

activities to capital, physical, and fiscal areas (Cohen & March, 1974). It should be

noted that this study of college executives did not include community college presi-

dents, nonetheless some of their findings have a general utility that could equally be

applied to the community college environment. In particular, people believed that

presidents had more power than they really had, a belief that was shared by presi-

dents before assuming the position of CEO. In general, though presidents had more

power than any other single individual, in all but a few cases they did not directly

dominate institutional decision making.

Gilli's (1978) subsequent study of two-year college presidents found that they

believed they exercised their chief influence on college budgets, facilities planning,

and upon boards of trustees. Their influence was less direct with respect to curricu-

lum planning, faculty, and students, and their self-perceived roles were as an "insti-

tutional manager" (p. 41). In contrast, they believed they "should have decision-

making power over all matters," but at the same time would delegate decision mak-

ing to others and "not make decisions over the heads of others" (p. 42). In the final

analysis, these CEOs perceived that the real decision making power resided with the

trustees and state legislatures, and only one-fourth of them believed it resided with

the president.
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Richardson and Vaughan (1985) listed the trends that they regarded as threats

to institutional integrity, including in this number the abrogation of decision-making

power. Too often, community college managers let others made their decisions for

them. Their role must be articulated so that it is clear which decisions should be

made by lawmakers and which by the institutional executive. Deegan and Tillery

(1987) noted there was a need to examine the "impact of trustee activism on presi-

dential leadership and on quality and productivity" (p. 38) at the local level. The

early study (Cohen & March, 1974) on university executives found that ambiguity

was a major characteristic of the presidency of four-year schools. It was a physical-

ly and emotionally exhausting reactive job, with the need to worry about the con-

cerns of trustees, community leaders, students, faculty members, and alumni, among

other. The president was a perpetual arbitrator, attempting to reconcile conflicting

pressures within the institution and withstand pressures from without; most presidents

found that they were unable to attend adequately to what they perceived to be their

most important function, providing purpose and direction for their institution. From

Gilli's (1978) study, it could be concluded that this paradoxical situation could equal-

ly be applied to the two-year institution:

Many of the difficulties associated with the presidency have to do with oppos-
ing demands. The president simultaneously seeks to serve . . . the needs . . .

of students, faculty, other administrators, trustees, business/industrial groups,
and the community at large. The position is enshrouded with ambiguity. . . .

At the same time the undefined nature of the position breeds considerable
uneasiness in many presidents. (p. 38)

M. D. Cohen and March (1974) found that there was no clear image of what

a president should be or which attributes would assure success. They concluded that

a president should be part administrator, entrepreneur, and political manager, and

always a virtuous person. The position of university president was most similar to

those of business executives and mayors, constantly poised midway between media-
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tive and authoritative roles. The institutional presidency should not be a period of

promise or learning, but should be one of delivery and achievement.

Watkins (1986), in his report on the book Searching for Academic Excellence,

found that not the only ingredient, presidential leadership was "a crucially important

factor in initiating institutional advancement," that presidents exhibit "dogged persis-

tence," combined with the flexibility to adjust to change and vision, in pursuit of

their goals. The president is likely to be people-oriented and should convey "the

ideal that people make a difference" (p. 20). The successful CEO will be accessible

and communicate frequently with internal and external constituents and will position

the institution to take advantage of opportunities in the future. According to Wat-

kins, at 20 successful colleges the key was for the leader to build "a base of support

early--gaining respect and acceptance by being low key, pleasant, and non-controver-

sial." Successful presidents were able to vary their leadership style and maintain

trust; they were not gamblers, but rather worked to minimize risks, at the same time

encouraging perceptions of themselves as risk takers to be able to "urge people to be

unafraid of failure" (p. 22).

In addition to their traditional responsibilities, Smith (1984) believed that

community college leaders of the fifth generation would need to encompass a new

dimension of "social or societal visionary . . . in order to come forward with a plan,

. . . a vision of what tomorrow will bring, and a vision of how best to prepare for

it" (pp. 62-63). In contrast to the other candid characterizations of the managerial

nature of modern CEOs, Smith called for a more inspirational brand of leadership:

"The leader, not the manager, is the galvanizing force for change in a period of

economic and social dislocation experienced by individuals and groups in the com-

munity" (p. 63).

In their study of transformational leaders, Baker, Roueche, and Rose (1988)

remarked that the new presidents will be "successful at envisioning and nurturing
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change toward access and excellence." Presidents "have become skillful in establish-

ing a more participative and coalition-building environment" (p. 36). Chaffee (cited

in Campbell, 1985) was in agreement:

Sincerity, diligence, and even sophisticated analyses of demand cannot over-
come the absence of a shared perception of what the college is about and why
it matters or a shared conviction that it is capable of making good on its
promises. (p. 120)

Campbell summarized the necessary competencies required for creative leadership

and governance as: Commitment to a clear vision and the mission of the compre-

hensive open-door philosophy, the combination of opportunity and excellence; strate-

gic planning ability; integration of left and right brain skills; ability to work with and

through trustees; ability to clarify the institutional image; good teaching skills; and

commitment to professionalizing the management team.

In other words, the new generation of executives must manage as well as lead

their institutions, and the tone established in most of the studies of the executive

leadership of community colleges places the greater amount of stress on the latter

characteristic (O'Banion & Roueche, 1988):

Just as the teacher is the key to student success in the classroom, so is the
president the key to quality and excellence in the community college. Strong
and positive educational leadership is needed for the critical times facing
community colleges. With a renewed focus and interest in leadership, there
will emerge a new group of leaders who can lead these colleges and insure
and document that they are truly superior teaching and learning institutions.
(p. 40)

For Vaughan (1983), the future mandated the need for inspired leadership in order to

revitalize the community college mission. "It is a truism that no organization is any

better than its leaders" (p. 18). To Roueche and Barton (1985), the role of the

leader is to select good managers: "Hire the best possible personnel and expect the

most from them. Constantly communicate the expectations of greatness," while the

leaders assure that they remain "true to the mission of the college" (p. 51).
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To summarize, the literature argues that presidents must be educational lead-

ers as well as sound institutional administrators. The backgrounds of most communi-

ty college presidents have been formed in the community college environment, and it

is suggested that their experience is of more value than their educational background

in their present positions. The current generation of presidents rank vocational and

general education as their highest instructional priorities, with transfer education

ranked third. At the same time, these executives reflect more appreciation for reme-

dial education and community services than in the past. Their top priorities are de-

velopment of an institutional philosophy and goals, budgetary concerns, and main-

taining relationships with governing boards. As a group, they are less involved in

college internal affairs and feel that they have only a limited ability to influence cur-

riculum planning. These executives do not perceive a hazard in state funding of

local community colleges, and in fact feel that the state should be their primary

source of funds and that the trustees and legislature have real decision-making

power. However, the literature does indicate that executive leadership is crucial to

successful planning, the articulation of mission, the redirection of resources to meet

the mission, and the initiation of institutional advancement. Presidents have the

power to initiate change if they choose to provide the necessary leadership.

Staffing Patterns and Outreach Centers

Following World War II, the Truman Commission encouraged the states to

take colleges to the people and cease to be campus-based, an outcome which in

retrospect was only slow in arriving. Outreach centers have always faced the ques-

tions of how to provide adequate services and how to best integrate with on-campus

programs. Campus staff question whether local center courses are offered in a hit-

and-miss manner based on enrollments, or are in fact centered around the principles
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of sound curricular development. Centers have been accused of overusing part-time

faculty and draining resources from regular programs (Hankins & Fey, 1985). On

the other hand, there would seem to be little question that part-time attendance was

made easier with outreach centers or classes at worksites. In 1968, only 47 percent

of all credit earning students attended part-time, a figure which had risen to 63 per-

cent by 1982 (Cohen, 1984).

In 1979, A. M. Cohen and Lombardi discussed the new community-based

mission of community colleges, including colleges which would exist without cam-

puses, full-time faculty, or formal curriculum. The trend to take courses off-campus

was an attempt to attract new students and to deal with the inertia of pre-existing

staff. Richardson and Vaughan (1985) subsequently noted that the established full-

time faculty in charge of transfer education resisted outreach programs on the

grounds of educational principle. At the same time, of course, the use of part-time

faculty was also a drain on resources that otherwise could have been used for courses

taught on-campus. However, no evidence has been presented which suggests that

off-campus courses are inferior to on-campus courses (Cross & McCartan, 1984).

Nonetheless, states have closely examined the costs of course duplication when off-

campus centers exist at all levels of higher education. Texas has reduced funding for

off-campus centers. However, the Oregon Educational Coordinating Commission

has taken a different approach. It left the quality issue up to the individual institu-

tion, while recognizing that the on-campus courses give students greater access to

library, laboratories, and full-time faculty. Overall, the growth of off-campus pro-

grams had slowed recently because of the concerns expressed by state agencies and

accrediting associations with both the quality and quantity of these efforts. Cross

and McCartan noted that non-traditional programs off-campus have been subject to

less criticism with respect to quality than the credit courses that have been moved off

campus.
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During the fall of 1986, A. M. Cohen (1987) completed a study of the con-

tinuing education/community services function of the community college. He found

three factors that influenced program trends: the use of off-campus facilities, deci-

sions by college staff, and decreased state reimbursement for recreational/avocational

courses. Of the 95 schools surveyed, 90 offered off-campus classes in as few as 1 to

as many as 300 locations. He also found that the schools were using off-campus

facilities instead of distant technology.

Mitchell (1972) examined community service/community education at Florida

community colleges during a period when the state provided funding for this function

and the colleges still exercised local control. He found that there was a positive

correlation between the degree of formalization of the function and the extent to

which it was offered, in addition to a positive correlation between the amounts bud-

geted and the extent of the program. There were more community education offer-

ings at colleges where a community service philosophy and objectives had been

developed and at schools where the president expressed a positive attitude towards

this function. Community service programs were also more extensive in the urban

community colleges of Florida. According to Reynolds (cited in Harlacher, 1969),

"the personality of the administrator may be one of the most important factors which

facilitates or inhibits the development of . . . community [service] programs" (p.

59).

Sullins and Atwell (1986) examined small rural community colleges to deter-

mine whether or not these schools were using such innovative practices as joint

hires, shared faculty, volunteer faculty, rotation of programs, or extensive use of

television, independent study, radio, packaged, or newspaper courses. They found

that when these formats were used they were a source of pride, but they found no

institution that was systematically implementing a number of these programs to in-

crease curricular diversity.
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In the 1970s, few colleges were organized for the community services func-

tion, and 70 percent of the colleges had less than one full-time FTE administrator

assigned to community services, while only 12 percent had three or more administra-

tors assigned (Deegan & Tillery, 1985). Even in the 1980s, few colleges are fully

staffed for the community part of the mission. In a study of professionalism in the

community services, 66 percent of those surveyed held the title Director of Commu-

nity Services, Director of Continuing Education, or a combination of the two at their

community college (Miles, 1980). The balance of those surveyed were only part-

time in community service and held some other administrative function. The respon-

dents were predominantly male and only 11 of 168 directors had earned formal

degrees in adult and continuing education; 56 of the others had earned degrees in

educational administration, but most reflected degrees in areas unrelated to their

work. Miles was unable to identify any other factors, including years of teaching

experience, years of administrative experience, academic area, or educational level,

that had an effect on the "perceived importance of adult and continuing education

competencies and the level of attainment of them" (p. 329).

Vaughan (1985), observing that "no educational institution is better than its

faculty" (p. 21), expressed two major staffing concerns: 1) The need for faculty

professional development and 2) too great a dependence on the use of part-time

faculty. According to the AACJC, 40 percent of all faculty were part-time in 1971,

in contrast to 56 percent by 1981 (Deegan, Tillery, & Me lone, 1985). Alfred and

Smydra (1985) were moved to observe that if it could be determined that part-time

faculty performed as well and as efficiently as full-time faculty, the result would be

the creation of a feeling that the full-time faculty were overpaid. In this situation,

increasing numbers of full-time faculty could be led to seek satisfaction outside of

the college, resulting in the increasing neglect of students.
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The literature suggests that outreach centers have been utilized to meet the

needs of adult, part-time students and rural areas, in place of the adoption of distance

technology. They have also been used to attract new students and to deal with the

inertia of pre-existing staff. Although on-campus staff view credit instruction off-

campus as inferior, no evidence exists to support that view and there was an increase

in the use of part-time faculty during the 1970s. In addition, community service

programming trends are influenced by the existence of off-campus facilities, deci-

sions by college staff, decreased state funding for adult self-improvement courses,

executive attitudes toward this function, and the personality of the community service

administrator. Nationally, few community colleges are staffed to meet the needs of

the community service function.

The implication of this review is that schools which have off-campus centers

would employ greater numbers of part-time faculty, reflect higher enrollments in

adult self-improvement, adult basic education, and vocational supplemental courses.

In addition, schools with outreach centers can be expected to have larger numbers of

full-time administrators in the community services, as well as presidents that support

this area of the mission.

Oregon Community College History

In its 1989 legislative proposal packet, the Oregon Community College Asso-

ciation (OCCA) published a brief and useful history of Oregon Community Colleges.

This information is summarized in Table 2.3.

The Oregon School Board Association (1988) lists the establishment dates for

the 13 colleges included in the study as: Central Oregon in Bend, 1949; Clatsop in

Astoria, 1958; Clackamas in Oregon City, 1961; Portland in Portland, 1961; South-

western Oregon in Coos Bay, 1961; Blue Mountain in Pendleton, 1962; Treasure
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Valley in Ontario, 1962; Lane in Eugene, 1964; Umpqua in Roseburg, 1964; Mt.

Hood in Gresham, 1965; Linn-Benton in Albany, 1967; Chemeketa in Salem, 1970;

and Rogue in Grants Pass, 1970. However, the method of classification developed

for the State Department of Education in 1965 listed the dates for Treasure Valley as

1961, Clatsop as 1962, and Central Oregon as 1962, the date the latter was estab-

lished on an area basis. The Department of Education status report also listed Eu-

gene, Salem, Oregon City, and Portland as offering only vocational-technical educa-

tion under the direction of local public school districts. Portland added transfer

courses in 1964.

Table 2.3. Brief History of Oregon Community Colleges.

1868 The institution now known as Oregon State University was founded in 1868. This legislative
action represented the state's first organized effort to support post-secondary education, in-
chiding advanced technical, job-oriented education.

1917 Congress passed the Smith-Hughes Act, providing for vocational education in public high
schools.

1927 The Oregon Legislature first considered "junior college" legislation in the 1920s. The bill,
which failed to pass, would have divided the state into 13 junior college districts, and would
have required an affirmative vote by the population before a district college would be estab-
lished.

1941 The Legislature authorized the creation of regional vocational schools, but provided no fund-
ing.

1947 Legislature created the Oregon Vocational School, funded by the state of Oregon. Today,
this school is called the Oregon Institute of Technology. The Report of the President's Com-
mission on Higher Education popularized the term "community college."

1949 The "Dunn Bill" enabled a school district to establish an extension center offering collegiate
level courses. Consequently, centers were initiated in Baker, Bend, and Klamath Falls in
1949. The modern Central Oregon Community College began as the Bend Extension Center.

1957 The Legislature voted to allow the state public school system to operate two-year colleges.
Shortly after the end of the legislative session, the people of Bend voted to form a community
college as part of their school system.

1959 Senate Bill 260, establishing a process for creation of independent education districts, was
enacted. The bill allowed districts to offer programs for a) vocational education, b) lower
division collegiate classes, and c) other adult education programs.
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Table 2.3. Brief History of Oregon Community Colleges (continued).

1961- During these 10 years, 13 community college districts were created. Senate Bill 440 appro-

1971 priated $850,000 for construction and a further $851,822 for operation of these schools.

1966 With the help of the Oregon School Boards Association, community college board members
and administrators established the Oregon Community College Association. The organization
provides a forum for leadership and new ideas, while focusing attention on the legislative
process.

1980 Since the creation of the Job Training Partnership Act in 1980, community colleges have held
a central role in working with local business leaders to create cooperative and customized job
training programs. The addition of the unique JTPA programs to the basic vocational train-
ing provided at these educational centers makes community colleges a focal point of economic
development in the state.

1983 With growing recognition of the importance of small business to Oregon's economy, the
Legislature authorized creation of the Small Business Development Center network in 1983.
Each year, these centers, which are located at community colleges, offer guidance, counseling
and technical assistance to thousands of small businesses throughout the state.

1987 Community colleges, seeking greater recognition by state policy leaders, submitted an ambi-
tious governance proposal to the 1987 Legislature. In response, the Legislature created the
Office of Community College Services and the position of Commissioner for Community
College Services.

1987 Coastal residents approved the Oregon Coast Community College District, creating the new-
est district in Oregon's system of community colleges.

Source: OCCA, 1989, pp. 1-2.

In addition to the 13 community colleges, Oregon has three community col-

lege service districts, which were not included as a part of the current study since

they were in the process of formation at the time the study was undertaken. The

formation of service districts has generally been recommended for the areas of Ore-

gon with lower population densities. The three existing districts, Columbia Gorge

(formerly Treaty Oak) in The Dalles, Tillamook Bay in Bay City, and Oregon Coast

in Newport, have established educational service contracts with Portland Community

College. The only other differences are that "a community college service district

cannot own real estate [unless it is donated], cannot be independently accredited and

must contract . . . for educational services. All of the programs provided . . . are
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accredited" (Oregon School Board Association, 1988, p. 56). The other way com-

munity college services are provided in Oregon is through contracted out-of-district

arrangements between community colleges and local agencies in areas without a

college district. During the period of the study, not every area in the state had

access to community college services. However, in 1987 the Oregon Legislature

encouraged the development of more contracted out-of-district agreements.

One of the principal concerns in Oregon has been the maintenance of local

control. In 1975, 32.2 percent of the total community college revenues generated

within Oregon were from local sources and the state was ranked fifth in the nation in

this respect. In 1975, or prior to the passage of Proposition 13, California was one

of the states placed ahead of Oregon on this list. At that point, there were 17 states

with no authorized measures of local funding (Augenblick, 1978). By 1984, reports

showed that Oregon was the fourth lowest in the nation for state funding of commu-

nity colleges and one of only 11 states to have decreased the percentage of state

funding in the years just prior to the survey (Wattenbarger & Mercer, 1985).

During the early 1980s, there were several attempts to pass property tax

limitations in Oregon, similar to the measure passed in California. Unlike Califor-

nia, however, Oregon does not have a state sales tax which could serve as a source

of replacement revenues for those which would be lost with a property tax limitation.

In 1984, the OCCA (1984c) began to plan strategies to maintain Oregon community

colleges access to local finance from the property tax. Strategies included working

with other local taxing districts and the state towards alternative property tax relief.

A second problem with financing community colleges was the long-term

decline in state FTE funding during the period of this study because of the loss of

state income taxes during the recession and high unemployment of the 1980s. Un-

like California, Oregon would have no excess state general fund dollars to replace

local funds if a property tax limitation should be passed. As state funding for educa-
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tion was decreased, the Governor placed a high priority on the System of Higher

Education budget, which worked to the relative benefit of Oregon's university system

in comparison to its community colleges. However, Oregon's higher education

budget did not fare that well in the face of declining public revenues (OCCA,

1984c).

The Oregon School Board Association (1988) published the following infor-

mation, indicating state aid, local taxes, and tuition and other sources of income as

percentages of total community college revenue from 1976 to 1989 (Table 2.4).

Until 1979, the state commitment to community colleges ranged from 40 to 45 per-

cent of total expenditures, with an announced goal of 48 percent. This percentage

included federal funds, which have always remained insubstantial (OCCA, 1984c).

A third concern of OCCA (1984c) was the need to continue avoidance of

programmatic or earmarked funding. The risk to this kind of funding was the accep-

tance of programs with special funding strings attached, but without any regular

appropriation, as well as the acceptance of funding which detracted from the local

control of college budgets. However, the OCCA has supported a limited number of

requests for special program funding, with each district making local decisions on

whether or not to participate. This was viewed as a means to support state-wide

needs and demonstrate the ability of the colleges "to act collectively without the

superstructure of a superboard or a state board for community colleges." Nonethe-

less, the highest priority continued to be placed on "a state FTE funding base pegged

to a specific level of support of expenditures, . . . a straight-forward, formula-driv-

en, FTE-based approach" (p. 3).

In a two-tiered system that has been in place since the 1973-1974 academic

year, the Oregon system of financing has recognized "that smaller community colleg-

es face higher costs in many programs because they do not have the economies of

scale found at larger community colleges" (OCCA, 1978, p. 13). The system
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Table 2.4. Oregon Community College Funding Sources.

Year

Percent of Total Revenue

State Aid Local Taxes Tuition & Other

1976-77 46 33 20

1977-78 46 34 19

1978-79 46 34 19

1979-80 45 35 20

1980-81 40 40 20

1981-82 37 43 19

1982-83 31 48 21

1983-84 32 47 21

1984-85 34 45 21

1985-86 35 45 20

1986-87 31 48 21

1987-88 32 45 23

1988-89 31 47 22

Source: Oregon School Board Association, 1988, p. 59.

includes a higher rate of reimbursement for the first 1,100 FTE. The state legisla-

ture is "recognized for its understanding of educational policy and for its restraint on

behalf of local governance" (OCCA, 1984b, p. 1). Thus, while the tension between

state and local control increased nationally, "in a small number of states (Michigan,

Missouri, and Oregon), the legislative appropriation of funds to community colleges

represents the only act of coordination to which the colleges are subject" (Alfred &

Smydra, 1985, p. 209). An OCCA position paper, State Policy on Community Col-

lege Finance (1984c), concludes:
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Local initiative in funding community colleges does much to explain the high
regard the colleges enjoy in their communities and statewide. For all the
grief associated with frequent levy campaigns, the result is higher total per-
student funding than would be the case if the colleges were funded from the
state level alone. . . . Community colleges should fight hard to retain access
to the local property tax no matter what. (p. 3)

Oregon legislative leaders view local control in different ways. In 1985, the

chairman of the House Education Committee reported that due to budgetary restric-

tions, the state wanted the "college leaders [to] review their programs, justify ex-

penses, and present 'precise measurable goals' for improvements," adding, however,

that "states' demands for accountability need not take away an institution's ability to

respond to local concerns" (Jaschik, 1985, p. 18). State Senator Clifford Trow, in a

discussion of the educational needs of community colleges with other Western state

policy makers, stressed that the board members of Oregon community colleges are

committed to meeting local needs, which may be construed as a reduction in the

priority attached to traditional transfer programs. In other Western states, communi-

ty colleges have been encouraged to offer more transfer programs since they are less

costly to the state than similar programs offered at four-year schools (Jaschik, 1985).

When Hakanson and Bassett examined the Oregon system in 1980, there was

much concern about the national trend toward retrenchment and they characterized

the 1960s as "a period of excitement and creativity; the 1970s . . . [as] a period of

organizational challenge and turmoil" (p. 38). They urged community colleges to

remain creative and responsive, warning that the danger in accepting state-level

funding was the loss of local control. State control has followed the change to state

dollars in nearly every instance. For the greater part, colleges bring this on them-

selves, with the end result of the loss of the unique sense of community college

spirit. Hakanson and Bassett (1980) also cautioned that the community colleges

could become "overwhelmed by government regulations and the collection of exces-

sive data," requests which would lead to the expenditure of resources "in ways that
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do not contribute to the learning process" (p. 41). Ultimately, Hakanson and Bassett

viewed the maintenance of local control in Oregon as a yearly battle, the outcome of

which remained unclear and for which the colleges themselves had to assume respon-

sibility: "Local control is meaningless if we prove unable to manage ourselves,

unable to deliver services relevant to the needs of our circumstances" (p. 41).

Avoidance of this responsibility would result in the loss of "the unique, locally gov-

erned oriented, most accessible form of post-secondary education in Oregon" (p. 41).

In 1984, while planning for the 1985 legislative session, the OCCA (1984a)

discussed governance systems alternatives that could be proposed, one of which was

ultimately enacted in 1987 with the creation of a state Commissioner of Community

College Services (OCCA, 1989). The various alternatives were formulated to the

end of maintaining the authority of local boards, but at the same time the need was

perceived that community colleges should have some form of statewide representa-

tion that would give them a voice in state budgetary processes which was on a par

with secondary and higher education agencies, respectively, the State Superintendent

of Public Instruction and the Chancellor of Higher Education. By the current state

statute, OR 341.015(1), the State Board of Education was responsible for "guidelines

for the orderly development and management of community college districts, includ-

ing guidelines for personnel policy formulation and accounting procedures" (OCCA,

1984a, p. 2). In like terms, the state statute gave local boards the responsibility "for

. . . general supervision and control" (p. 2) of the community colleges.

Therefore, during the period examined in this investigation, at the system

level community college governance was placed under the authority of an elected

official, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and a State Board of Educa-

tion appointed by the governor. The advantage of this system was that vocational

and technical education at the secondary and community college levels was subject to

a statewide coordinating authority. Over a number of years, the Associate Superin-
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tendent for Community Colleges in the state Department of Education had been

given considerable freedom of operation, but maintenance of this authority was

subject to continued support from the elected and appointed officials indicated above

(OCCA, 1984a). At the local level, a number of new presidents were added to the

system, half of whom came from out of state. Currently, only four presidents had

been at their colleges in 1978, one of whom was at a service district not included in

the study. Since most other states do not observe the principle of local control to the

same degree as Oregon, there was a constant need to educate new presidents in the

advantages of the Oregon system. However, a study of "Transformational Leaders

in the Community Colleges" (Baker et al., 1988) identified 296 presidents, four of

whom were from Oregon. In other words 27 percent of the Oregon presidents were

perceived by their peers to possess the ability to meet contemporary challenges to the

future of community colleges. Of these four, one was placed in the select group of

50 "blue-chippers" (p. 37).

At the instructional level, as noted by Commissioner Michael Holland (1988)

of the Office of Community College Services in his 1988 annual report to the State

Board of Education, programming trends have changed over the last 10 years.

Between 1978 and 1988 the trend favored transfer more than vocational enrollments,

attributed in part to increased tuition costs and diminished financial aid payments, as

well as the imposition of more stringent admission standards at the four-year schools.

Holland also suggested that more students were choosing short-term, targeted voca-

tional programs rather than two-year career programs. He noted there had been

considerable growth in basic skills programs, partly for reason of "immigration

reform, refugee resettlement, . . . [the] campaign on literacy, and work environ-

ments incapable of accommodating the illiterate worker" (p. 8).

Holland (1988) cited a number of examples of locally developed programs

structured to meet the needs of local communities, including "displaced worker and
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displaced homemaker programs, alternative schools for high school-age students,

parent education programs, child care services, and innovative jobs programs for

welfare clients" (p. 8). The Commissioner's major concern was that 10 years ago

the state had provided 42 percent of the budgets of community colleges, but that the

current figure was only 32 percent. Because "state appropriation is a fixed amount,

allocation decisions that favor a particular college must come at the expense of other

colleges" (p. 8). He added that the system rewards colleges that favor traditional

classroom instruction over new activities.

From 1968 to 1976 Oregon showed a greater growth rate in vocational than

in transfer enrollments (16 percent vs. 11 percent) (Lombardi, 1978). However,

Oregon was one of the few states that showed a greater overall enrollment growth

rate (21 percent) than the rate of growth for vocational programs, which meant that

basic education, remedial, and self-improvement programs were among the fastest

growing segments at Oregon colleges at that period of time. Whereas most states do

not provide state funding for self-improvement courses, Oregon is one of four that

provides such support subject to state guidelines concerning what may be funded

(Cohen, 1987). Robert Hamill, the former Associate Superintendent for Community

Colleges, reported that Oregon does not fund recreational courses, but the state

frequently has trouble identifying which are properly reimbursable courses because

of "creatively" titled courses (Jaschik, 1985).

The Oregon community college system has also generated innovative educa-

tional formats and programs during the last decade. Oregon was one of seven states

that established regional TV consortiums for community college programming. In

Oregon, the consortium includes all of the community colleges in the state (Cohen,

1987). By the fall of 1981, 37 credits were offered on TV and were available to 90

percent of the state population (Hankin & Fey, 1985). A second innovative trend

was the establishment of community college cooperation with business and industry,
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initiated even prior to any identified national trend. Feldman (1985) reported that

"one of the oldest and best example of collaboration between a corporation and a

community college" (p. 187) was between Tectronix in Beaverton and Portland

Community College (PCC). Textronix shifted one-half of its internal education

program to PCC after its formation in 1968. At the 1988 AACJC meeting, this

program was awarded the Keep America Working Award and an award from the

federal Department of Education.

In terms of enrollment size, by 1980 Oregon was in the mid-size college

group and ranked 17th for enrollment, although in terms of population it ranked only

30th (Loftus et al., 1982). Between 1976 and 1979, Oregon experienced a four

percent enrollment increase in enrollment, compared to an overall three percent

average for mid-sized colleges (California mid-sized schools, in comparison, in-

creased enrollments by five percent). In terms of revenues, Oregon ranked 13th in

1976 and 11th in 1979 for fall term FTE revenue available. At the same time,

Oregon was only one of 11 states which drew less than 40 percent of its funding

from the state. Nationally, the trend between 1977 to 1980 was an increase in state

funding, just the reverse of the case in Oregon.

Neighboring states also experienced major shifts. California, with the largest

community college system in the U.S. (106 colleges, enrolling 23 percent of all

community college students in the nation), shifted its state funding for community

colleges from 40 percent in 1977 to 65 percent in 1980 (CARVELL, 1986; Loftus et

al., 1982). A change in governance accompanied this shift in funding. In 1988, the

California legislature transferred much of its own authority to the state board, which

previously had little power. The law maintained local board authority to appoint

campus presidents without state review and allowed the invalidation of any statewide

regulation when two-thirds of the local boards voted to do so. The end result has

been that the state board has been given the power to develop financial formulas for
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the system, ending the practice of individual colleges lobbying for funds at the legis-

lature (Jaschik, 1988).

The state of Washington has 27 community colleges in 23 districts, with local

boards appointed by the governor and, since 1967, a state board. Like Oregon,

Washington witnessed a rapid growth in the number of colleges during the 1960s. In

1961, the state lifted a ban on the development of community colleges in four-year

college towns, and during the next six years the number of colleges doubled while

enrollments quadrupled (Washington State Board for Community College Education,

1984). By the end of the 1970s, Washington had joined a half-dozen other states in

placing all governing authority in a single statewide board (Martorana & Kuhns,

1985). Total Washington FTE in 1981-1982 and 1982-1983 decreased, respectively,

by 11 and 4 percent from the previous year, while FTE supported by state funding

decreased in the latter year by five percent. The sharpest rate of increase had been

achieved between 1978 and 1980, reaching an all-time enrollment high of 106,277

FTE (Washington State Board of Community College Education, 1984).

In summary, Oregon's 13 community college districts were formed within a

10-year period during the decade of the 1960s. For a number of years, a major

issue has been retention of local control of community colleges and recent changes in

governance at the state level has sought to honor this principle while providing the

colleges with a direct voice to the Office of the Governor. The price exacted to

maintain local control has been continued reliance on local property tax levy elec-

tions.

During the period examined in the current study, state support for community

colleges decreased from 46 to 34 percent, while local tax support increased from 34

to 45 percent, providing Oregon with one of the highest levels of local support for

community colleges in the nation. State funding is allocated on an FTE-unit basis.

Thus, with total dollars fixed by the Oregon Legislature, a college that gains in
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funding does so at the expense of other colleges. Nonetheless, local control and the

large share attributed to local funding has allowed each college to develop programs

unique to the needs of its district. In addition, Oregon has been an innovative leader

in the development of relationships with business and industry, as well as the use of

telecourses and outreach programs to reach rural areas. Oregon is one of the few

states that continues to provide funding for adult self-improvement courses, an area

of programming which enjoyed considerable growth during the 1970s. Remedial and

basic skills education also grew rapidly during the period of this study, while the

growth in vocational programs had slowed as that for transfer programs has in-

creased. Moreover, during the period of this study the state was affected by a reces-

sion that has proved to be both more severe and long lasting than throughout the

nation as a whole. Thus, the early 1980s were a challenging period for community

colleges, reflected in college executive offices by frequent changes in presidential

appointments.

Summary

From this review, it was anticipated that during the period of this study, due

to decreased public revenues and reduced consumer income resulting in declines in

total enrollment, that Oregon community colleges would (1) shift resources to meet

the costs of short-term vocational training needs and to provide services and pro-

grams at lower costs; (2) experience program changes as new presidents were select-

ed; (3) cut high-cost vocational programs; and (4) reduce adult self-improvement

programs, which would cut low-cost FTE-units from diminished college shares of

state funding.

It was also assumed that local control and state funding for all instructional

areas of a comprehensive community college mission allowed each college to devel-
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op a unique pattern of programs to meet local needs. Although funding levels can be

expected to affect the total offerings of each college, it was expected that funding

would have less impact on the pattern of enrollments than other factors. Curricular

offerings would also be influenced by the size of the institution, its location (rural

vs. urban), the stated mission of the college, and the numbers of outreach centers.

Executive leadership at each institution could to a large extent be expected to deter-

mine the mission and community service curricular offerings. The research hypothe-

sis was that each of these factors would affect the enrollment patterns at each of

Oregon's 13 community colleges in a significantly different manner.
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CHAPTER HI

RESEARCH DESIGN

Introduction

This chapter includes a restatement of the research problem, the hypotheses

tested in this study, a description of the population studied, and a description of the

data collection instrumentation and procedures, and the methods of data analysis.

Problem Restatement

The purpose of this research was to examine the influence of selected histori-

cal, fiscal, and organizational factors on enrollment patterns in Oregon Community

Colleges in the academic years 1978-1979, 1981-1982, and 1984-1985.

Population

The population for this study was the 13 Oregon community colleges formed

between 1961 and 1971. Table 3.1 lists the total reimbursable FTE for each of the

colleges during the three years included in the study. These figures do not include

any contracted out-of-district, non-reimbursable, or out-of-state student FTE.
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Table 3.1. Oregon Community College Reimbursable
FTE (excluding COD).

Community College 1978-79 1981-82 1984-85

Blue Mountain 1219.00 1380.23 1399.91

Central Oregon 1342.90 1600.48 1440.64

Chemeketa 5054.10 5885.98 5214.31

Clackamas 3264.60 3664.78 3120.38

Clatsop 959.60 1001.36 874.51

Lane 8124.10 8958.70 7812.10

Linn-Benton 3533.80 4535.32 3958.55

Mt. Hood 5407.00 5585.03 4674.01

Portland 12231.50 13244.96 11758.81

Rogue 1561.90 1574.70 1426.94

Southwestern 1437.50 1504.90 1353.34

Treasure Valley 964.50 923.62 847.65

Umpqua 1823.80 2076.92 1902.84

Source: Langley, 1989. COD = contracted out-of-district.

Hypotheses

To determine the effect of selected historical, fiscal, and organizational fac-

tors on enrollment patterns in Oregon Community Colleges, the following hypotheses

were proposed:

Hot: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement and realization of state enrollment projections

(FTE funding).
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H02: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement and the stability of property tax funding for

the colleges.

Ho3: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement and the change of chief executive officers of

the colleges.

Ho4: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement to the organizational structure of the colleges

for the delivery of instruction.

Hoy: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement to the utilization of outreach centers.

Hob: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement and the unemployment rates in the college

districts.

Data Collection Instrument

A telephone instrument, based upon the design principles from Dillman's

(1978) total design method (TDM), which encompasses the needs of interviewer,

respondent, and coder, was developed to gather historical data on each of the 13

Oregon community college districts. The instrument was pretested through telephone

surveys of the presidents of the community college service districts and subsequently

revised as needed. The final Institutional Questionnaire as revised is included in

Appendix C.

The telephone questionnaire methodology was selected because it rates favor-

ably with respect to selection of respondents, response rate, success with open-ended

questions, success in avoiding item non-response, speed of implementation, and the
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likelihood that unknown biases from refusals will be avoided. Dillman (1978) has

reported a 96 percent response rate when the TDM is utilized with a homogeneous

specialized sample, in comparison to a 71 percent response rate to a mail question-

naire based on the TDM method. The principal disadvantage to the telephone ques-

tionnaire is that it ranks low on the allowable complexity of questions.

Data Collection Procedures

The outreach staffing patterns of each college, changes in staffing patterns,

changes of presidents, and the stability of property tax funding were gathered by

application of the Institutional Questionnaire (Appendix C) in telephone interviews by

the researcher with each of the college presidents. It was anticipated that the presi-

dent would refer the interviewer to a variety of key staff members, including the

personnel officer, a business officer, the chief instructional officer or the appropriate

assistant, the community education/services director, or the ABE-GED director to

complete the questionnaire. Parts of the data gathered with the instrument was

historic in nature and has been included in the historical sections of this report. Not

all questions were asked of each staff member interviewed, but each question was

posed as appropriate to at least one responsible official from each institution.

Based upon the TDM methodology (Dillman, 1978), telephone interviews

were proceeded by the mailing of a personalized advance letter notifying the insti-

tutional presidents of the requested phone interview (Appendix A). A brief descrip-

tion of the study was included in this letter, accompanied by a request for reschedul-

ing if the call should be placed at an inconvenient time and an expression of appreci-

ation for their assistance. In addition, a form for completion was mailed with the

letter, intended to assist the recipient in gathering pertinent data to facilitate the

subsequent phone discussion (Appendix B). Prior to the telephone interview, the
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researcher sought to carefully anticipate all of the questions the presidents might

have about the study and sought to provide sound reasons why they should partici-

pate in the investigation.

Enrollment FTE and budgetary figures for the period from 1978-85 were

taken from data published by the Office of Community College Services and the

State Department of Education and from unpublished data sheets made available by

Dorothy Langley in the Office of Community College Services (Langley, 1989;

ODE,OCCS, 1983b). These data were entered into a spreadsheet and enrollment

141h was translated into enrollment percentages in state-defined reimbursable catego-

ries. Only in-state, reimbursable FTE offered within the district of each college was

utilized in the calculations. In other words, out-of-state, separate contract, non-reim-

bursable, and contracted-out-of-district (COD) FTE enrollments were excluded from

the percentages considered for the findings.

Employment rates by community college districts were gathered from the

Oregon Employment Service reports (Oregon Department of Human Resources

[ODHR], 1980, 1984, 1986). They were then recalculated for each Oregon com-

munity college district, utilizing a program developed by Grigsby (1984) in the

Department of Postsecondary Education at Oregon State University. These data

were then compared to enrollment trends, utilizing the database compiled for the

FTE enrollment patterns.

Methods of Data Analysis

This investigation was primarily observational, with multiple regression anal-

yses of the variables which appeared to have statistically significant effects. Accord-

ing to Bruno (1976), "regression analysis is a powerful analytical tool that, used

effectively, can assist in educational policy and planning problems of prediction or
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problems related to significance of variables in prediction" (p. 105). Multiple re-

gression allows for descriptions when several "key independent variables affect the

response variable in important and distinctive ways" (Neter, Wasserman, & Kutner,

1983, p. 227). In addition, regression analysis allows for the development of models

which may then be used to predict similar situations (Bruno, 1976).

The analysis utilized the repeated-measures design, in which each subject

served as its own control to help separate variances due to individual differences

from the error term (Pedhazur, 1982). Data were analyzed for each reimbursable

category, utilizing plots and multiple regression analysis to determine which vari-

ables contributed significantly to the model at the .05 level of significance.

Each of the five reimbursable categories (lower-division collegiate, vocational

preparatory, vocational supplemental and apprentice, developmental education, and

adult self-improvement) was considered as a dependent variable. The independent

variables were the factors considered in the hypotheses. Regressions were performed

for the academic years 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85 as a repeated-measures de-

sign, which enabled the study of phenomena across time (Pedhazur, 1982). The

independent variables included in the final formula were determined by the stepwise

regression procedure. Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner (1983) have recommended

application of this procedure when 40 or more independent variables are included in

the regression model.

The 1978-79 academic year was selected because it was the first year that

developmental education was reported as a separate category of enrollment FTE.

The 1981-82 academic year was chosen to replicate as the time midpoint of the

period of the study, and the 1984-85 academic year because within the total seven

year period it was the year with the greatest statewide decline in enrollment FTE.

Items from the Institutional Questionnaire plotted and considered in the statis-

tical analyses were:
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stability of property taxes, question 14;

changes of president, question 1;

organizational structure, questions 4 through 9, with items in questions 8

and 9 compared as a percentages of the totals within a college; and

outreach staffing, question 11.

The 19 independent variables plotted and considered in the regressions of the depen-

dent variables were:

1. Achievement of state-projected enrollments for the year as a percent-

age of over- or under-realization of Fl E funding.

2a. Number of elections during the prior year to obtain operating funding

from property taxes for the year in question.

2b. Number of successful elections to obtain operating funding from prop-

erty taxes for the year in question.

2c. Percentage of unsuccessful election efforts to obtain operating funding

from property taxes for the year in question.

3a. Change of president (yes or no).

3b. President's ranking of enrollment categories.

3c. President's rating of enrollment categories.

4a. Minor, major, or no reorganization.

4b. Percentage of the general fund budget credited to part-time faculty.

4c. Percentage of half-time or more faculty teaching transfer courses.

4d. Percentage of half-time or more faculty teaching vocational programs.

4e. Percentage of half-time or more faculty teaching remedial courses.

5a. Number of half-time or more managers/faculty assigned to community

education or services.

5b. Number of off-campus centers.

5c. Percentage of FTE earned off campus.
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5d. Credit courses held off campus planned by community education/

services (yes, no, or both).

5e. Developmental education (e.g. ABE, GED, ESL, remedial education)

offered off campus is planned by community education/services (yes,

no, or both).

5f. Number of sites where developmental instruction is offered.

6. Unemployment rates for the community college district.

This study utilized the following stepwise regression model:

Yijk =

Si

Tj

x

Yijk = P PA 132T3 133271iik PAnijk

the percent or n enrollment for the institution at the jth sam-

pling time for the kth enrollment category,

the overall mean,

effect of the ith institution,

effect of ith sampling time, and

an independent variable.

The independent variables included in the final model were determined from the 19

proposed variables utilizing the stepwise regression procedure. The 39 data points

included in the formula are: institution, where i=1,...,13 for the 13 community

colleges in the study; jth sampling time, where j = 78, 81, and 84, respectively, for

the academic years 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85; and kth enrollment category

where, k=1,...,5 for the five reimbursable enrollment categories.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Overview

The purpose of this research was to examine the influence of selected histori-

cal, fiscal, and organizational factors on enrollment patterns in Oregon community

colleges during the academic years 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85. This chapter

includes a presentation of the statistical analysis of the relevant data gathered for this

study to determine if the hypotheses (Chapter III) should be retained or rejected.

For each dependent variable, findings are presented in tabular form, accompanied by

an analysis of the significant independent variables.

The data analysis consisted of three computerized procedures based upon

application of the Statistical Interactive Programming System (SIPS):

1) Stepwise regression with repeated measures for each college, a proce-

dure which enabled the study of phenomena across time and showed

differences within colleges;

2) Stepwise regression based upon the means of the repeated measures

from the three study years, a procedure which indicated significantly

different characteristics among the colleges; and

3) Determination of simple correlation coefficients, a procedure to find

significant relationships among the independent variables in order to

provide explanation for the regression findings.
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According to Neter et al. (1983), "correlation models are employed to study the

nature of the relations between the variables, and also may be used for making infer-

ences about any one of the variables on the basis of the others" (p. 492). In other

words, correlations help to rule out or characterize the influence of other variables

upon a dependent variable, at the same time clarifying the role of other independent

variables.

The original study design did not include the stepwise regression procedure

using the means of the data from the three years of the study. However, the

repeated-measures procedure used in the original design accounted only for differ-

ences within a college, over time, rather than for differences among the colleges.

Thus, the differences determined with this design were related to time and not to the

independent variables. The design subsequently selected, based upon the means of

the repeated measures from data for the three years of the study, indicated the char-

acteristics that made the colleges different. Averaging the data over three years was

utilized insofar as determination of the means over several years provided better

estimators than the single values of any one year. According to Li's (1957) Theo-

rem 5.3: "The mean of the means of all possible samples of the same size drawn

from the same population is equal to the mean of that population" (p. 35).

The results of the multiple regression analysis using the repeated-measures

design identified no variables, other than the academic year, that contributed signifi-

cantly to any of the equations. Change over time was entered into the equation at

the first step, with the dependent variables FTE percentages for the transfer, voca-

tional preparatory, and vocational supplemental categories. Although the study had a

hypothesized model to test, none of the data fit the proposed model. The results of

the stepwise regression of the means demonstrated that this technique was a more

useful and predictive model.
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The findings are organized as follows. The data for each hypothesis was

tested with the repeated-measures design and a stepwise regression of the means.

All of the hypotheses were rejected for the repeated measures design. Therefore,

with the exception of hypothesis six, the results have been retained or rejected only

by application of the second study design. When a hypothesis was rejected for one

or more of the dependent variables, the results for the dependent variables are listed.

Discussion of observations provided by the presidents and discussion of the findings

are included following presentation of the results for each hypothesis. The presenta-

tions by hypothesis are followed by a summary of the results organized by each

dependent variable, including tabular representations of the findings and correlations

that have proved to be helpful.

Enrollment patterns from 13 Oregon community colleges were gathered from

the Office of Community College Services (Langley, 1989). The reimbursable FTE

percentages by category were calculated for each college, subject to the elimination

of contracted-out-of-district (COD) and out-of-state FTE. The results are presented

in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 for the academic years 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85,

respectively. These percentage calculations were then used as the dependent vari-

ables used for this study.

Analysis and Discussion of the Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1

Hoi There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement and realization of state enrollment projections

(FTE funding).
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(Community college abbreviations include: BMCC = Blue Mountain,
CEN = Central Oregon, CHEM = Chemeketa, CLAT =
Clatsop, CLACK = Clackamas, LBCC = Linn-Benton, MT
H = Mt. Hood, PCC = Portland, SWOCC = Southwestern
Oregon, TVCC = Treasure Valley, UMPQ = Umpqua, and
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Figure 4.1. Percentages of Reimbursable FTE by Type and College, 1978-1979.
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Figure 4.2. Percentages of Reimbursable FTE by Type and College, 1981-1982.
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Figure 4.3. Percentages of Reimbursable FTE by Type and College, 1984-1985.
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Analysis of Hypothesis 1

The results of the regression analysis for the achievement of state-projected

enrollment, by year, as a percentage of over- or under-realization of FTE funding

from the state for each of the five enrollment categories, revealed no significant

relationships. Therefore, the hypothesis was retained.

The CEOs of four community colleges, Rogue, Portland, Southwestern Ore-

gon, and Mt. Hood, predicted that state FTE funding would impact enrollment in

some of the reimbursement categories at their colleges. In particular, the Portland

CEO expected state funding to decrease self-improvement FTE since PCC had re-

duced its community service offerings when state funding was cut.

Table 4.1 presents a comparison of projected income from state funds by

each college to the amounts actually received. The differences in the two budgetary

classification are expressed as percentages of over- or under-realization of FTE

funding.

Discussion of Hypothesis 1

In 1978-79, the range between low and high over- and under-realizations was

16.86, a gap which narrowed to 8.42 in 1981-82 and to 7.16 in 1984-85. In 1981-

82, no school received the state funding amount anticipated. By 1984-85, the budget

projections were quite accurate for most schools, and only five schools differed by

more than one percent from their projected budget. These figures indicate that in

1981-82, state funds were cut for all colleges and the generation of additional enroll-

ment FTE would lead to no financial benefit. Student enrollments in excess of reim-

bursable amounts could create additional financial hardship for the colleges if their

state fund receipts were less than originally anticipated. The figures also suggest

that in 1984-85, there were no excess funds for schools to claim if they earned FTE

reimbursements in excess of their budgetary projections. While the hypothesis was
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Table 4.1. Percentages of Over- or Under-Realization
of State FTE Funding.

Community College 1978-79 1981-82 1984-85

Blue Mountain 9.39 -0.39 2.90

Central Oregon -5.42 -6.21 0.04

Chemeketa -7.47 -8.01 0.04

Clackamas -0.46 -5.81 -3.46

Clatsop 5.21 -4.08 6.42

Lane 6.52 -6.59 0.12

Linn-Benton -1.40 -6.39 2.14

Mt. Hood -6.73 -2.83 -4.26

Portland 0.00 -5.03 0.10

Rogue -5.57 -4.78 0.61

Southwestern -2.19 -2.76 0.06

Treasure Valley -0.10 -8.81 0.12

Umpqua -2.87 -7.50 0.06

Source: ODE,OCCS, 1988.

retained, further study of years with a financial configuration similar to 1978-79, a

time when some colleges were expanding their enrollments while others were not,

could be warranted.

Hypothesis 2

Hoe: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement and the stability of property tax funding for

the colleges.
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Analysis of Hypothesis 2

The results of the regression analysis for the relationship between enrollment

by the five state reimbursement categories and the stability of property tax funding

for the college revealed no significant relationships for the vocational preparatory,

vocational supplemental, and self-improvement enrollment dependent variables.

Therefore, the hypothesis was retained for these dependent variables and rejected for

the transfer and developmental education dependent variables.

Three presidents, from Rogue, Umpqua, and Southwestern Oregon

Community Colleges, had predicted that the stability of property tax funding would

impact enrollment by state categories of reimbursement at their colleges. Informa-

tion on tax base and property tax levy elections is summarized for each college in

Appendices D through P.

Discussion of Hypothesis 2

The significance of this variable was difficult to determine since colleges

with either a serial levy or approved tax base had often held no elections during the

years in question; colleges which sought to gain approval of tax base measures might

have held several elections in a single year to obtain funding. Moreover, from the

early 1980s, the Legislature required differentiation of the amount to balance the

existing budget from the amount to provide new programs and services into two

levies, an A and a B. However, property tax stability was worth study since it was

a significant variable for two of the five categories. Three different independent

variables were included in the study: number of successful elections, percentage of

unsuccessful elections, and total number of elections held. For the transfer depen-

dent variable, the number of successful elections was entered in the equation at the

second step. The regression indicated that the percentage of transfer FTE decreased

with an increase in successful elections when the percentage of faculty teaching
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transfer courses was held constant. In other words, schools that held no elections

had the highest percentage of their FTE in the transfer category when the transfer

faculty variable was high. For the developmental education dependent variable, a

second election independent variable had an effect. The percentage of FTE in this

enrollment category increased as the percentage of unsuccessful elections increased.

Hypothesis 3

o3: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement and the change of chief executive officers of

the colleges.

Analysis of Hypothesis 3

The independent variable, change of chief executive officer of the college,

was not included in the stepwise regression of the means since it was nominal and

could not be averaged over time. Thus, no conclusions could be drawn from the

data for this hypothesis using the methods of study adopted for the current study.

However, the community college presidents were asked to rate and rank the FTE

categories and the results indicated clear differences in the way individual presidents

viewed the enrollment categories. Over time, as the president changed at each insti-

tution, it would be reasonable to hypothesize that these variables could show signifi-

cant differences. For the present study, how the presidents rated vocational prepara-

tory programs indicated a significant effect at the first step in the regression analysis.

Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected for the vocational preparatory category and

retained for the transfer, vocational supplemental, developmental education, and self-

improvement FTE categories.

Three presidents, from Portland, Chemeketa, and Treasure Valley Communi-

ty Colleges, predicted that a change in chief executive officer would have an impact
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upon enrollment by state categories of reimbursement at their colleges. During the

period of the study, presidents were changed at six schools. Two of the changes

occurred in 1980, and one each in 1981, 1983, 1984, and 1985. Changes may have

occurred too infrequently and too late in the study period to allow effective analysis

of the effect of changes in chief executive officer. Six additional changes occurred

between the end of the study period and the dates of the interviews. By the start of

the academic year 1990-91, five more colleges will have changed their presidents.

Presidents rated and ranked enrollment categories differently. Averaging

these responses may not have clarified their relationship, such as in the case of the

two schools with presidential changes whose rankings and ratings of enrollment

categories also changed. However, in future studies the effect of changes in rank

and rate could be used to provide insight into the impact of changes of chief execu-

tive officer. Overall, Oregon presidents appeared to feel that all of the enrollment

categories made important contributions to their colleges. The transfer function was

rated the highest, with 88 percent feeling that it was very important, and community

education rated the lowest. Nonetheless, 55 percent of the presidents rated commu-

nity education as very important. When forced to rank the categories, 64 percent of

the CEOs ranked vocational first. None of the presidents ranked remedial first.

Figure 4.4 summarizes the ratings that the presidents gave each of the enroll-

ment categories, based on a scale from 1 to 5 (not important to very important).

The five enrollment types were those identified by Cross (1985), and included gener-

al education, which is not a separate enrollment category in Oregon; therefore, it has

not been considered as a dependent variable for the current study. Figure 4.5 indi-

cates the ranking (from first to fifth) that the presidents gave to each category.

Some of the presidents ranked two or three categories as equally important, there-

fore, the percentages do not always total 100 percent for each ranking.
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Figure 4.4. Presidential Ratings of the Importance of Enrollment Categories to
Community Colleges.

Discussion of the Findings

Changes of chief executive officer could not be studied utilizing the stepwise

regression of the means. However, this variable was examined using the repeated-

measures design, which appeared to provide an accurate picture of factors influenc-

ing FTE percentages by enrollment categories within a college. Perhaps a more

useful period to study the impact of this factor would have been during the period

from 1981-82 to 1990-91 when 15 changes occurred. Since a president's vision and

philosophy cannot have a major impact on programs within a college during the first

year, a different way to input this variable into the regression needs to be developed.

In addition, because six of the presidents based their ratings and rankings on their

predecessor's scores, these data may not be entirely accurate. However, from the

viewpoint of the presidential office, it appears to be clear that certain programs

offered are regarded as of more relative importance than others. Moreover, it is
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Figure 4.5. Presidential Ranking of the Importance of Enrollment Categories to
Community Colleges.

possible to state that the concept of the comprehensive community college was im-

portant to all Oregon presidents since 80 percent of these officers rated all five en-

rollment categories at least 3 on the scale of 1 to 5.

In summary, analysis of the data determined that colleges with a president

that rated the vocational preparatory enrollment category highly have a higher per-

centage of vocational FTE. This indicates that the president may have some influ-

ence on the institutional FTE pattern and that further exploration of these variables

should be conducted.

Hypothesis 4

Ho4: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement to the organizational structure of the colleges

for the delivery of instruction.
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Analysis of Hypothesis 4

The results of the regression analysis for the relationship between enrollment

by the five state reimbursement categories to the organizational structure for the

delivery of instruction at the colleges revealed no significant relationships for the

vocational supplemental, developmental education, and self-improvement dependent

variables. Therefore, the hypothesis was retained for these variables and rejected for

the transfer and vocational preparatory dependent variables.

Seven presidents predicted that the organizational structure of the college for

the delivery of instruction would impact enrollment by state categories of reimburse-

ment at their colleges. The presidents from Clackamas, Clatsop, Linn-Benton, Mt.

Hood, and Lane Community Colleges indicated that faculty layoffs in the early 1980s

had impacted the FTE by categories at their schools. The PCC president indicated

that an institutional reorganization which had decentralized programs would decrease

developmental and community education enrollments at his school. The president at

Southwestern Oregon Community College felt that leaving key vacancies unfilled

changed the enrollment pattern, and had led to a decline in vocational FTE.

The administrative instructional structure, at the department and/or division

level, apparently changed very little during the seven years of the study. Most

changes occurred at the levels of vice-presidents or deans. Portland Community

College faced the greatest degree of change since it was involved in the development

of three independent campuses and the decentralization of community education and

ABE/GED.

Table 4.2 presents the percentages of faculty which taught either transfer or

vocational courses on a half-time basis or greater. The remaining minor percentages

represent the faculty teaching remedial or self-improvement courses. These figures

were extracted from college catalogs and/or OCCA directories, and verified by the

president at each institution.
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Table 4.2. Percentages of Faculty Teaching Transfer or Vocational
Courses, Half-Time or Greater.

1978-79 1981-82 1984-85

College T V T V T V

Blue Mountain 54.2 42.5 53.1 43.8 50.8 46.3

Central Oregon 69.4 25.8 68.3 27.0 70.7 25.9

Chemeketa 53.2 44.5 55.5 35.2 53.0 34.8

Clackamas 47.4 43.2 47.5 38.0 50.4 38.7

Clatsop 58.0 39.8 56.0 40.0 55.3 38.3

Lane 48.3 46.8 49.6 42.8 52.6 41.9

Linn-Benton 37.9 54.3 38.1 54.5 40.8 51.5

Mt. Hood 52.8 46.0 43.4 50.3 50.9 43.4

Portland 51.8 47.5 41.2 46.7 45.2 45.4

Rogue 48.4 38.9 34.0 52.8 37.5 49.0

Southwestern 66.1 32.1 62.7 35.6 58.6 37.9

Treasure Valley 61.8 32.7 62.0 29.4 50.0 45.6

Umpqua 45.5 47.3 50.9 44.0 50.0 44.8

Note: T = transfer courses V = vocational courses.

Discussion of Hypothesis 4

During the period of the current study, Oregon community colleges appeared

to have very few faculty with half-time or greater appointments offering vocational

supplemental, developmental education, or self-improvement courses. However,

there was a definite relationship between the percentage of transfer and vocational

faculty and the percentage of FTE in those categories. This relationship suggests

that a college can change the mixture of enrollment by categories by hiring half-time
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or greater faculty to offer courses in the transfer and vocational categories. Faculty

with similar appointments offering development education accounted for only a small

percentage (i.e., 1 to 14.5 percent) of the faculty at the colleges. Rogue Community

College was the only college with 10 percent or more of the faculty in this category

during each of the three years included in the study.

Review of the catalogs and interviews with the presidents indicated that the

structure for instruction below the level of dean or vice-president remained

relatively constant. No data was gathered on personnel filling the administrative

positions at this level or whether or not they had changed. Further studies should

examine this organizational level to determine whether or not institutional enroll-

ments are affected by changes at this level.

Hypothesis 5

Hos: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement to the utilization of outreach centers.

Analysis of Hypothesis 5

The results of the regression analysis for the relationship between enrollment

by the five state reimbursement categories to the utilization of outreach centers re-

vealed no significant relationships. Therefore, the hypothesis was retained.

Three presidents, from Clackamas, Clatsop, and Mt. Hood community col-

leges, predicted that outreach centers and activities would impact enrollment catego-

ries for their colleges. Clackamas lost a contract with the Job Corps, which resulted

in the loss of 300 FTE in developmental education per year at an outreach site. Mt.

Hood reacted to the reduction in state funding in the early 1980s by bringing all

classes to its campus and performing no outreach activities. The president of
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Clatsop felt that the strength of the college was in community education and out-

reach.

Table 4.3 lists the numbers of off-campus centers and developmental educa-

tion sites for each college by year. Note that Portland Community College has three

separate campuses. For the purposes of the analysis, two of these campuses were

counted as centers. In addition, it was not possible to obtain the number of PCC

developmental education sites for the academic years 1978-79 and 1981-82.

anTable 4.3. Numbers of Off-Campus Centers and Development
Education Sites at Oregon Community Colleges.

1978-79 1981-82 1984-85

College C D C D C D

Blue Mountain 0 4 1 5 1 5

Central Oregon 4 5 6 7 6 7

Chemeketa 6 13 6 13 4 14

Clackamas 0 12 0 7 0 7

Clatsop 0 1 0 1 1 1

Lane 4 11 4 8 4 8

Linn-Benton 3 13 3 8 3 6

Mt. Hood 1 2 1 2 1 2

Portland 7 n/a 8 n/a 11 9

Rogue 2 3 2 4 3 5

Southwestern 0 5 0 6 0 5

Treasure Valley 0 1 0 1 1 2

Umpqua 0 4 0 6 0 8

Note: C = off-campus center; D = developmental site n/a = not
available.
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Discussion of Hypothesis 5

Analysis of the data suggests that outreach to communities through centers

does not impact the enrollment of the college by enrollment categories. Some col-

leges do not have large enough communities for centers and others provided delivery

through community schools. By the end of the period studied, the only schools

without off-campus centers were Clackamas, Southwestern Oregon, and Umpqua

Community Colleges. For the colleges with off-campus sites, the numbers of centers

ranged from 1 to 11. Only two institutions were able to provide off-campus FTE

enrollment figures; therefore, community outreach could not be accurately analyzed.

Moreover, the present study did not include the number of off-campus sites for self-

improvement classes, a consideration which could be included as an independent

variable in a future study.

Clatsop and Treasure Valley were the only schools not offering developmen-

tal education off campus. The other 11 schools had between 1 and 14 off-campus,

developmental education sites.

Hypothesis 6

Hob: There is no significant relationship between enrollment by state cate-

gories of reimbursement and the unemployment rates in the college

districts.

Analysis of Hypothesis 6

The results of the regression analysis for the relationship between enrollment

by the five state reimbursement categories and the unemployment rates in the district

of each college revealed no statistically significant relationships. However, unem-

ployment was highly correlated with the transfer and vocational preparatory enroll-

ment categories, as well with the school year under consideration. Because the year
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was included in the repeated measures model prior to the assessment of the effects of

the remaining independent variables, unemployment was not statistically significant

in the regression equations in spite of its high correlation with the two dependent

variables, transfer and vocational preparatory. This indicates that unemployment has

a relationship with transfer and vocational preparatory enrollment FTE, but that

unemployment is less predictive than the year. Therefore, based upon the applica-

tion of this study design, the hypothesis was retained for all dependent variables.

Eight presidents had predicted that unemployment would impact enrollment

by state reimbursement categories at their colleges. Three more mentioned the

economy. Three of these eight presidents also listed the economy as a factor which

would influence enrollment by category. Only the presidents of Chemeketa and

Central Oregon community colleges did not indicate that one of these two factors

would exercise an important influence. The presidents from Treasure Valley, Blue

Mountain, and Mt. Hood listed the economy, but did not indicate that unemployment

would have an effect.

Table 4.4 provides the unemployment rates for each community college

district by calendar year. The number of unemployed by county was obtained from

the Oregon Employment Division and calculated by college district, based upon the

formula developed by Grigsby (1984).

Discussion of Hypothesis 6

Unemployment exercised a definite effect upon Oregon communities during

the latter part of the years under consideration. The literature (Chapter II) suggested

that community college enrollments would be impacted by unemployment, with

increases expected in vocational areas and declines expected in self-improvement

courses. The presidents also predicted that unemployment would be an influential

factor in determining enrollments. Since the entire state experienced high unemploy-
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Table 4.4. Oregon Unemployment, by Community
College District.

Community College 1978-79 1981-82 1984-85

Blue Mountain 5.69 8.88 11.58

Central Oregon 7.02 13.47 11.70

Chemeketa 5.59 9.25 9.24

Clackamas 5.12 7.70 7.31

Clatsop 6.49 10.85 10.71

Lane 6.79 11.10 9.21

Linn-Benton 6.39 9.57 9.09

Mt. Hood 5.42 8.38 8.64

Portland 5.18 7.94 8.05

Rogue 9.04 14.69 12.06

Southwestern 7.25 15.71 14.07

Treasure Valley 5.97 8.11 10.00

Umpqua 7.85 15.70 11.58

Source: ODHR, 1980, 1984, 1986.

ment in the early 1980s, the differences between schools may not have been as pro-

nounced as the differences within a school by year. While unemployment did not

indicate a significant effect, school year was a significant variable for transfer and

vocational preparatory enrollments, and was highly correlated with unemployment.

This suggests that despite the absence of statistical significance, there was a relation-

ship between these two enrollment categories and unemployment.
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Analysis of the Transfer Category

The results of the regression analysis for the dependent variable, FTE per-

centage in the transfer category, revealed that the percentage of faculty (half-time or

greater) teaching transfer courses and the number of successful elections entered the

equation at the first and second steps, respectively. At the third step, none of the

variables were statistically significant. The equation was

Y = 12.64 + .62 Xi 6.12 X2

where Xi was the percentage of half-time (or greater) faculty teaching transfer

courses and X2 was the number of successful elections. Because the percentage of

half-time (or greater) faculty teaching transfer courses and the number of successful

elections were highly correlated, the equation could not be used as a mathematically

accurate explanation since the estimated regression coefficients were imprecise where

multicollinearity existed (Neter et al., 1983).

However, the regression analysis did establish a correlation between the

number of faculty offering transfer courses and the FTE percentage in this category.

In addition, the formula suggested that with no successful elections, the FTE percent-

age in the transfer category was at its highest range, decreasing with each successful

election when the percentage of faculty teaching transfer courses remained constant.

This suggests that colleges with a tax bases or a long term serial levy have the high-

est FTE percentages in the transfer category.

Table 4.5 lists the R-squared (R2) and p-value (p) for the independent vari-

ables entered at step one of the regression for the transfer dependent variable. Table

4.6 lists the independent variables entered at step two of the regression analysis for

the transfer dependent variable. At this point the model included the independent
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variables for percentage of faculty (half-time or greater) teaching transfer courses

from the first step and the number of successful elections from the second step.

When additional independent variables were considered, none tested significant. For

step three, the percentage of state funding achieved reflected the lowest p-value, at

.387, and an R-square of .64.

Table 4.5. Step One Regression Results for the Transfer
Category.

Independent Variable R2 p

Percentage of transfer faculty .362 .030*

State FTE funding achievement .123 .240

Credit off-campus planned by Corn. Ed. .209 .348

Number of developmental ed. sites .074 .368

Presidents' rating of transfer .064 .428

Dev. ed. off-campus planned by Corn. Ed. .195 .468

Number of elections to obtain funding .045 .486

Number of faculty/managers in Com. Ed. .028 .585

Presidents' ranking of transfer .023 .642

Number of off-campus centers .020 .649

Percentage of unsuccessful elections .019 .651

Percentage of part-time faculty .024 .667

Unemployment rate .008 .779

Number of successful elections .005 .825

Significant at p .05.
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Table 4.6. Second Step Regression Results for the Transfer
Category When Percentage of Faculty (half-time or
greater) is Included.

Independent Variable I R2 p

Number of successful elections .610 .030*

State FTE funding achievement .498 .130

Percentage of part-time faculty .594 .143

Number of elections to obtain funding .483 .156

Credit off-campus planned by Corn. Ed. .526 .314

Unemployment rate .421 .336

Number of off-campus center .394 .481

Number of development ed. sites .385 .552

Number of faculty/managers in Corn. Ed. .374 .668

Dev. ed. off-campus planned by Corn. Ed. .372 .744

Presidents' rating of transfer .387 .745

Percentage of unsuccessful elections .365 .824

Presidents' ranking of transfer .379 .933

* Significant at p ..-C .05.

As indicated in Table 4.7, the correlations among the variables that were

greater than .553, the critical value for the .05 level of significance for a sample size

of 13. Adjustments in the critical value were used for pairs of variables with miss-

ing observations, and only those at the .05 level of significance were reported.
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Table 4.7. Significant Correlations Among the Transfer Dependent
Variable and the Independent Variables.

Variable Variable C

Transfer % of FTE Percentage transfer faculty .601

% transfer faculty Number successful elections .568

Number of elections Number successful elections .740

% part-time faculty Number successful elections -.742

% part-time faculty Presidents' transfer ranking -.672

Credit off-campus by CE Presidents' transfer ranking .614

State FTE funding % part-time faculty -.752

Number Corn. Ed. staff Number off-campus centers .644

Number Corn. Ed. staff Number dev. ed. sites .798

Number off-campus centers Number dev. ed. sites .598

Dev. ed. planned by CE Number dev. ed. sites .752

C = correlations

Discussion of the Transfer Category

Although an equation was developed, it should be noted that the number of

successful elections accounted for only 0.5 percent of the total variability in transfer

at step one. At step two, it accounted for an additional 24.8 percent. In addition,

while the coefficient for the number of successful elections was always negative, it

was not stable. At step one it was -0.69; at step two, -1.86; and by step three,

5.12. The coefficient for the percentage of half-time (or greater) faculty teaching

transfer courses indicated greater stability. At step one it was 0.39; at step two,

0.44; and by step three, 0.59. In addition, there were a number of correlations

among the independent variables. Thus, it is necessary to question the precision

provided in the equation. In other words, the percentage of half-time (or greater)
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faculty teaching transfer courses and the number of successful elections do have an

apparent effect on transfer FTE, but because these two independent variables were

correlated, the coefficients should not be relied upon for information on the direction

or magnitude of their effect.

Further study of the effect of the stability of property tax funding on the FTE

percentage in the transfer category should be undertaken. The formula indicated that

the highest percentage of FTE in the transfer category occurred when the percentage

of faculty teaching transfer courses was high and no elections had been held. This

suggests that schools with stable tax bases or long-term serial levies will maintain

higher transfer function FTE if they fund transfer teachers with their salary dollars.

Vocational Preparatory

Analysis of the Vocational Preparatory Category

The results of the regression analysis on the dependent variable, FTE per-

centage in the vocational preparatory category, indicated that the percentage of half-

time (or greater) faculty teaching vocational courses entered the equation at step one;

no new variables entered the model at step two. The equation was

k = 11.94 + .49 X1 ,

where x1 was the percentage of faculty teaching vocational courses. According to

this mathematical model, the vocational preparatory FTE percentage was expected to

increase by 0.49 when the percentage of half-time (or greater) faculty teaching voca-

tional preparatory courses increased by 1 percent.

Table 4.8 lists the R-squared (R2) and p-values (p) for the independent vari-

ables entered at step one of the regression for the vocational preparatory dependent

variable.
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Table 4.8. Step One Regression Results for the
Vocational Preparatory Category.

Independent Variable I R2 p

Percentage of vocational faculty .426 .016*

Presidents' rating of vocational prep. .364 .038*

Unemployment rate .286 .060

Presidents' ranking of vocational prep. .222 .123

Number of elections to obtain funding .092 .313

Credit off-campus planned by Com. Ed. .158 .462

Number of successful elections .012 .723

State FTE funding achievement .006 .797

Percentage of unsuccessful elections .006 .803

Percentage of part-time faculty .002 .896

* Significant at p ..5. .05.

At this point in the calculations, the model included the independent variable

for percentage of half-time (or greater) faculty teaching vocational courses from the

first step. No independent variables met the significance test at the second step.

The lowest second step p-value was for the percentage of unemployment in the dis-

trict, and its values were only p = .081, R2 = 0.583. Thus, while it did not test

significant, the unemployment percentage in the district did account for an additional

15.7 percent of the variability. Although the presidents' ratings indicated a signifi-

cant effect at the first step, this variable accounted for only an additional 8.7 percent

of the variability and its second step p-value was 0.244.

The correlations among the variables listed in Table 4.9 were greater than

.553, the critical value for the p 5_ .05 level of significance for a sample size of 13.
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Adjustments in the critical value were used for pairs of variables with missing obser-

vations and only those at the .05 level of significance were reported.

Table 4.9. Significant Correlations Among the Vocational
Preparatory Dependent Variable and the Independent Variables.

Variable I Variable C

Voc. prep. % of FTE % vocational faculty .652

Voc. prep. % of FTE Presidents' ratings of voc. .603

Unemployment Presidents' ratings of voc. -.696

Presidents' rankings of voc. Presidents' ratings of voc. -.820

% part-time faculty Number successful elections -.687

State FTE funding % part-time faculty -.752

C = correlations

Discussion of the Vocational Preparatory Category

Many of the independent variables were correlated with the presidents' voca-

tional ratings, which had a significant effect at the first step. The correlations (Table

4.9) provide at least a partial explanation why this category did not have a significant

effect at the second step. However, high ratings assigned vocational by the presi-

dents appeared to have a positive influence on the amount of vocational FTE at the

colleges. The third independent variable, the rate of unemployment in the district,

approached significance at step one. Unemployment had a negative coefficient, and

as the rate of unemployment increased, the vocational enrollment FTE appears to

have decreased. In addition, unemployment had a significant negative correlation

with the presidents' ratings of vocational programs. Therefore, all of these factors

were of some relative importance in understanding what measures can impact voca-

tional preparatory enrollment FTE.
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Vocational Supplemental

Analysis of the Vocational Supplemental Category

The results of the regression analysis of the dependent variable for percent-

age of FTE in vocational supplemental category yielded no variables to enter into an

equation. None of the independent variables had a significant correlation with the

dependent variable.

Discussion of the Vocational Supplemental Category

The present study did not include any variables that fit into a model which

could be used to explain differences among schools for the percentage of FTE in

vocational supplemental. One president suggested that the categories established by

Cross (1985) should be updated to include contracted training, which has become an

important area of vocational supplemental enrollments in Oregon. Had this been the

case, the importance that the presidents attached to the vocational supplemental

category of FTE enrollments could have been more accurately measured.

Developmental Education

Analysis of the Developmental Education Category

The results of the regression analysis of the dependent variable for percent-

age of FTE in the developmental education category revealed that the percentage of

unsuccessful elections entered the equation at the first step. The equation was

Y= 8.27 +7.13 X1 ,

where X1 was the percentage of unsuccessful elections. Therefore, the FTE per-

centage in developmental education was expected to increase by 7.13 percent when

the percentage of unsuccessful elections increased by 1 percent.

Table 4.10 lists the R-squared (R2) and p-values (p) for the independent

variables entered at step one of the regression for the developmental education
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Table 4.10. Step One Regression Results for the
Development Education Category.

Independent Variable I R2 p

Percentage of unsuccessful elections .335 .038*

Percentage of development ed. faculty .120 .247

Number of developmental ed. sites .110 .269

Number of successful elections .094 .307

Presidents' ratings of dev. ed. .087 .351

Credit off-campus planned by Corn. Ed. .207 .395

Percentage of part-time faculty .026 .659

Number of elections to obtain funding .018 .665

Unemployment rate .016 .681

Presidents' rankings of dev. ed. .012 .731

Number of off-campu,; centers .005 .812

Dev. ed. off-campus planned by Com.
Ed.

.077 .852

State FTE funding achieved .003 .866

Number of __ 0.5 Corn. Ed. staff .000 .979

Significant at p .05.

dependent variable. The model included the independent variable for the percentage

of unsuccessful elections after the first step. Adding additional independent variables

to the model revealed that none of them met the significance test. The lowest p-

value at the second step was for the number of developmental education sites, at only

p = .101 with R2 = .499. While this variable accounted for an additional 16.4

percent of the variability, it did not reflect a significant effect (p .05).

The correlations among the variables listed in Table 4.11 were greater than

.553, the critical value at the p .05 level of significance for a sample size of 13.
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Adjustments in the critical value were used for pairs of variables with missing obser-

vations, and only those at the .05 level of significance were reported.

Table 4.11. Significant Correlations Among the Developmental
Education Dependent Variable and the Independent Variables.

Variable I Variable C

Developmental ed. % of FTE % unsuccessful elections .579

Unemployment Presidents' ratings dev. ed. -.763

% dev. ed. faculty Number successful elections -.670

Number of elections % development ed. faculty -.579

Number of elections Number successful elections .740

% part-time faculty Number successful elections -.742

State FTE funding % part-time faculty -.752

Dev. ed. off-campus Corn. Ed. Number dev. ed. sites .752

Number Corn. Ed. staff Number dev. ed. sites .798

Number off-campus centers Number dev. ed. sites .598

Number Com. Ed. staff Number off-campus centers .644

C = correlations

Discussion of the Developmental Education Category

There were correlations among a number of the independent variables.

However, the only independent variable which entered into the equation was the

percentage of unsuccessful elections. The more times per year a district held tax

measure elections and failed to pass, then the greater the percentage of students that

would enroll in developmental and remedial courses.
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Self-Improvement

Analysis of the Self-Improvement Category

The results of the regression analysis of the dependent variable for percent-

age of FTE in the self-improvement category yielded no variables to enter into an

equation. None of the independent variables were correlated with the dependent

variable at the p .05 level of significance.

Discussion of the Self-Improvement Category

The present study did not include any variables that fit into the model to

explain the differences among colleges for the percentage of FTE in the self-

improvement category. Several Oregon community education directors had helped

identify variables that they felt would impact self-improvement enrollments. None of

the tested variables had a significant impact on enrollment in self-improvement

courses.

Summary

Table 4.12 lists the significant results of the regression analyses for a number

of the dependent variables. Based on these findings, faculty staffing patterns ap-

peared to impact enrollment by categories, or enrollment by categories impacted

faculty staffing patterns. Specifically, as the percentage of half-time (or greater)

faculty offering transfer or vocational courses increased, there was also a higher

percentage of enrollment FTE in these two categories. In addition, 7 of the 13

presidents had predicted that the instructional organizational structure would impact

the FTE by categories, and 5 others had expressed their belief that the pattern of

faculty layoffs would have the same effect. The results of the data analysis suggest

that these predictions were accurate.
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Table 4.12. Summary Analysis, Significant Independent
Variables by Category (dependent variable).

Dependent Van- Significant Indepen- Step Two Indepen-
able dent Variable dent Variable

Transfer % transfer faculty
# successful elec-

tions

Vocational pre-
paratory

% vocational
faculty

Vocational pre-
paratory

Presidents' ratings
of vocational

Vocational sup-
plementary

Development
education

% unsuccessful
elections

Self-improvement

According to the analysis of the data gathered and generated for this study,

the stability of local funding, as identified by local district property tax elections,

also impacted enrollment FTE by category: The greater the number of successful

elections held in a district, the lower the FTE percentage for transfer education. It is

likely that this was because college districts that had not held elections either had a

voter-approved tax base or serial tax levy, and thus had more stable funding. In

addition, as the percentage of unsuccessful elections increased in a district, the FTE

enrollment percentage for developmental education increased. This could mean that

in the districts least able to afford property tax increases, there was a higher need for

developmental education. It should be noted that while few presidents listed the

stability of local funding as a factor that would impact enrollment categories, six of

the CEOs had predicted that the state of the economy would affect FTE patterns.

Moreover, the findings indicate that there was a relationship between presidential
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ratings and FTE enrollments in vocational preparatory education: The higher the

rating, on a scale of one to five, the higher the FTE percentage in this category.

Although eight of the presidents predicted that the unemployment rate would

impact 1-1h enrollment categories at their college, the findings from the current

investigation did not indicate that unemployment was an influencing factor. Howev-

er, stepwise regression of the means may have not been the best design to measure

this factor. The study covered a period of time when unemployment rates started in

a range from 5.12 to 9.04 percent for all college districts, with most of the rates

between 5 and 7 percent, and with time moved, outside of the Portland metropolitan

area, into double-digit unemployment rates as high as 15.71 percent. The repeated-

measures design showed a high correlation between unemployment and year. As the

rate of unemployment increased, the FTE enrollment percentage for the transfer

category increased, while the FTE enrollment percentage for vocational preparatory

decreased. At the same time, it should be noted that the year did not have a signifi-

cantly measurable impact on the vocational supplemental, developmental education,

or self-improvement FTE enrollment categories.

There were only three independent variables mentioned by more than one

president which were not included in this study. The presidents of Chemeketa,

Central Oregon, and Southwestern Oregon Community Colleges suggested that they

had deliberately sought to balance enrollments among the programs. The presidents

of Central Oregon and Umpqua observed that image and reputation would impact

FTE by categories. Six of the presidents suggested that people leaving their district

during this time period of the present study would have impacted their enrollments.

These colleges were Lane, Rogue, Umpqua, Blue Mountain, Southwestern Oregon,

and Clatsop, all of which were located in districts which experienced high unemploy-

ment rates.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Following the boom years of the 1960s, community colleges matured as

comprehensive institutions. Subsequent to this period, community colleges across

the United States rapidly lost their local funding and faced increasing degrees of state

control. Oregon has one of the few systems that continues to observe the principle

of local funding and control. The literature reviewed in Chapter II suggests that

local control has been an important factor in assuring that community colleges offer

programs that are responsive to their communities. This study explored a number of

variables to determine if they played an important role in influencing program direc-

tions at community colleges, or if there were additional factors related to the issue of

local control which warranted further definition and study.

The central purpose of this study was to examine the influence of selected

historical, fiscal, and organizational factors on enrollment patterns in Oregon com-

munity colleges in the academic years 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85. To this end,

data were gathered from the Oregon Office of Community College Services, the

Oregon Employment Division, community college catalogs from all 13 Oregon col-

leges, the directories of the Oregon Community College Association, and telephone

interviews with the presidents of each of the colleges. Multiple regression analysis

was used to explore the relationships among variables related to state funding, stabil-

ity of property tax funding, change of presidents, organizational structure, outreach
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centers, and unemployment with regard to their effect upon each of five state reim-

bursable instructional categories.

The purpose of this study led to a retrospective examination of enrollment

trends at Oregon Community Colleges to determine if a predictive model could be

constructed for the measurement of influences upon enrollments. Since many educa-

tional institutions base a large part of their funding upon enrollments, the develop-

ment of a predictive model would be a useful tool in the maintenance of institutional

stability. The principal objectives and procedures adopted for this study and its

findings are summarized in the following section.

Review of the Objectives

1. To review related literature addressing national enrollment trends in

comparison to those established in the State of Oregon, enrollment

trends at community colleges in relation to staffing patterns, adult self-

enrichment programming. and funding authorizations, and trend inter-

relationships by enrollment categories.

The literature revealed considerable information about the historical back-

ground of community colleges, including modern pedagogical trends and the per-

ceived importance of local control. However, few investigations were found which

dealt with the factors influencing enrollment by state-defined categories. Reductions

in consumer income and the reduced value of an education were the only factors

clearly identified in prior research as having an impact upon total enrollment (Foot &

Pervin, 1983). In the state of Oregon, the period of high unemployment which

persisted throughout the early 1980s probably reduced consumer income.
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2. To review enrollments by state-defined reimbursement categories for

each of the 13 Oregon community colleges for the period 1978-85,

showing their relationship to the total enrollment of each institution.

Enrollment FTE figures made available by the Office of Community College

Services were calculated to eliminate contracted-out-of-district (COD) students and

non-reimbursable FTE, including out-of-state students, from each district in each of

the five enrollment categories. For 1978-80, the data for the self-improvement and

developmental education categories were separated. All of the data were entered

into a spreadsheet and the percentages for each category were calculated. These data

were displayed graphically in Figures 4.1 through 4.3 (Chapter IV, pp. 94-96).

3. To develop research instrumentation designed to gather data relative to

each community college district with respect to:

a. variations in the budgeted state level of reimbursement for each

college as related to enrollment FTE (full-time equivalent

students) for the years of the study,

b. the levels and stability of property tax funding during the peri-

od of the study,

c. changes of presidents at each institution during the period of

the study,

d. changes in staffing patterns during the period of the study,

including the addition of new programs and the utilization of

outreach centers, and

e. changes in employment rates;

a) Budgetary data was collected from the Office of Community College

Services. The differences between the budgeted amounts of state funding and the
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actual amounts received from the state by each were divided by the budgeted

amounts to develop percentages of over- and under-realization of FTE funding.

b) A telephone interview with each president was used to gather the tax

election history for each college from 1978-79 to 1984-85. This question was also

included on a mailed questionnaire so that the president would have accurate data

available during the phone interview. Election information was not available from

Southwestern Oregon Community College, but was obtained from the Coos County

Clerk's Office.

c) College catalogs were used to obtain the starting date of the appointment

of each college president. These dates were provided to the president on the mailed

questionnaire and verified during the phone interview.

d) College catalogs and the OCCA Directory were used to obtain the staffing

patterns at each college. When available, these figures were provided to the presi-

dent on the mailed questionnaire and verified during the phone interview. If the

figures were not available from other sources, they were obtained from the president

during the phone interview.

e) Unemployment figures were gathered from the Research and Statistics

Office of the Oregon Employment Division. The unemployment figures for a county

were combined to represent each college district and divided by the total employment

to calculate an unemployment rate for the college district. When the boundaries of a

college district did not precisely match the county borders, the percentages developed

and tested by Grigsby (1984) were used to approximate the population in the district.

4. To develop research instrumentation designed to provide a historical

perspective of the 13 community college districts during the period

1978-1985.
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A telephone instrument was developed by the researcher, utilizing the Dill-

man (1978) model for the design construction. The proposed instrument was tested

on the presidents from Treaty Oak and Tillamook Bay community college service

districts. After each interview, the format of the instrument was modified. Based

on the initial testing, an individualized questionnaire based upon a model provided by

Dillman (1978) was sent to each president to help his staff collect or verify data

prior to the phone interview. Data that the researcher could gather from the school

catalogs and OCCA directories were included in the mailed questionnaire. The

completed instrument was used by the presidents during their phone interviews.

Samples of both instruments, mailed and telephone, are in Appendices B and C.

5. To prepare an analysis of Oregon community college enrollments for

the three academic years selected for the study. establishing:

a. the relationship of enrollment by FTE categories among the

community colleges,

b. the relationship of enrollments by categories to the over- or

under-realization of state reimbursements for college districts,

c. the relationship of the stability of property tax funding to en-

rollment patterns within college districts,

d. the relationship of changes of chief executive officer to enroll-

ment patterns within college districts,

e. the relationship of outreach centers and staffing to adult self-

enrichment enrollments within college districts: and

f. the relationship of local unemployment rates to enrollment

patterns within each college district.

a) A comparison among community colleges by reimbursable enrollment

categories was completed. Statewide averages were also computed and included in
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graphic representations of enrollment by categories (Figures 4.1 through 4.3, Chap-

ter IV, pp. 94-96). The enrollment category percentages for each community college

were used as the dependent variables for this study.

b) Table 4.1 (Chapter IV, p. 98) lists the percentages of the over- or under-

realization of state reimbursement for each college. The percentages were used as

independent variables for this study.

c) Tax election information for each college is included in the summaries of

the phone interviews, included in Appendices D through P. The number of elections

for the year, the number of successful elections for the year, and the percentage of

unsuccessful elections were used as independent variables for this study.

d) The information on change of CEO for each college is included in the

summaries of the phone interviews, included in Appendices D through P. The data

were included as an independent variable for this study, using a repeated-measures

design. However, because changes of CEO were nominal data, it could not be

averaged for the regression of the means method of study. Therefore, it was not

tested using this method.

e) Information on outreach centers at each college is included in the summa-

ries of the telephone interviews, Appendices D through P. The number of outreach

centers is also summarized in Table 4.3 (Chapter IV, p. 107). The information from

the interviews was included as an independent variable for this study, that is, the

number of half-time (or greater) managers/faculty assigned to community education

or services and the number of off-campus centers. The intent of the original study

design was to include the percentages of FTE earned off-campus as an additional

independent variable, but it was not feasible to obtain these data from most of the

colleges.
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0 The unemployment rates for each college district were calculated and are

included in Table 4.4 (Chapter IV, p. 110). The rates were included as an inde-

pendent variable for this study.

6. To utilize the findings of this investigation to determine if a model for

the prediction of the impact of selected societal trends and internal

factors on enrollment patterns can be developed for Oregon communi-

ty colleges.

Mathematical models were developed, using regression techniques for the

transfer, vocational preparatory, and developmental education enrollment categories.

Because a restricted number of the variables was analyzed, the mathematical models

should be viewed as a guide to the explanation of relationships and not as precise

formulas for measurement. However, a methodology was developed for the model-

ing of the relationship of selected societal trends and internal factors to enrollment

categories among schools and within a school. Thus, this initial investigation has

served to eliminate a number of nonresponsive factors, which will allow subsequent

investigations to concentrate on newer and measurable societal trends and internal

factors as the mathematical model is refined.

Conclusions

Each of the hypotheses for this study was predicted by three or more college

presidents to have an impact on enrollments by FTE categories. After analysis of

the data, the following conclusions were reached:

1. Instructional staffing patterns influence FTE production for the transfer

and vocational preparatory enrollment categories. As the percentage of half-time (or

greater) faculty teaching transfer courses increased, so did the transfer FTE; this was

also true for the relationship of vocational preparatory courses and vocational FTE.
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Administrators can effect changes in the types of students served by where funding is

placed for faculty salaries. However, faculty staffing patterns had no impact on

developmental education enrollment FIE, which was likely because the colleges

funded few half-time (or greater) faculty in the remedial subjects.

2. The higher the presidents rated the vocational category. the higher the

percentage of vocational preparatory FTE. If a president rated other categories of

enrollment higher than vocational, then the vocational FTE percentages would have

been lower. Since vocational programs are usually more expensive than courses in

other enrollment categories, presidential commitment is required to balance enroll-

ments throughout program areas. In other words, a greater number of students could

be served by eliminating expensive programs. A community that desires a strong

commitment to vocational programs should choose a president who rates vocational

programs highly.

3. The greater the stability of property taxpayer support. as indicated by the

presence of ongoing tax base or serial levy support or a successful election, the

higher the percentage of transfer FTE. The model predicted that schools that did not

hold any elections would have higher transfer FTE. The implication is that schools

which are able to manage within their existing tax base or a serial levy measure do

so by increasing FTE in the transfer category at the possible expense of other cate-

gories. Oregon community colleges receive a significant amount of their funding

from tuition and state-funded FTE. Increases in both of these sources of funding are

dependent upon increasing student enrollments. Among colleges' sources of funding,

only local property taxes are not dependent upon increasing enrollments. However,

this local source is dependent upon successful elections. The model predicted that

the percentage of transfer FTE, less expensive than vocational FTE, would be in-

creased when increased local funds are not available. In effect, it is easier to in-
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crease class sizes in transfer classes. Jointly, these factors allow schools to increase

the amount of funding from enrollment-driven sources, thereby reducing expenses.

4. The more unsuccessful elections held per year. the higher the percentage

of FTE in developmental education. This conclusion suggests that there may be a

relationship between the educational level of the voters and their ability to pay prop-

erty taxes; moreover, there is a further implication that more costly programs are

eliminated when local voters do not provide additional funding. Because most

schools use part-time faculty to teach developmental education courses, they are less

expensive programs and less likely to be eliminated. In addition, tuition is offset by

federal funds, which are of importance to unemployed workers.

5. No factors studied had an impact on the vocational supplemental and

self-improvement FTE categories. The study included few factors which could be

appropriately related to vocational supplemental FTE. However, a group of commu-

nity educators from several Oregon community colleges sought to identify the factors

influencing the self-improvement category, and several of their suggestions were

included as variables. The socio-economic and educational status of adults in the

college districts were not studied, nor were the personalities of the community edu-

cators. This study served to eliminate several of the predicted variables from further

consideration by the model, allowing future studies to concentrate on more appropri-

ate factors.

6. It was clearly demonstrated that unemployment impacted vocational and

transfer FTE: however, it could not be demonstrated that unemployment had a sig-

nificant effect upon FTE enrollment categories. In the repeated measures model,

unemployment was highly correlated with the study year, demonstrating a positive

relationship to transfer FTE category and a negative relationship to vocational FTE.

In the stepwise regression of the means, unemployment was close to significance for

the vocational preparatory category at p .05. It would have been included in the
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model at step one or step two if this investigation had used p = .10 as the level of

significance. Moreover, vocational FTE decreased with increased rates of unem-

ployment. Most of the presidents predicted that unemployment would have an im-

pact on their school's enrollment pattern by categories.

During periods of high unemployment, it is popular to say that students can

come back to their local community college to retrain. However, this investigation

demonstrated the opposite effect for vocational programs. The percentage of FTE in

the vocational preparatory FTE category appeared to decrease, and this change was

reflected by an increase in the percentage of FTE in the transfer category. Although

this study did not include comparisons between rural versus metropolitan area

schools, unemployment was a greater problem outside of the Portland area in the

early 1980s. This may explain why this variable did not meet the level of signifi-

cance requirement used in this study.

7. It is possible to develop a predictive model for enrollments by categories.

Although the mathematical models developed through this study may not be complete

until other appropriate variables have been included and tested, the statistical models

tested in the current study encourage further study of the factors which influence

enrollment by categories. In addition, a number of factors predicted to influence

enrollment by categories have been eliminated from future studies.

In summary, the findings from the regressions were interesting, but only a

few proved to be conclusive. However, the purpose of the investigation was to

develop a model for the study of enrollment trends. The model developed for this

study will serve as a useful template for future researchers. Several recommenda-

tions for future investigations are proposed in the following section, including possi-

ble modifications to the current study.
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Recommendations

Although a number of the factors studied did not prove to be significant, the

findings from this study provided an initial research model that should allow future

investigations to examine the other factors which may influence a predictive model

for enrollment by categories. As a result of this study, several recommendations for

further study are proposed:

1. Future studies on this topic should include the following as variables:

Population migration rates from the community college district; the number of off-

campus sites for self-improvement classes; the presidents' rating and ranking of

contracted training; and community variables. These should include the following:

Types of families by occupational categories, composition, and educational level

attained; the number of industries needing vocationally-trained workers; rural versus

urban geographic locations; and the proximity of other institutions of higher educa-

tion.

2. Further research should be conducted on the impact of local control on

enrollment trends by categories in Oregon's community colleges. Interviews with

local college board members who have been through the presidential hiring process

would prove useful. Their perception of the direction they wanted the college to

take under new presidential direction could be an important variable.

3. Future research should more closely examine the presidents' ranking and

rating of categories of enrollment. These preferences should be compared to local

board and community preferences to determine if the college reflects the wishes of

the community and/or the president. A category for contracted and vocational up-

grade training should be added to the rating scale.

4. Future studies should develop improved methods of measuring the impact

of budget elections on college enrollments by categories. Election laws were
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changed during the period of the current investigation, and some schools were able

to work with multi-year budgets. Both of these factors made it difficult to study

property tax funding elections.

5. The percentage of over- and under-achievement of state funding should be

included in future studies, if the years included allowed the redistribution of state

funds.

6. Further research should be conducted on the impact that a change of CEO

has on enrollment trends by state-defined categories. The years 1981-1991 would

provide an appropriate time frame in Oregon since at least 15 executive changes

occurred. Longitudinal data on the presidents' ratings and rankings of enrollment

categories should be collected to compare if their priorities have caused changes of

direction at the colleges. The time lapse between CEO appointment and its impact

on enrollments by state-defined categories should be calculated and used in future

studies since it will take more than one year for changes to impact enrollment pat-

terns.

7. Future studies should be conducted on the factors that influence a de-

crease in vocational FTE when unemployment is high. The barriers which serve to

bar unemployed workers from vocational training should be examined.

8. Further research should be conducted to determine if changes at the divi-

sion and/or department level have a greater impact on FTE enrollment categories

than changes at the higher administrative levels. The college administrative struc-

tures at the department and/or division levels were stable at most colleges throughout

the period of this study. This approach could reveal whether organizations remain

the same or change with turnovers among the higher administrative levels.

9. Based upon the findings of this study, it is suggested that future studies

could develop predictive models for application to enrollment trends in a variety of

educational settings. Community colleges were the focus of this investigation since
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funding at many schools is based on enrollment, thus these institutions require the

means to more accurately predict their future. As examples of broader applications,

university enrollment by colleges could be studied, utilizing the regression models

tested for the current investigation, or the McNabb (1981) enrollment management

model, a predictive tool for recruitment and enrollment activities, could be used to

supplement the current retrospective study and to prepare a model for all enrollment-

funded educational institutions.
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Appendix A

Sample Letter, Sent to Presidents Prior to Phone Interview
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S OSC
A merged School serving Oregon State University and Western Oregon State College with graduate and undergraduate programs in Education.

August 4, 1989

Dr. Paul E. Kreider
President
Mt. Hood Community College
26000 S.E. Stark St.
Gresham, OR 97030

Dear Paul,

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a telephone interview with me for my
doctoral research on Tuesday, August 15 at 4:00 P.M. Our conversation will
last about 30 minutes. If you find that you have a conflict, I may be reached
at 757-8944.

The purpose of this research is to examine the influence of selected
historical, fiscal, and organizational factors on enrollment patterns by state
funded categories in Oregon Community Colleges in the 1978-79, 1981-82, and
1984-85 school years. Oregon's strong history of local control has allowed
each college to develop a unique pattern to meet community needs. I am really
interested in identifying the factors that have influenced your college's
pattern and determining what makes your pattern unique in the Oregon community
college family.

In order to have a common reference on your state reimbursable FTE by
categories I included a chart showing the percentages of FTE by categories for
your college during the period of the study. The chart is on page 6 of the
enclosed questionnaire.

The attached questionnaire will allow us to spend our phone time on issues and
philosophy and give you a chance to have someone gather the facts and figures
ahead of our phone conversation. I am most interested in your perceptions of
your college during the 1978-85 period.

Thank you in advance for your time. I look forward to visiting with you
again.

Sincerely yours,

Ann Smart

Department of Post-Secondary Education
Adult Education College Student Services Administration College and University Teaching

Community College Education Extension Education Training and Development
OSU Campus: Snell Hall 336 Corvallis, OR 97331-1631 (503) 754-2501
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Appendix B

Sample of Mailed Institutional Questionnaire

FACTORS X NIP X. UM NO X NG ENROLLMENT
PATTERNS SY STATEFUNDED C ATEGORI ES

X IsT 0 RE C3 CI N COMMUNI TY COLLEGES
3.978Se5

Or3gon's strong history of local control has allowed each community college to
develop a unique pattern of programs to meet community needs. Your answers to
this questionnaire will provide important background data for our future phone
discussion of your insights into the factors affecting the enrollment patterns
at your community college.

Thank you for your help.

Postsecondary Education Department
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331
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O Blue Mountain
O Central Oregon
O Chemeketa
O Clackamas
O Clatsop

Lane
O Linn- Benton
O Mt. Hood

Portland
O Rogue
O Southwestern Oregon
O Tillamook Bay
O Treasure Valley
O 'Meaty Oak
O Umpqua
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INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Umpqua Community College

I will be calling you to ask a series of questions. Here are some of the questions
that it would be helpful to have completed before our conversation. If I found the
answer in another source, I have already filled in the blank. However, please
verify the accuracy of the information.

Q-1. In what year did you become President of the college?

YEAR

Q-2. Who were the Presidents of the college between 1978 and the year you became
President and in what year did each of them start?

NAME: YEAR:

I.S. "Bud" Hakanson 1975

Q-3. I would like to ask about the administrative organization of the college.
The college catalogs and OCCA directory show the following top-level
administrators for your college:

1978-79

President
Dean of Instruction
Dean Occupational Ed
Dean of Community Ed
Dean College Transfer
Administrative Asst
Dean of Students
Business Manager

1981-82

President
Dean Instructional Sery
Dean of Community &
Vocational Ed
Dean of Transfer &
Career Ed

Dean of Students &
Occupational Ed

1984-85

President
Dean of Instruction
Assoc Dean of Instruc

Assoc Dean Transfer
& Career Ed

Dean of Students &
Administration

Have there been any changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and titles
of Deans and Vice-Presidents?

If yes, what were the changes?
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Q-4. From 1978-79 to 1984-85 did the table of organization for the college
change?

1. YES
2. NO

If there were changes, in what years did they occur? Were the changes
minor or major? Circle the answer for each year.

1978-79 NONE MINOR MAJOR

1970-80 NONE MINOR MAJOR

1980-81 NONE MINOR MAJOR

1981-82 NONE MINOR MAJOR

1982-83 NONE MINOR MAJOR

1983-84 NONE MINOR MAJOR

1984-85 NONE MINOR MAJOR

Q-5. How many Instructional Divisions do you currently have?

What are they?

Q-6. Were there any changes in the numbers and organizational patterns of the
instructional divisions between the 1978-79 and 1984-85 school years?

1. YES
2. NO

If yes. what were those changes?

149
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Q-7. Let's look now at developmental education structure. Were there any major
reorganization changes between the 1978-79 and the 1984-85 school years in
administering ABE/GED?

1. YES
2. NO

If yes, what were the changes?

Q-8. Next I would like to break the numbers of contracted faculty down into four
categories of reimbursable FTE. During the 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85
years, how many were teaching transfer, vocational, remedial, and self-
improvement courses? Insofar as possible, I used your catalog or the OCCA
directory for information that I would like you to check. Combination
refers to individuals who were teaching in transfer and vocational programs
such as in business.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:

TRANSFER VOCATION REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 a3 43241 171 4) /

1981-82 gal 3 0 Er

1984-85 .21 sP7 61 3 0 ti

Q-9. Since part -time teachers are difficult to count, it would be helpful to
know how many total dollars were expended for part-time faculty during the
years of the study. Is this possible in your accounting system?

1. YES
2. NO

If yes, could you provide those figures:

1978-79 $ PART-TIME FACULTY SALARY DOLLARS

1981-82 $ PART-TIME FACULTY SALARY DOLLARS

1984-85 $ PART-TIME FACULTY SALARY DOLLARS
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Q-10. With respect to the structure of your community education/community
services division, how many off-campus centers does your college now have?

NUMBER OF CURRENT OFF-CAMPUS CENTERS

What was the number of centers in the three years of the study?

1978-79 NUMBER OF OFF-CAMPUS CENTERS

1981-82 f NUMBER OF OFF-CAMPUS CENTERS

1984-85 0 NUMBER OF OFF-CAMPUS CENTERS

Q-11. Where are your centers located?

Q-12. How many faculty and managers with contracts of at least half-time were

assigned to community education/community services during the 1978-79,

1981-82, and 1984-85 years:

1973-79 NUMBER OF COMMUNITY ED. CONTRACTED STAFF

1981-82 NUMBER OF COMMUNITY ED. CONTRACTED STAFF

1984-85 NUMBER OF COMMUNITY ED. CONTRACTED STAFF

Q-13. Does your college keep track of the amount of FTE earned off campus?

1. YES
2. NO

If yes, how much FTE was earned off campus during these three years:

1978-79 OFF-CAMPUS FTE

1981-82 OFF-CAMPUS FTE

1984-85 OFF-CAMPUS FTE

Q-14. At how many different locations did you offer ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the years of this study?

1978-79 NUMBER OF LOCATIONS FOR ABE/GED/ESL

1981-82 NUMBER OF LOCATIONS FOR ABE/GED/ESL

1984-85 NUMBER OF LOCATIONS FOR ABE/GED/ESL
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Q-15. Were there any major changes in the schedule during the 1978-79 to 1984-85
period?

1. YES
2. NO

If yes, what were they?

Q-16. Let's look at the history of levy, tax base, bond, or serial levy elections
for the budget years between 1978-79 and 1984-85. How many elections of
each type were held each year?

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE

1978-79 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1980-81 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1981-82 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1982-83 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

Q-17. Which of the tax measures above were successful? Circle your answer.

1978-79 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1979-80 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1980-81 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1981-82 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1982-83 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1983-84 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE
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You might want to make yourself some notes on significant events impacting your
college between 1978-85.

UMPQUA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Reimbursable FTE
2500

2000

1500

1000

500

78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85

Excludes COD and OutofState FTE
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Transfer

Voc Prep

Voc Supp

Dev Ed

Self Imp(

Thank you for having this booklet completed prior to my phone call. I will have you
read me the answers when we come to a question that was in this booklet.
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Your contributions to this study are greatly appreciated. Please have the
answers to this questionnaire available during our phone interview so that we
can spend our time on your perspectives and insights.
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Appendix C

Institutional Telephone Questionnaire

College:

Person interviewed:

Date: Time:

Introduction

Hi, , this is Ann Smart. I am calling to see if

this is still a convenient time to ask you some questions about your

college for my doctoral research at Oregon State? (IF NOT, WHEN

WOULD BE A GOOD TIME ) Did you receive my

letter and questionnaire? (GOOD) The purpose of my study is to

identify factors that influence the reimbursable enrollment patterns

at your college and to determine what makes your pattern unique in

the Oregon community college family. The survey will take

approximately 30 minutes of your time. I will be happy to answer any

questions you have about the study either now or later. Ok?

Ia. I would like to begin by asking what year did you become

president of the college? [YOU BECAME PRESIDENT IN 19 ,

CORRECT?] [QUESTION Q-1]

1978
1979
1980

1981

1982

1983
1984

1985



b. Who were the Presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year you became president? In what year did each of them

start? [QUESTION Q-2] [I SHOW AS PRESIDENT

STARTING IN , CORRECT?)

Name Year
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2. Pat Cross describes five possible focuses of a community college.

Oregon law has made it possible for the community colleges in the

state to have a comprehensive focus which Cross describes as

including the five traditional programs of career education,

remedial studies, community education, collegiate function, and

general education. I'll read all five to you and then ask you to

rank the five program areas in priority order at your college

under your leadership. Then I'll ask if a different order would

better describe the college under your predecessors' leadership.
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Please rank from one to five the curricular functions under your

leadership of the college: career education or vocational, remedial

studies, community education, collegiate function or transfer, and

general education. rank rating

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1.

REMEDIAL STUDIES 2.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 3.

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 4.

GENERAL EDUCATION 5.

How important are each of these five functions on a scale of 1 to
5 with 5 being very important?

(LIST EACH PRESIDENT FROM THE 1978-85 PERIOD AND REPEAT THE QUESTION
UNTIL THE ANSWER IS LISTED FOR THE NUMBER OF PRESIDENTS DURING THE
PERIOD)

In your opinion, were the priorities different under
's leadership?

YES 1.

NO 2.

If so how would you rank and rate them? rank rating

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1.

REMEDIAL STUDIES 2.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 3.

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 4.

GENERAL EDUCATION 5.

In your opinion, were the priorities different under
's leadership?

YES 1.

NO 2.

If so how would you rank and rate them? rank rating

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1.

REMEDIAL STUDIES 2.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 3.

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 4.

GENERAL EDUCATION 5.
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3a. Looking at the graph of your college's FTE on page 6 of the

questionnaire that I sent you, what factors do you think have

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at your college?

(YOUR PATTERN HAS BEEN

b. Why do you think the enrollment pattern by state reimbursable

categories has changed or remained stable at your community

college? (YOUR PATTERN HAS BEEN

This next series of questions is on the organizational structure of

your college.
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4. Please give me the following information about the current

structure of the organization of the college.

a. How many administrators are at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level?

NUMBER

What are their titles?

VICE PRESIDENT OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS 1.

DEAN OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS 2.

VICE PRESIDENT OF INSTRUCTION 3.

DEAN OF INSTRUCTION 4.

VICE PRESIDENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES 5.

VICE-PRESIDENT OF STUDENT SERVICES 6.

DEAN OF STUDENT SERVICES 7.

DEAN OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION 8.

EXECUTIVE DEAN 9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

b. From question 3, have there been any changes between 1978 and

1985 in the numbers and titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents?

YES 1.

NO 2.

What were the changes? [QUESTION Q-3]

5a. Referring to question 4, from 1978 to 1985 was the table of

organization for the college changed?

YES 1.

NO 2.
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b. In what years did this occur and would you describe the

changes as major or minor? [QUESTION Q-4]

1978

1979

1980

1981

NONE MINOR MAJOR

1982

1983

1984

6a. From question 5, how many Instructional Divisions do you

currently have and what are they?

b. From question 6, have there been any changes in the numbers

and organizational patterns of the instructional divisions

between the 1978 and 1985 school years?

YES 1.

NO 2.

If yes, what were those changes? [QUESTION Q-6]
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7a. From question 7, were there any major reorganization changes

between the 1978-79 and the 1984-85 school years in administering

ABE/GED?

YES I.

NO 2.

What were the changes? [QUESTION Q-7]

b. What division does the programming and controls the budget

for ABE/GED/ESL?

DEVELOPMENTAL ED 1.

COMMUNITY ED 2.

3.

8. Next I would like to break the numbers of contracted faculty down

into four categories of reimbursable FTE. During the 1978-79,

1981-82, and 1984-85 years, how many were teaching transfer,

vocational, remedial, and self-improvement courses? Insofar as

possible, I used your catalog or the OCCA directory for

information that I gave you in Question 8. Did those numbers

appear right or do you have some corrections?

CORRECT 1.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:

TRANSFER VOCATION REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79

1981-82

1984-85
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9. Since part-time teachers are difficult to count, it would be

helpful to know how many total dollars were expended for part-

time faculty during the same years. Is that possible in your

accounting system?

If yes, could you give me the figures,

YES 1.

NO 2.

listed in question 9?

1978-79 $ 1.

1981-82 $ 2.

1984-85 $ 3.

NOT POSSIBLE 4.

REFUSED 5.

UNKNOWN 6.

10. Were there any other significant changes in the college between

1978 and 1985? Possible changes might be the opening of a new

campus building, new sources of funding, controversial programs,

a faculty strike, major lay-offs in the institution or community,

or development of a union. What significant changes do you

recall and what year did they occur?

(IS THERE SOMEONE ELSE I SHOULD ASK THIS QUESTION ABOUT THE YEARS

BEFORE YOU CAME?
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11. I would like to now switch to the structure of your Community

Education/Community Services Division.

a. Is the off-campus programming for credit courses done by

campus divisions and departments or community

education/community services?

CAMPUS DIVISION 1.

COMMUNITY ED 2.

BOTH 3.

NONE 4.

b. Who controls the budget for off-campus credit courses?

CAMPUS DIVISION 1.

COMMUNITY ED 2.

BOTH 3.

NONE 4.

c. Have there been any changes since 1978?

YES 1.

NO 2.

d. Do off-campus programs have functioning advisory committees?

YES 1.

NO 2.

e. From question 10, how many off-campus centers does your

college have?

Was that number different in the three years of the study?

Those years were 1978-79, 1981-82, and 1984-85.

1978-79

1981-82

1984-85

1.

2.

3.
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f. From question 11, where are your centers located?

g. From question 12, how many faculty and managers with

contracts of at least half-time were assigned to community

education/community services during the 1978-79, 1981-82, and

1984-85 years:

1978-79 1.

1981-82 2.

1984-85 3.

h. From Question 13, does your college keep track of the amount

of FTE earned off campus?

YES 1.

NO 2.

How much FTE was earned off campus during the 1978-79, 1981-

82, and 1984-85 school years? (WHO COULD GIVE ME THE

FIGURES FOR THE YEARS OF THE STUDY?

1978-79 1.

1981-82 2.

1984-85 3.

12. From question 14, in how many locations did you offer ABE/GED/ESL

classes during the 1978-79, 1981-82 and the 1984-85 school

years? (WHO COULD I ASK?

1978-79 1.

1981-82 2.

1984-85 3.



13. Does the college publish separate class schedules for on-campus

and off-campus credit and non-credit classes or are all classes

included in one schedule?

ONE 1.

SEPARATE 2.

b. From Question 15, were there any major changes in the

schedule during the 1978-79 to 1984-85 period?

YES 1.

NO 2.

c. If yes, what were they?

165

14. While we are talking about money, what has been the history of

levy elections for the budget years between 1978 and 1985? I

would like to know how many elections were held each year and

what type, if any, of the taxing measures were successful. (IF

YOU DON'T HAVE THAT INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO YOU, WHO COULD HELP

ME FIND IT? )
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a. First let's look at the history of levy, tax base, bond, or

serial levy elections for the budget years between 1978-79

and 1984-85. From question 16, how many elections of each

type were held each year?

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE

1978-79 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1980-81 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1981-82 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1982-83 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

b. Which of the tax measures above were successful?

1978-79 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1979-80 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1980-81 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1981-82 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1982-83 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1983-84 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE

1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY NONE
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15. Lastly, would you hypothesize on the factors you think I will

find that have influenced the enrollment trends at your college?

Thank you for giving me so much of your time. I really appreciate

your support. Let me know if you would like a summary of my

findings.
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Appendix D

Blue Mountain Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Ronald L. Daniels

Date of Interview: 8/8/89 Length of Interview: 32 minutes

1. Ron Daniels became president of the college in 1974.

2. No one else was president of the college between 1978 and 1985.

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including five traditional programs. The following responses

show how the president ranked in priority order the five program

areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under his lea-

dership. Each president also rated each function on a scale of

one to five with five being very important.

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL
RANK
2

RATING
5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 3 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 5 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 4 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 1 5

4. There was no presidential predecessor for him to describe.

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

The population of the county declined between
1981-86 by 2% while the rest of the state increased.
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The population was also aging with those 60 or over
making up more of the population.

The college managed to stay stable in total
enrollment, but declined in the vocational area. The
impoverished agriculture economy influenced the
decline in the agricultural program which is now
starting to rebuild. Enrollments statewide in voca-
tional programs were a problem with the reemphasis on
degree programs. In addition, Blue Mountain was im-
pacted when the State System of Higher Education in-
creased its student recruitment efforts in 1983-85.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are two administrators at the Dean level:

Dean of Instruction
Dean of Student and College Services

There is also an Associate Dean of Instruction and
an Assistant Dean of Research and Support Services.

7. There were no changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents.

However, in 1974-75 a change was made from having
two equal Deans, one of Instruction and the other of
Occupational Education, to one Dean of Instruction.
The second Dean retained his title until he retired in
1983-84; his replacement was called an Associate Dean.
In 1983-84, the Planning and Research Assistant Dean
became responsible for Instructional Support which had
been under the Dean of Instruction.

8. From 1978

changed.

to 1985

Changes

the table of organization for the college

for the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X
1979 X

1980 X

1981 X

1982 X

1983 X

1984 X
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9. The college currently has no instructional divisions.

There are 14 departments which could be grouped
into the four areas: transfer, occupational education,
community education, and basic skills. Programs are
moved to gain balance or to provide strength to the
groupings.

10. There were no changes in the numbers and organizational patterns

of the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:

TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 32 25 2 0 1

1981-82 32 26 2 0 4

1984-85 32 29 2 0 4

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty:

1978-79 $ 84,429
1981-82 $113,678
1984-85 $103,969

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

The faculty organized into a union in 1977-78 and
the first contract year was 1978-79. The strife that
this caused led to the first budget defeat for the
college in 1978-79 when three elections were held be-
fore a levy was passed.

In 1979-80 the Hermiston Center was opened with
some classroom space in the 3500-square-foot facility.

The college had very few Indochinese refugees, but
it is currently impacted by the new Immigration Con-
trol Act.
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14. The structure of the Community Education Division includes:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by both

campus departments and Community Education.

The Dean of Instruction meets with the Associate
Dean of Occupational Education who oversees Community
Education and determines if all faculty have full
loads before filling in with part-time faculty.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by both

campus departments and Community Education.

Community Education does have a separate budget,
but the budget does not influence what is offered. If

there are eight to ten people, the class is held and
the contingency fund is utilized if the Community Edu-
cation budget is over-expended.

c. There have been no changes since 1978.

d. Off-campus programs do not have functioning advisory commit-

tees. Occasionally special committees are formed.

e. The college currently has one off-campus center.

f. The number of centers during the three years of the study was

as follows:

1978-79 0

1981-82 1

1984-85 1

g. The center is currently located in Hermiston.

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education during the following

three years was:

1978-79 1

1981-82 2

1984-85 2

The college has part-time Coordinators in Pendle-
ton, Milton-Freewater, Heppner, and Hermiston.
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i. The college does not keep track of the amount of FTE earned

off campus.

With the new computer software system funded by
Title III, the college will be able to track the FTE
earned off campus in the future.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were not any major reorganizational changes between the

1978-79 and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

b. The Basic Skills Department does the programming and controls

the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This role has staved the same

during the 1978 to 1985 period.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82 and the 1984-85 school years was as fol-

lows (excluding COD locations):

1978-79 4

1981-82 5

1984-85 5

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. The following were the

major changes in the schedule publication:

In 1980-81 the college stopped publishing separate
schedules for each geographic area.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 3 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1979-80 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1980-81 1 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1981-82 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1982-83 1 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1983-84 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1984-85 1 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
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SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 LEVY
1979-80 LEVY
1980-81 LEVY
1981-82 LEVY
1982-83 LEVY
1983-84 LEVY
1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE

The college is currently managing comfortably
within the 1984-85 tax base.

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

If anything is found, it will probably be related
to the demographics and economy of the area. In the
Blue Mountain District during 1983-85, FTE went up or
stayed stable while the rest of the state was going
down. Then, as the rest of the state started having
an increase in FTE, Blue Mountain started declining.
One influential factor was the aggressive recruiting
in Eastern Oregon by Central Oregon Community College,
Mt. Hood Community College, and the State System
Schools. In the past, Blue Mountain was the only col-
lege to visit high schools in the rural counties that
were not part of a community college district. The
enrollment from these counties at Blue Mountain
dropped from 100 students to 25 once other schools
became involved in recruiting. In 1988-89, FTE final-
ly increased by 10%.
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Appendix E

Central Oregon Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Dr. Frederick H. Boyle

Date of Interview: 8/8/89 Length of Interview: 33 minutes

Additional Information Gathered from:

Don Laws, Associate Dean of Continuing and Career Education

1. Fred Boyle became president of the college in 1967.

2. No one else was president of the college between 1978 and 1985.

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including five traditional programs. The following responses

show how the president ranked in priority order the five program

areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under his lea-

dership. Each president also rated each function on a scale of

one to five with five being very important.

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL
RANK
2

RATING
4

REMEDIAL STUDIES 5 3

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 3 3

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 4 3

4. There was no predecessor to describe.

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:
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Central Oregon Community College is the only col-
lege within 130 miles. If the family has no mobility,
then they have little choice when they are deciding
where to send their children.

The college started as a college transfer institu-
tion and has stayed that way. The kind of people in
the area are a cosmopolitan mixture with aspirations
to have a four year college. Not all of the people in
the district are older.

The area is not heavily industrialized, so there
is little demand for vocational training by industry
except for the forestry industry. As a consequence,
he feels that Central Oregon has the best forestry
program in the state. Students from the other voca-
tional programs such as electronics and office machine
repair leave the area when they finish.

All of the enrollment categories are important.
The college needs to seek a balance and will develop
its pattern and become what it will because of the
area in which it is located. The attitude of the peo-
ple towards their college is critical. Many of the
Oregon community colleges had problems with their vot-
ers because they advertised themselves as vocational
when they were formed and then had more transfer en-
rollment than vocational.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are three administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Dean of Business Affairs
Vice-President of Instruction
Vice-President of Student Services

Next year the Dean will move to the title of Vice-
President. The president believes strongly in the
tripartite form of community college government. In

addition, there is a Director of Foundation reporting
to the president.

7. There have not been changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers

and titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents.

The titles were changed from Dean to Vice-Presi-
dent in 1988 and an Associate Dean for Continuing and
Career Education was added.
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8. From 1978 to 1985

not change. Changes

the table of organization

for the following

for the college did

years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X

1979 X

1980 X

1981 X

1982 X

1983 X

1984 X

9. The college currently has the following six instructional divi-

sions:

The college has five department chairs and one
Associate Dean for Continuing and Career Education.
The departments are:

Applied Science
Fine Arts and Humanities
Business, Math, and Computer Science
Science and Nursing
Social Science, PE, Health, and Counseling

10. There were no changes in the numbers and organizational patterns

of the instructional divisions between 1978 and 1985.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:

TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 43 16 3 0 0

1981-82 43 17 3 0 0

1984-85 41 15 2 0 0

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty:

1978-79 $413,154
1981-82 $519,926
1984-85 $485,738
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13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

There were at least two new buildings, the voca-
tional building and gym.

The college faculty unionized in 1973 which was
the earliest date that unionization was allowed by
state collective bargaining law. The 1977-80 contract
was the first between the college and union. In 1980
the local union affiliated with OEA and the 1983-86
contract was with the OEA affiliate. In 1985-1986 ()EA

was voted out and not involved in the next contract.

14. The structure of the Community Education Division includes:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by cam-

pus divisions. Starting in 1989-90 Continuing Education will

do the programming for off-campus credit.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by cam-

pus divisions. Starting in 1989-90, Continuing Education has

the budget for off-campus credit courses.

c. There have been no changes since 1978.

d. Off-campus programs do have functioning advisory committees.

e. The college currently has eight off-campus centers.

f. The number of centers during the three years of the study was

as follows:

1978-79 4
1981-82 6
1984-85 6

g. The centers are currently located in:

La Pine Sisters
Madras Warm Springs
Prineville Bend (started after 1984-85)
Redmond
Christmas Valley/Fort Rock (started after 1984-1985)
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h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education during the following

three years was:

1978-79 7

1981-82 7

1984-85 11

i. The college does keep track of the amount of FTE earned off

campus. The amount of FTE earned off campus was:

1978-79 401
1981-82 294
1984-85 407

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were not any major reorganizational changes between the

1978-79 and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

b. The Community Education division does the programming and con-

trols the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This has stayed the same

during the 1978 to 1985 period.

The developmental education classes are not sched-
uled by one central department, but are a part of the
department to which they most closely relate.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82 and the 1984-85 school years was:

1978-79 5
1981-82 7
1984-85 7

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. There were no major chang-

es in the schedule publication during the 1978-79 to 1984-85 pe-

riod.
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17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 1 LEVY 2 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1980-81 3 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1981-82 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1982-83 3 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 LEVY 1 TAX BASE* BOND SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
*Held November 1982

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 LEVY
1979-80 LEVY
1980-81 LEVY
1981-82 LEVY
1982-83 LEVY
1983-84 TAX BASE*
1984-85

*Held November 1982

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

Ninety percent of how a college does is based on
its reputation. Central was allowed to get a tax base
because of its reputation and the positive feeling the
people have about it. The attitude of the people in
the district is exceptional and they believe that the
education is as good as at any place.
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Appendix F

Chemeketa Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: William E. Segura

Date of Interview: 8/7/89 Length of Interview: 32 minutes

Additional Information Gathered from:

Sara Varnum, Director of Outreach and Community Education
Craig Smith, Dean of Administration
Mary Nuendorf, Coordinator of Public Relations and Publications
Becky Johnen, Director of Developmental Education

1. Bill Segura became president of the college in December 1983.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

NAME YEAR

Arthur Binnie 1977

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including five traditional programs. The following responses

show how the president ranked in priority order the five program

areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under his lea-

dership. Each president also rated each function on a scale of

one to five with five being very important.

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 3 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 4 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 2 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 5 5
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4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities

were the same under Binnie's leadership.

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

The college has worked deliberately to keep vocational
programs in balance, to keep the cost/FTE reasonable, and
to keep the programs intact. Both the board and the admin-
istration have had that objective and they developed plans
for funding that keeps the equipment and facilities for
vocational programs at a level to maintain their viability.

Recently the remedial area has grown fast. This has
been due to the outside literacy movement to which the col-
lege has had a fairly opportunistic internal response. The

same has been true of the Immigration Reform Act. In the

early period of the study CETA funding for remedial educa-
tion and the large numbers of Indochinese refugees contrib-
uted to the larger amount of FTE.

Since 1980 the college has increased its work with the
high schools. This has included visitations, liaison, ar-
ticulated 2+2 programs, and counseling.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are five administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Vice-President of Instruction
Dean of Administration
Academic Deans (3)

7. There have been changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents. The changes were:

The administration had consisted of four deans:

Dean of Instructional Services
Dean of Administration
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Dean of Community and Continuing Education
Dean of Student Personnel Services

By mid-1982 only two of the positions for deans
remained; the Dean of Student Personnel Services and
the Dean of Continuing Education were eliminated.
Community Education was moved in with Instruction and
Student Services was moved into Business Affairs. In

1984-85 four Division Managers and an Assistant to the
President were added. At this point, Student Services
and Community Education were combined.

8. From 1978 to 1985 the table of organization for the college

changed. Changes for the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X

1979 X

1980 X

1981 X

1982 X

1983 X

1984 X

9. The college currently has the following three instructional divi-

sions:

Community Education and Student Services
Humanities, Sciences, Developmental Education, Library, and

Media Services
Business, Health, and Industry

10. There were changes in the numbers and organizational patterns of

the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years. The changes were as follows:

There were probably too many changes to note. The divi-
sion structure changed again last year to reflect the orga-
nization listed above.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.
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NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:

TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 83 68 4 0 18

1981-82 100 61 16 2 13

1984-85 104 65 24 2 19

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty:

1978-79 $1,194,901
1981-82 $1,259,512
1984-85 $1,389,160

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

There were faculty strife and protracted negotiations in
1981-1983. It was very tense on campus. There were suc-
cessive layoffs with the budget shortfalls in 1981 and
1982. Between 20 and 40 people were laid off. In 1982 Che-
meketa led the state in arbitration cases, having more than
all of the other colleges combined. By the end of 1982, a
part-time faculty union had been formed and the first part-
time faculty contract was in place by 1983.

During this period of time, the construction of the PE,
Math/Science, and Allied Health buildings occurred. There
was also an addition to the Fire Science building, a major
remodel of the McMinnville Center, and the acquisition of
some satellite centers.

14. The structure of the Community Education Division includes:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by Com-

munity Education.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by Com-

munity Education.

c. There have been changes since 1978, but no changes in who does

the programming and controls the budget.

The changes have been about how the programming was
done. Prior to 1982, Community Education was entirely sep-
arate. Since then, the division has consulted with the
academic divisions about the scheduled classes and faculty.

d. Off-campus programs do have functioning advisory committees.
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e. The college currently has four off-campus centers.

f. The number of centers during the three years of the study was:

1978-79 6
1981-82 6
1984-85 4

g. The centers are currently located in:

Stayton
Woodburn
Dallas
McMinnville

In the early years of the study, there were also
centers in Monmouth/Independence and Silverton.

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education was:

1978-79 36
1981-82 17
1984-85 19

i. The college does keep track of the amount of FTE earned off

campus, but did not keep track of it during the years of the

study.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were major reorganizational changes between the 1978-79

and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

ABE/GED/ESL was a part of Community Education. By
1984-85 it was no longer in Community Education.

b. The Humanities/Sciences/Developmental Education division does

the programming and controls the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This

has changed during the 1978 to 1985 period.
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c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was:

1978-79 13
1981-82 13
1984-85 14

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. The major changes in the

schedule publication during the period 1978-79 to 1984-85 were:

It did become more readable and the excess information
was streamlined. It also was folded more like a brochure.
The school has always had center schedules which were hand-
ed out in the local geographic area in addition to the com-
plete schedule being mailed to all district residents.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85

1 LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY

TAX
TAX
TAX
TAX
TAX
TAX
TAX

BASE BOND SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL

LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY*
LEVY
LEVY

1 BASE BOND
3 1 BASE BOND
2 BASE BOND
1 1 BASE BOND 1

1 1 BASE** BOND
1 1 BASE BOND

*Three year levy for regional library **Held in November 1982

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 LEVY
1979-80 LEVY
1980-81 TWO LEVIES (the regional library B levy failed)
1981-82 LEVY
1982-83 LEVY
1983-84 LEVY SERIAL LEVY
1984-85 LEVY

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

The really significant factor for Chemeketa was getting
past the difficult employee relationships in the early



1980's. There is a whole new style now with the major
focus on the purpose of the institution. Problems are
solved earlier. There is increased pride in the excellence
of the institution. Organizational development work has
included students and faculty.

The word-of-mouth advertising of the college is good and
Chemeketa has been more aggressive in developing a market-
ing focus and promoting its product. The use of advisory
committees has improved. They are more active and the col-
lege is doing a better job of listening.

A three-year serial levy was passed in 1985-86.
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Appendix G

Clackamas Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Dr. John S. Keyser

Date of Interview: 8/16/89 Length of Interview: 31 minutes

Additional Information Gathered from:

Wayne Logemann, Director of Continuing Education

1. John Keyser became president of the college in 1985.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

Name Year

Dr. John Hakanson 1969

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including the five traditional programs of career education,

remedial studies, community education, collegiate function, and

general education. The following responses show how the presi-

dent ranked in priority order the five program areas from one

(high) to five (low) at his college under his leadership. Each

president also rated each function on a scale of one to five with

five being very important.

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 5
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*Dr. Keyser felt that the functions could not be
ranked because they all needed to be treated with
equal importance and were complementary to each other.

4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities

were different under Hakanson's leadership.

The president interviewed said his predecessor would rank and

rate them as follows:

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 2 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 4 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 1 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 2 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 4 5

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

The college experienced a sharp drop in develop-
mental education FTE with the loss of the 300 FTE pro-
gram at the Timber Lake Job Corps. The Clackamas li-
aison staff at the Timber Lake program was laid off.
However, they staff brought and won a class action
suit. It was ruled that they were staff members of
the college and could not be laid off. They became
community developers for the college.

During the period of the study, the overall drop
in FTE was due partially to the fact that parts of the
community were hit by unemployment, primarily because
of the timber industry. The fiscal squeeze forced the
college to lay staff off.

Hakanson may have been unfairly criticized by the
vocational and transfer parts of the college. He be-
lieved in entrepreneurism and the building of politi-
cal networks. He did this with the community school
program which became a national model for community
college/community school relationships.
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Since 1985, the transfer program has grown 20%.
The vocational preparatory suffered in the last four
years because of the job market changes. Vocational
supplemental has increased because of the relationship
with businesses including the in-house program at Tex-
tronix. The program at Precision Castparts started in
the 1984-85 year. The college offers a two-year pro-
gram on site.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are three administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Dean of Instruction
Dean of Students
Dean of Administration

7. There were not changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents.

The three dean system was established at the end
of the 1977-78 school year when two deans were elimi-
nated. Those were the Deans of Community Servi-
ces/Community Education and of Instructional Support
Services. Those positions were put under the Dean of
Instruction.

8. From 1978 to

not change.

1985 the table of organization

Changes for the following

for the college did

years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X

1979 X
1980 X
1981 X
1982 X
1983 X
1984 X

9. The college currently has the following five instructional divi-

sions:

Business and Human Services
Humanities, LRC, and Social Sciences
Science, Math, and Allied Health
Industrial
Continuing Education and Alternate Vocational Opportunities
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10. There were changes in the numbers and organizational patterns of

the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years. The changes were as follows:

There were changes in the community schools and
related staffs during the period of the study.

In 1988-89, Business and Industry were removed
from Community Education.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:

TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 52 47 11 0 7

1981-82 63 50 20 0 5

1984-85 68 52 15 0 7

12. The following total dollars were spent for part-time faculty dur-

ing the same years:

1978-79 $837,184
1981-82 $952,148
1984-85 $822,255

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

The layoff of Timber Lake staff in the 1982-84
period was a significant change. There was also the
"purge" of 1982-84. In reality not too many people
were laid off, probably eight to ten jobs in community
development.

The Science building was completed during this
period.

The union for part-time faculty did not form until
1987.
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14. The structure of the Community Education/Community Services divi-

sion includes the following:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by com-

munity education /community services.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by com-

munity education /community services.

c. There have been changes since 1978.

In 1980-81 Community Services received the
budget to offer these classes. Prior to that
the Community Services Division planned the
courses, but the other divisions paid for them.

d. Off-campus programs do have functioning advisory committees.

e. The college currently has one off-campus center.

f. The number of centers during the three years of the study was

as follows:

1978-79 0
1981-82 0
1984-85 0

However, during this period of time the
college did joint programing with eight commu-
nity schools. By 1984-85, the college had
space for classes in the Clackamas Town Center
and Oregon City.

g. The center is currently located in:

Milwaukie - Harmony Center

In addition, the college has programs on
site at Textronix in Wilsonville and Precision
Castparts. The college also works jointly with
seven community schools and has two alternative
high schools in Oregon City plus a building
that can be used in Wilsonville.
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h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to community services was:

1978-79 1
1981-82 2
1984-85 3

i. The college does not keep track of the amount of FTE earned

off campus.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were not any major reorganizational changes between the

1978-79 and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED

except for the loss of Timber Lake. More recent changes in-

clude:

In 1985-86 all of the developmental and GED
programs were combined, including alternative
schools, into the LRC (Learning Resource Cen-
ter). Then, in 1988-89 the alternative
schools, vocational opportunity, and targeted
learning programs were taken from the LRC and
placed in Community Education.

b. Both the Developmental Education and Community Education divi-

sions do the programming and control the budget for

ABE/GED/ESL. This role has stayed the same during the 1978 to

1985 period. Community Education had the alternative high

schools.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was:

1978-79 12
1981-82 7

1984-85 7

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes.
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Prior to 1977 the schedules were separate. The
community schools still do separate small flyers.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 LEVY TAX
TAX
TAX
TAX
TAX
TAX
TAX

BASE
BASE
BASE
BASE
BASE
BASE
BASE

BOND
BOND
BOND
BOND
BOND
BOND
BOND

1 SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL
SERIAL

LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY
LEVY

1979-80 LEVY
1980-81 LEVY 1 1 2

1981-82 LEVY
1982-83 LEVY
1983-84 LEVY 1 3

1984-85 LEVY

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 SERIAL LEVY
1979-80
1980-81 SERIAL LEVY (three year)
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84 SERIAL LEVY
1984-85

The college still has no tax base and is still on
a serial levy. It was just renewed in March 1989. In

the spring of 1989 a bond measure also passed to allow
the construction of new buildings.

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study
would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-
lege as follows:

There was not time for this question during the interview.
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Appendix H

Clatsop Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Philip L. Bainer

Date of Interview: 8/15/89 Length of Interview: 29 minutes

1. Phil Bainer became president of the college in 1970.

2. No one else was president of the college between 1978 and 1985.

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including the five traditional programs of career education,

remedial studies, community education, collegiate function, and

general education. The following responses show how the presi-

dent ranked in priority order the five program areas from one

(high) to five (low) at his college under his leadership. Each

president also rated each function on a scale of one to five with

five being very important.

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 4 4

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 3 4

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 5 3

4. There was no predecessor to describe.

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:
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The population of Clatsop's district is limited.
The economy had been relatively stable until 1982-83
when the recession started. The recession hit the
major industries in the district, timber and fishing,
the hardest. It caused a migration from the county.

The enrollment pattern at the college was rela-
tively stable. Clatsop is an old, well established
college that has reached a reasonable service level.
The total population of the county is 31,000 including
children. The unduplicated headcount for the college
is about 6,000/year.

One strength of the college is Community Educa-
tion. It is a proven part of the college and the "on-
ly act in town." The college concentrates hard on
this area and tries to meet all of the needs that in
other towns might be met by other agencies.

The county has a large senior population whom the
college tries to serve well. The president hoped that
at property tax levy election time, the seniors would
feel that the college met their needs.

Vocational supplemental FTE is strong because of a
large power-line apprenticeship program.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are two administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Dean of Instructional Services
Dean of College Services

In addition, there are Associate Deans for Commu-
nity Education and for Students plus an Assistant to
the President.

7. There have been changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents.

Most of the changes have been in titles instead of
functions. However, an Assistant Dean of Instruction
for Vocational/Technical Programs was eliminated in
1982 and an Associate Dean of Instructional Services
for Degree Programs was added. At that same time the
Business Officer became the Dean of College Services,
an Assistant to the President was added, the Dean of
Students became an Associate Dean, the Dean of In-
struction became the Dean of Instructional Services,
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and the Assistant Dean of Instruction and Director of
Adult and Community Education became the Associate
Dean of Instructional Services for Adult and Community
Education.

Beginning with the current year the position of
Associate Dean of Instructional Services for Degree
Programs was eliminated.

8. From 1978

changed.

to 1985

Changes

the table of organization for the college

for the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X

1979 X

1980 X

1981 X

1982 X

1983 X

1984 X

9. The college currently has the following two instructional divi-

sions:

Division 1 and Division 2. Both divisions have liberal arts
and vocational programs.

10. There were changes in the numbers and organizational patterns of

the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years. The changes were as follows:

Prior to 1982-83 there were no divisions. Instead
there were 13 faculty coordinators. In 1982-83 the
faculty coordinators were eliminated and four instruc-
tional divisions were formed which were led by .5 FTE
division directors. By 1983-84, these were reduced to
three instructional divisions and the directors were
increased to .6 FTE. Last year the divisions were
reduced to two and this year the directors became
full-time.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.
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NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:
TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 25 17 1 0 1

1981-82 27 19 2 0 2

1984-85 25 17 3 0 2

12. The following total dollars were spent for part-time faculty dur-

ing the same years:

1978-79 $225,104
1981-82 $237,714
1984-85 $217,566

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

The college had major layoffs about 1982-83. Ap-
proximately 10% of the regular staff was eliminated.
Because of an unfair labor practice ruling, some were
hired back. There were some more layoffs in 1983-84,
but they were less significant.

The college opened a permanent center in Seaside
during the 1984-85 year. It houses an office, a Small
Business Development Center, and two small classrooms.

During the period of this study a nursing program
was started.

14. The structure of the Community Education/Community Services divi-

sion includes the following:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by com-

munity education.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by com-

munity education.

c. There have been no changes since 1978.

d. Off-campus programs do not have functioning advisory commit-

tees.

However, vocational advisory committees do provide
advice to the off-campus vocational programs. The
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college also has an overall advisory committee for
transfer programs.

e. The college currently has one off-campus center.

There are six locations in the district where
classes are held in addition to the high schools.
There are part-time coordinators in Westport, Knappa,
and Jewell who are paid on a per class basis.

f. The number of centers during the three years of the study was

as follows:

1978-79 0
1981-82 0
1984-85 1

g. The center is currently located in:

Seaside

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to community education/community services

during the following three years was:

1978-79 2
1981-82 2
1984-85 2

i. The college did not keep track of the amount of FTE earned off

campus during the period of the study, but does now.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were not any major reorganizational changes between the

1978-79 and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

b. The Director of Developmental Programs does the programming

and controls the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This role stayed the

same during the 1978 to 1985 period. Community Education does

GED testing.
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c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was:

1978-79 1
1981-82 1
1984-85 1

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. The following were the

major changes in the schedule publication during the 1978-79 to

1984-85 period:

The schedule became generated by the computer. The format
stayed the same, but the quality is better. The school also
publishes a small South County schedule for Seaside.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1979-80 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1980-81 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1981-82 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1982-83 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 LEVY
1979-80 LEVY
1980-81 LEVY
1981-82 LEVY
1982-83 LEVY
1983-84 LEVY
1984-85 LEVY

The college now has a tax base.

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:
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The college has had a stable trend because it has developed
to its full service for the county. The county population has
not changed much either. Except for the decline during the
recession of 1982-84, the FTE at Clatsop Community College has
been stable. The college has started growing slowly again and
last year almost reached the level of 1981-82. The college
has put more emphasis on Community Education and this area of
the college has grown.
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Appendix I

Lane Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Jack Carter

Date of Interview: 8/8/89 Length of Interview: 30 minutes

1. Jack Carter became interim president of the college in 1988.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

Name

Eldon Schafer

Richard Turner

Year

1970

1985

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including the five traditional programs. The following re-

sponses show how the president ranked in priority order the five

program areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under

his leadership. Each president also rated each function on a

scale of one to five with five being very important.

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 4 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 5 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 1 5

4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities

were the same under Schafer's and Turner's leadership as they

are under his.
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5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

The major factor was the economy. The county lost
20,000 people from 1980-85. With the decline in the
job market, there was less interest in the college's
vocational programs. Students did not see education
as a way to get into the work force. As the economy
turned around, the vocational programs started growing
again.

There was an influx of Indochinese refugees from
1979-81.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are five administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Vice-President of Instruction
Vice-President of Administrative Services
Vice-President of Student Services
Dean of Weekends and Evening Services
Executive Dean

7. There have been changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents. The changes were:

In 1978-79 there were four deans and four associ-
ate deans. By 1981-82, the position of Dean of Aca-
demics and College Planning had been eliminated. By
1984-85, the Deans had become Vice-Presidents, the
Assistant to the President had become the Executive
Assistant, and the four associate deans were reduced
to three. In 1984-85 the organization was flattened,
the associate deans were eliminated and each depart-
ment reported to the Vice-President of Instruction.
The Executive Assistant became the Executive Dean, and
the position of Dean of Weekends and Evening Services
was added.

8. From 1978 to 1985 the table of organization for the college

changed. Changes for the following years were described as:
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NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X

1979 X
1980 X

1981 X
1982 X

1983 X

1984 X

9. The college currently has 17 instructional departments.

10. There were changes in the numbers and organizational patterns of

the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years. The changes were as follows:

When the associate deans were eliminated, so were the four
divisions. The divisions had been mixtures of transfer and
vocational. Community Education and Instructional Support
Associate Deans were among the eliminated positions. Communi-
ty Education has nine units under it.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:
TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 118 114 12 1 20

1981-82 126 107 19 2 25

1984-85 142 109 15 2 40

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty:

1978-79 $1,379,000
1981-82 $1 504 000
1984-85 $1,380,000

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

The college already had a union and had no strikes
during this period of time. There was a lot of talk
about reductions four years ago, but departments most-
ly lost part-time staff. Only three full-time teach-
ing positions were eliminated. The school did lose
six people in student services, including five coun-
selors.
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The funding for the SBDC (Small Business Develop-
ment Centers) was obtained after 1978. Lane has been
the college managing the statewide funding for the
Oregon Consortium of SBDC.

During this period the college did not do any ma-
jor building except perhaps the Cottage Grove Center
remodeling.

14. The structure of the Community Education/Community Services Divi-

sion includes the following:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by Com-

munity Education.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by Com-

munity Education.

c. There have been no changes since 1978.

d. Off-campus programs do have functioning advisory committees.

e. The college currently has three off-campus centers and a

flight instruction school at the airport.

f. The number of centers excluding the flight school during the

three years of the study was:

1978-79 4
1981-82 4
1984-85 4

g. The centers are currently located in:

Cottage Grove
Florence - Siuslaw
Eugene - Downtown

The fourth center during the period of the
study was a mobile bus.

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education was:

1978-79 9

1981-82 11
1984-85 13
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i. The college does not keep track of the amount of FTE earned

off campus.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were not major reorganizational changes between the

1978-79 and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

b. The Community Education division does the programming and con-

trols the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This has stayed the same

during the 1978 to 1985 period.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was:

1978-79 11

1981-82 8

1984-85 8

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. Separate schedules are

also published for Cottage Grove and Florence. The following

were the major changes in the schedule publication:

For a short period of time the schedule was dis-
tributed in the newspaper; however, that was probably
prior to the study.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1979-80 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1980-81 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1981-82 LEVY 1 TAX BASE* BOND SERIAL LEVY
1982-83 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1983-84 LEVY TAX BASE BOND 1 SERIAL LEVY
1984-85 1 LEVY 2 TAX BASE BOND 1 SERIAL LEVY

*Held November 1980
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SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 LEVY
1979-80 LEVY
1980-81 LEVY
1981-82 TAX BASE
1982-83 NONE
1983-84 NONE
1984-85 NONE

In 1987 the college passed a serial levy.

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

The most significant factors will be the economy
and the population. When these factors declined, so
did the enrollment. The population was 260,000 last
year and the college served over 30,000 people. At

its peak, Lane had an FTE of 9500 which translated
into 36,000 people served.

The changes in the student body include more wom-
en. They now make up 56-57% of the credit students.
The student body is also older with the women being
older than the men. The college has more part-time
students than it did before, but this is starting to
stabilize.
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Appendix J

Linn-Benton Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Dr. Thomas Gonzales

Date of Interview: 6/2/89 Length of Interview: 20 minutes

Additional Information Gathered from:

Jane French, Student Development Division Secretary
Paula Grigsby, Developmental Education Faculty
Ann Smart, Director of Community Education

1. Tom Gonzales became president of the college in 1981.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

Name

Dr. Raymond Needham

Dr. O. Robert Adams

Year

1970

1980 (interim)

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including the five traditional programs. The following re-

sponses show how the president ranked in priority order the five

program areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under

his leadership. Each president also rated each function on a

scale of one to five with five being very important.

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL
RANK
1

RATING
5*

REMEDIAL STUDIES 4 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 3 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1 5*

GENERAL EDUCATION 5 5

*He saw these as the highest.
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4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities

were different under Needham's leadership. The president inter-

viewed said his predecessor would rank and rate them as follows:

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1

REMEDIAL STUDIES
COMMUNITY EDUCATION
COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1

GENERAL EDUCATION

In his opinion the priorities were different under Dr. O. Robert

Adams's leadership, but the same as under Needham's. The presi-

dent interviewed said his predecessor would rank and rate them as

follows:

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1

REMEDIAL STUDIES
COMMUNITY EDUCATION
COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1

GENERAL EDUCATION

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

The major factor was the state and local economic
conditions. There was growth when there were jobs
available. As the district faced high rates of unem-
ployment, the college had to do some dismantling of
programs and become more efficient with things. The
construction program was retrenched in 1983.

CETA (Comprehensive Employment and Training Act)
funds were still available during the early years of
the study. These funds allowed for more ABE/GED staff
and the expansion of that program into rural areas.
The late 1970s also saw a large influx of Indochinese
refugees into the mid-Willamette Valley. The college
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added four FTE faculty in ABE in 1975, including two
who worked with the mentally handicapped. All of
these factors contributed to the growth and then de-
cline in developmental education FTE.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are two administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Vice-President of Business Affairs
Vice-President of Instructional Services

7. There have been changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents. The changes were:

In 1978-79 the college had a major reorganization.
In addition to the three traditional Deans, a Vice-
President was added to replace the Assistant to the
President position. Also an Associate Dean of Commu-
nity Education and an Assistant Dean of Instruction
were added. The Community Education Director had pre-
viously reported directly to the President and this
change moved him under the Dean of Instruction.

In 1982-83 the Dean of Students position was elim-
inated, an Assistant to the President replaced the
Vice-President, the Dean of Instruction became the
Vice-President of Instructional Services which includ-
ed Student Services, and the Dean of Business Affairs
became a Vice-President.

8. From 1978

changed.

to 1985

Changes

the table of organization for the college

for the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X

1979 X

1980 X

1981 X
1982 X

1983 X

1984 X
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9. The college currently has the following seven instructional divi-

sions:

Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences
Business
Industrial and Apprenticeship
Science and Technology
Health Occupations and Physical Education
Community Education
Student Support Services

In addition, the Training and Economic Development
Center and Family Resources Departments are instruc-
tional departments under the Executive Assistant to
the President and the Culinary Arts Program is under
Auxiliary Services.

10. There were changes in the numbers and organizational patterns of

the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years. The changes were as follows:

In 1978-79 the Health Occupations and Physical
Education Divisions were recombined into one division,
Community Education started reporting to the Dean of
Instruction, and the Business and Industrial Division
split into two divisions.

Instructional Support Services and Student Servic-
es had the greatest changes during this period of
time. Adult Basic Education was shifted from Communi-
ty Education into Developmental Education. Develop-
mental Education became a division of its own for a
while and eventually became a part of Student Services
again.

By 1984-85 the TED Center (Training and Economic
Development) had been created as a part of the Commu-
nity Education Division and Culinary Arts was moved
from the Business Division into Auxiliary Services.

It was not until after this period of time that
the Humanities and Social Sciences Division changed
its name to include Arts.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.
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NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:
TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 40 59 8 1 8

1981-82 46 68 8 2 10

1984-85 48 62 8 2 10

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty:

1978-79 $ 937,169
1981-82 $1,076,034
1984-85 $1,182,360

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

Several positions were eliminated in 1982-83 in-
cluding the Dean of Students, Curriculum Development
Coordinator, and Grants Officer. However, a Human
Resources office was established. In 1983-84 the
Placement Officer and the construction program
including its two faculty were eliminated.

Several buildings were added in 1978 including an
abandoned elementary school in Corvallis to provide a
larger Benton Center; a Farrier. School on the Oregon
State University campus; and Takena Hall which
provided better space for Student Services, the Albany
Center, classrooms, and a performing arts theater. In

about 1980, the Lebanon Center was moved onto a large
tract of land purchased by the college. Plans for
expanding the site were developed, but never
implemented due to the recession.

In 1981 the college purchased a new IBM mainframe
computer and began converting all of its software to
the new system. The old system was eliminated before
all of the conversions took place causing a lack of
support for many services. Several computer labs for
students were added on and off campus.

Nothing adverse happened during this period of
time with the two unions. Salaries of the faculty
were very low compared to the other community colleges
in Oregon because of living on the 1976 tax base
during four years of double-digit inflation. An
effort was made to increase those salaries in the
early 1980s. A vote for the union to affiliate with
OEA (Oregon Education Association) was held and the
proposal was defeated.
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Between 1978 to 1981 several new programs were
budgeted that ultimately never developed. Spanish and
Anthropology instructors were hired by the college in
about 1980-81.

The college branched out into the community more. The TED
center was formed and more short-term training was begun. The
college worked closely with JTPA (Jobs Training Partnership
Act) to develop training programs for the unemployed.

14. The structure of the Community Education Division includes the

following:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by Com-

munity Education.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by Com-

munity Education.

c. There have been no changes since 1978.

d. Off-campus programs do not have functioning advisory commit-

tees.

e. The college currently has three off-campus centers.

f. The number of centers during the three years of the study was

as follows:

1978-79 3
1981-82 3
1984-85 3

g. The centers are currently located in:

Corvallis - Benton Center
Sweet Home
Lebanon

In addition, the college runs a Farrier
School located in Corvallis and has a long-term
lease on a building in Scio which is used for
the Parent Education program there. In the
early part of the study the college also had a
CETA-funded center in Albany which was to help
single parents reach independence and educa-
tional goals. During the entire time of the
study the college had centers in Lincoln County
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as part of a COD (Contracted Out-of-District)
agreement. The college now has two off-campus
Small Business Development Centers, one in Al-
bany and one in Corvallis.

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to community education/community services

during the following three years was:

1978-79 14
1981-82 19
1984-85 16

i. The college does not keep track of the amount of FTE earned

off campus. It does keep track of the amount of FTE each cen-

ter earns.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were major reorganizational changes between the 1978-79

and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED. The

changes were as follows:

In 1982-83 the campus ABE/GED program be-
came a part of the Developmental Education Di-
vision. In 1983-84 all ABE/GED left the Commu-
nity Education Division and became a part of
Developmental Education.

b. The Developmental Education department does the programming

and controls the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This has changed

during the 1978 to 1985 period.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was as fol-

lows:

1978-79 13
1981-82 8

1984-85 6

In the late 1970s there were several ABE
sites staffed by CETA workers in the smaller
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communities in the district. Between 1982-84,
the college quit offering ABE living skills
classes at sheltered workshops.

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. The following were the

major changes in the schedule during the period:

Prior to the Fall of 1979, the schedule was pub-
lished with the Community Education classes in a sepa-
rate pull-out section and only selected classes were
described. Between the Fall of 1979 and the Spring of
1982, separate schedules were printed. A complete
schedule with no descriptions was mailed to all house-
holds. About one week later, one of three geographic-
al promotional schedules with Community Education
classes was mailed. In 1982-83 the schedule became
one again and typesetting was used for the first time.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1980-81 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1981-82 4 LEVY* 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1982-83 2 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 5 LEVY** TAX BASE BOND 1 SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 1 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND 1 SERIAL LEVY

*Three B levies failed, but 1 A levy passed the first time.

**One B levy failed at the same time the first A levy failed.

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82 LEVY
1982-83 LEVY
1983-84 LEVY
1984-85 LEVY

The college passed its first tax base in November
of 1976. It passed a two-year serial levy for 1985-87
and a tax base for 1987-88.
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18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

The economy was a major factor during the period
of the study. Students during this time began train-
ing for specific available job opportunities. In ad-
dition, there were regional trends that influenced
enrollments at other schools. For LBCC the population
shifts did not hurt as much as the economy.

The community became more aware of its needs and
the colleges began to do marketing research to address
these needs.

The trends were not impacted by board direction.
However, there was some State impact on trends such as
the Small Business Development Centers, distance
learning, and new technologies. Trends were also
influenced by the talent of the staff in special
areas. Parent Education at LBCC was one example of
this.
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Appendix K

Mt. Hood Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Dr. Paul Kreider

Date of Interview: 8/15/89 Length of Interview: 54 minutes

1. Paul Kreider became president of the college in 1985.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

Name Year

Dr. R. Stephen Nicholson 1976

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including the five traditional programs. The iollowing re-

sponses show how the president ranked in priority order the five

program areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under

his leadership. Each president also rated each function on a

scale of one to five with five being very important.

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL
RANK
1

RATING
5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 4

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 5 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 2 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 2 5

4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities

were the same under Nicholson's leadership.

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had
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influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

Dr. Nicholson had the philosophy and attitude that
the college should pay attention to the basics and
strengthen quality even at the reduction of FTE. In

1979-80, the number of unpaid FTE increased, so the
college responded by reducing its offerings. Its

state funding share decreased from 45% in 1978 to 32%
by 1985 and the local share increased from 36% to 48%.
Nicholson felt that the local taxpayer should not have
to pick up the state's share of the cost. By 83-84
the college had its greatest two-year loss of dollars.
Mt. Hood lost two times what it anticipated losing.
This led to an 11.9% drop in FTE in 1984-85 only part-
ly due to the economy. The faculty held a vote of no
confidence and these factors led to the President's
decision to leave Mt. Hood.

Since 1985, the college has seen a growth in Com-
munity Education, CWE (Cooperative Work Experience),
and self-improvement enrollments.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are five administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Vice-President
Dean of Administrative Services
Dean of Instructional Services
Dean of Community and Vocational
Dean of Student Development and Services

7. There have been changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents. The changes were:

In 1980 the position of Vice-President was added.
In 1978 there were two deans of instructional areas
instead of a Dean of Instruction. By 1980 there was
just one Dean of Instruction, but by 1984 that had
increased to three equal deans and eight associate
deans. The change back to an overall Dean of Instruc-
tional Services occurred in 1985-86. During the peri-
od of the study the chief business officer was called
Business Manager and there was another dean who paid
attention to research and planning and later on to
Development and Special Projects. The Community Edu-
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cation and Vocational Dean position did not exist dur-
ing the period of the study.

8. From 1978 to 1985 the table of organization for the college

chanced. Changes for the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X

1979 X

1980 X

1981 X
1982 X

1983 X
1984 X

In 1985 another major reorganization occurred to
eliminate the molecular structure that Nicholson had
created in 1982-83.

9. The college currently has the following ten instructional divi-

sions:

Center for Community and Economic Development
Engineering and Industrial Technology
Business and Computer Technology
Allied Health and Science
Performing and Visual Arts
Social Sciences
Communications
Developmental Education
Health and Physical Education
Literature and Composition

In addition the Maywood Center is really its own
division.

10. There were changes in the numbers and organizational patterns of

the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years. The changes were as follows:

In 1982, four instructional divisions were created
under the Dean of Instruction. This was known as
Nicholson's Molecular Structure. The more traditional
structure was restored in 1985-86 with a Dean of
Instructional Services. In 1980 there were 41
managers. By 1985 there were only 26.

There had been a mixing of vocational and transfer
programs that had actually caused Engineering to be in
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five different divisions. In 1986-87 the Engineering
and Industrial Technology Division was created. The
other new divisions were the Center for Community and
Economic Development and Business and Computer Tech-
nology. The rest remained similar to the past.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:
TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 85 73 2 0 16

1981-82 67 78 10 0 3

1984-85 75 63 9 0 12

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty were:

1978-79 $1,250,000 approximately
1981-82 $1,250,000 approximately
1984-85 $1,250,000 approximately

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

Dr. Nicholson liked to keep a 75% ratio of full-
time faculty to part-time. In 1983-84 there was a
reduction in force that laid off significant numbers
of staff including four full-time faculty members.
Several other positions were left vacant. This oc-
curred when the college had a budget carry-over of 2.5
million dollars. The faculty grieved the situation
and it went to fact-finding. The college won, but
this situation created strife in the college which
carried over to union and management relations. The
loss of staff also led to a 19.7% decline in enroll-
ment during 1983-85.

There were no new buildings during the period of
the study. The college had built well in its early
history and was actually over-built in the late 1970s.
The president felt that classes should fill all of the
space on campus, even if classes were offered at times
and places when the public did not desire them. This
caused outreach classes to diminish. In this move to
bring everything to campus, he recommended closing the
Maywood Center. These factors led to no votes on bud-
gets.
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The president also believed in making the sections cost
effective by keeping the average class size at the maximum.
In 1983-85 he reduced the numbers of sections offered.

In the early years of this study, the college had
400-500 Indochinese refugees and was considered the
college of choice by them in the Portland Metro area.

Unemployment was not a major factor in enrollment
trends at Mt. Hood Community College.

14. The structure of the Community Education Division includes:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by both

campus divisions and community education. The Maywood Center

does its own and works with campus divisions.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by both

campus divisions and departments and community education.

c. There have been no changes since 1978, but off-campus classes

are done on a larger scale now.

d. Off-campus programs do have functioning advisory committees.

The committees are for the centers. The community school pro-

grams do not have college advisory committees.

e. The college currently has two off-campus centers.

f. The number of centers was as follows:

1978-79 1
1981-82 1
1984-85 1

g. The centers are currently located in:

Maywood Park
Centennial (opened last year)

In addition, the college currently works
with nine community schools. The work with
community schools occurred during the entire
period of the study.
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h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education during the following

three years was:

1978-79 2
1981-82 2
1984-85 2

i. The college did not keep track of the amount of FTE earned off

campus until the mid 1980s. The amount known is:

1984-85 600

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were major reorganizational changes between the 1978-79

and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED. The

changes were as follows:

When the Dean of Students and Research left in the
early 1980s, ABE/GED was combined with Student Devel-
opment.

b. The Developmental Education division does the programming and

controls the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This has changed during

the 1978 to 1985 period.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was:

1978-79 2
1981-82 2
1984-85 2

This has recently increased with work in the
jails, Salvation Army, nurseries, etc.

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. The following were the

major changes in the schedule publication during the 1978-79 to

1984-85 period:
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The numbers of schedules mailed was reduced in
1983-85. In the Spring of 1985 the president refused
to mail the schedule and the enrollment dropped 20%
that term.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 1 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY
1980-81 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1981-82 1 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1982-83 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 1 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 NONE
1979-80 LEVY TAX BASE
1980-81
1981-82 NONE

1982-83 NONE
1983-84 NONE
1984-85

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

Administrative decisions led to significant de-
clines in enrollment. These decisions were based on
the President's interpretation of the long-range in-
terest of the community and the quality that they
could afford. He felt that they should not let the
State's share of the cost of education decline, but
should keep the college the size that the state would
fund. The president was not entrepreneurial nor a
risk taker. He felt that on the basis of what was
accomplished, part-time instructors were as costly as
full-time.
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Appendix L

Portland Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Dr. Daniel F. Moriarty

Date of Interview: 9/5/89 Length of Interview: 25 minutes

Additional Information Gathered from:

Jim Van Dyke, Vice President of Instructional Services
Jim O'Brien, Associate Dean of Instruction
Dick Young, Director of Community Education
Jeff Hempe, Director of Accounting

1. Dan Moriarty became president of the college in 1986.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

Name Year

Amo DeBernardis 1964

John Anthony 1980

James Van Dyke 1985 (acting)

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including five traditional programs. The following responses

show how the president ranked in priority order the five program

areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under his lea-

dership. Each president also rated each function on a scale of

one to five with five being very important.

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 3 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 5 4

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 4* 5

* Note: General Education is an integral function
which is impossible to rank and separate.
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4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities

were different under DeBernardis's leadership. Moriarty said

DeBernardis would rank and rate them as follows:

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 4 2

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 2 4

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 3 2

GENERAL EDUCATION NA NA

Note: DeBernardis felt that the college's role was
primarily technical/vocational. He felt that the Uni-
versity could meet the need for transfer courses and
consequently offered little transfer. He saw PCC as
serving the non-traditional adult.

In his opinion the priorities were the same as his under

Anthony's leadership.

Anthony cut Community Education back considerably.
He felt that the traditional degrees were the essence
of the community college and that a college offered
Community Education only if it could afford it.

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

Vocational FTE declined because of the confusion
in the workforce, the rapid change in technology, and
increased options available to the transfer student.
An additional factor was the women's liberation move-
ment which offered new opportunities to women. They
were no longer choosing nursing and other traditional
female vocations.

Because money was tight at the college, Anthony cut Commu-
nity Education. Anthony made other changes which changed the
pattern.
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Moriarty was not sure why developmental education declined,
except for the decline in Indochinese refugees that were in
Portland during the early part of the study. When he became
President, he reorganized the college. ABE was centralized
through the open campus and developmental education was of-
fered on each campus.

At this time transfer education has begun to experience a
surge in enrollment.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are seven administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Vice President of Administrative Services
Vice President of Planning and Development
Vice President of Educational Services
Executive Dean of the Open Campus
Executive Dean of the Rock Creek Campus
Executive Dean of the Cascade Campus
Executive Dean of the Sylvania Campus

7. There have been changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents. The changes were:

The titles changed from Dean to Vice President and the Execu-
tive Deans were added. DeBernardis had a very centralized
single structure for the district with everyone reporting to
him. Anthony decentralized the structure and created indepen-
dent campuses and a central office.

8. From 1978 to 1985 the table of organization for the college

chanced. Changes for the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X

1979 X

1980 X
1981 X
1982 X

1983 X
1984 X

9. The college currently has the following instructional divisions:

The structure cannot be said to have instructional divi-
sions. On each campus the Executive Dean has three or four
associate deans in charge of clusters of courses. These
clusters have a mixture of vocational and transfer. For
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example, the Sylvania campus has associate deans for Health
and Sciences, Business, Arts and Sciences, and Communica-
tions.

10. There were changes in the numbers and organizational patterns of

the instructional divisions between 1978 and 1985.

The changes related to the change from a centralized
system to a decentralized system with the deans in charge
of everything. Subject areas were divided up and then each
campus had its own department chairs.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:
TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 139 127 2 0 10

1981-82 140 160 44 0 18

1984-85 147 148 34 0 33

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty were:

1978-79 $2,315,073
1981-82 $not possible to determine from college records
1984-85 $not possible to determine from college records

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

With the depressed State economy, the college had
no increase in revenue because no additional State
funds were available. Because of this serious lack of
resources, FTE declined from 14,000 to the current
13,000. This decrease impacted the courses offered.
Community Education was cut, an unsettling change for
people in the district, according to the president.

A part-time union affiliated with AFT was formed
in 1984; the first contract was signed in September
1986. Negotiations took two years. This union does
not include Community Education non-credit faculty.

There were two drops in enrollment during the pe-
riod. One occurred in 1982-83 when the Indochinese
refugees left Portland.
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Faculty did picket a board meeting during this
time, but there were no strikes.

During the presidency of DeBernardis, the college
had a very centralized structure; many people reported
to him. He signed all vouchers over $50.

14. The structure of the Community Education Division includes:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by Com-

munity Education with some also done by contract training and

industry programs.

Under Anthony, Community Education was decentralized and a
unit was attached to each campus. Community Education is cur-
rently centralized again.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by Com-

munity Education.

c. There have been changes since 1978, but the changes have to do

with a change from centralization to decentralization and back

to centralization.

d. Some off-campus programs do have functioning advisory commit-

tees.

e. The college currently has 3 off-campus centers.

f. The number of centers was:

1978-79 5 plus three campuses
1981-82 6 plus three campuses
1984-85 9 plus three campuses

g. The centers are currently located in:

Forest Grove
St Helens
Newburg

There are several other locations which are not staffed as
centers at night such as Ross Island and South East. These
were counted by the president as centers in question f. and
listed in the school catalog those years. These figures
were included in the analysis of the data. Two of the cam-
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puses were counted as centers since PCC is the only Oregon
school with more than one campus.

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education was:

1978-79 9
1981-82 9
1984-85 9

i. The college does not keep track of the amount of FTE earned

off campus.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were major reorganizational changes between the 1978-79

and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

DeBernardis had ABE/GED centralized, Anthony decen-
tralized it, and then Moriarty centralized it in 1986-
87 under the Open Campus. ABE/GED/ESL did not do well
under Anthony because the campuses had no vested in-
terest in it and it was not given a high priority.

b. The Open Campus division does the programming and controls the

budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This role has changed during the 1978

to 1985 period.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was:

1978-79 unknown
1981-82 unknown
1984-85 9

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. The following were the

major changes in the schedule publication during the 1978-79 to

1984-85 period:

Prior to the 1980's a separate Community Education
schedule was mailed to all households and the regular
credit schedule was only available on campus. When
Anthony came, the schedule was combined into one and
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not mailed to all households. When Moriarty came, the
schedule was again mailed to all households.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1980-81 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1981-82 LEVY 1* TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1982-83 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

*The election passed in 1980.

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82 TAX BASE
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85

The college had passed a tax base prior to the one for
81-82. In the spring and summer of 1985 levies were lost.
In the Spring of 1986 a tax base passed.

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

External influences will be greater factors than
internal ones. Some of these external forces were the
immigration of the Southeast Asians, the changing
workforce, the literacy movement, the liberation of
women, the uncertainty of technical areas, and the
concept that a four-year degree is needed. PCC is in
a position to react well to markets because it has
flexibility. PCC is not as hurt by trend shifts as are
some of the other colleges.
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Appendix M

Rogue Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Dr. Harvey 0 Bennett

Date of Interview: 8/3/89 Length of Interview: 32 minutes

1. Harvey Bennett became president of the college in 1986.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

Name Year

Henry 0. Pete
Dr. Howard Sims

1971
1980

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including five traditional programs. The following responses

show how the president ranked in priority order the five program

areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under his lea-

dership. Each president also rated each function on a scale of

one to five with five being very important.

RANK RATING

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 2 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 1 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 5 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 3 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 4 5

The college needs to provide basic education in
order to increase student retention and improve par-
ticipation in vocational education. Contract Training
is a new function that should be added to the list.
Bennett found General Education difficult to rank be-
cause it supports the other areas.
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4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities

were different under Pete's leadership.

He chose not to rank or rate them. He felt they
were very standard. The college was new and evolving
and had few programs. Programs were being added and
staffed. Community Education was larger and there
were not as many vocational areas.

In his opinion the priorities were different under Sims's leader-

ship.

He chose not to rank or rate them. Community Edu-
cation was a higher priority under Sims. The college
sponsored many community and cultural events. There
was a Director of Community Education.

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

The local economy was the primary factor. Migra-
tion in and out of the area was also a major factor.
The area had the highest emigration rate in Oregon.
It also has the lowest number of people born in the
state.

Another factor is that some vocational courses
were changed to transfer courses.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are four administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are:

Dean of Academic and Vocational
Dean of Students
Dean of Administrative Services
Dean of Business and Industry Services
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7. There were not changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents.

The changes occurred later. During the period of
the study there were only three deans and their titles
were Dean of Instruction, Dean of Student Services,
and Business Manager.

8. From 1978 to 1985 the table of organization for the college did

not change. Changes for the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR

1978 X
1979 X

1980 X

1981 X

1982 X
1983 X
1984 X

9. The college currently has no instructional divisions.

10. There were no changes in the numbers and organizational patterns

of the instructional divisions between 1978 and 1985.

During the period of the study there were five instruc-
tional divisions. This number changed to two after 1984-85

and then to none.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:

TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 27 21 7 1 7

1981-82 17 27 7 0 2

1984-85 19 25 7 0 1

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty were:

1978-79 $374,262
1981-82 $312,982
1984-85 $616,610
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13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

Few elections passed except for the 1980 tax base
and none have passed since then. Having a series of
measures defeated left the morale of the staff very
low. State funds were reduced during this period,
leaving no net gain from the passage of the 1980 mea-
sure. The lumber industry changed significantly.

The college built a new transfer science building
during this period and had a full-time faculty union.

Rogue had very few Southeast Asian refugees.

14. The structure of Community Education includes:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by cam-

pus staff. All of the off-campus programs are integrated into

the campus operation.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by cam-

pus staff.

c. There have been changes since 1978.

Sims hired a Director of Community Education in
1983 and for two years the college tried to build that
area of enrollment. In this way he made a fundamental
change from what his predecessor had done.

d. Off-campus programs do not have functioning advisory commit-

tees, but are integrated in with regular advisory committees.

e. The college currently has three in district and four out of

district off-campus centers.

f. The number of centers during the years of the study was:

1978-79 2
1981-82 2
1984-85 3
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g. The centers are currently located in:

Downtown Grants Pass (Learning Center)
Old City Hall
Illinois Valley
Ashland - COD
Medford - COD
plus two others in Jackson County - COD.

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education was:

1978-79 1
1981-82 1
1984-85 1

i. The college does not keep track of the amount of FTE earned

off campus.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were major reorganizational changes between the 1978779

and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

The changes were:

The college had a manager for this area,
but in 1984-85 it was integrated into another
division. It works much better now, according
to the president.

b. The Office of Instruction does the programming and controls

the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This role has changed during the

1978 to 1985 period.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years excluding

COD was as follows:

1978-79 3
1981-82 4
1984-85 5
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16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. The major changes in the

schedule publication during the 1978-79 to 1984-85 period were:

The schedule had been a flyer. The college also
did a study on the number of classes cancelled during
1984-85 and significantly reduced the size of the

schedule.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 LEVY TAX BASE 1 BOND SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1980-81 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1981-82 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1982-83 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 LEVY 1 TAX BASE 1 BOND SERIAL LEVY

1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

TAX BASE

Throughout the history of the college there have
been 15 items on the ballot and only three passed.
The initial five-year serial levy passed by 94 votes
in November 1970. The 1974 tax base election passed
by 401 votes.

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his

college as follows:

The major external factors were the variations in
the economy and the erosion of access because of lack
of funding for the institution and for students.
Rogue is very close to the California border where
college costs are five to six times less.



Within the college, the major changes have
involved the articulation with the local high schools,
initiated in 1984-85, and the retention studies
started that same year.
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Appendix N

Southwestern Oregon Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Dr. Robert L. Barber

Date of Interview: 8/11/89 Length of Interview: 36 minutes

1. Bob Barber became president of the college in July 1985.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

Name Year

Jack E. Brookins 1963

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including five traditional programs. The following responses

show how the president ranked in priority order the five program

areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under his lea-

dership. Each president also rated each function on a scale of

one to five with five being very important.

RANK RATING

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 2 4

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 3 3

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 4 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 5 3

Barber noted that these rankings were the ones he has
followed at SWOCC. He feels the most important factor is
the balance between the five areas and the balance in the
resources of the college. At any one time, an area might
need more attention or emphasis, so his rankings reflect
balancing the college's current programs instead of his ab-
stract ranking of priorities. For instance, there is a new
population in the district who needs remedial skills, so he
ranked remedial higher than other areas at the present time.
He would personally rank them as follows:
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RANK

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 4

REMEDIAL STUDIES 3

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 1

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 2

4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities

were different under Brookins' leadership. The president inter-

viewed said his predecessor would rank and rate them as follows:

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL

RANK
3

RATING
3

REMEDIAL STUDIES 5 1

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 2 4

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 3 3

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

As people retired and left, the positions were not

refilled. The pattern of FTE changes is clearly
linked to the staff vacancies. The college lost key
vocational programs and reduced the number of class
sections by 100 to 150. Because of the budget prob-
lems, Community Education programs were cut and the
college went below their level of state funding.

If the years after the study were examined, they
would show a tax base adopted in 1987-88, an increase
in FTE of 15%, and some retrenched positions. Posi-
tions lost to retirements have been refilled and voca-
tional FTE is now strong.

The vocational supplemental area has always been
strong at the college, because continuing education
has been constantly available to retrain the work-
force.
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6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are four administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Dean of Instruction
Dean of Administrative Service
Associate Dean of Extended Learning
Associate Dean of Career and Occupational Education

By the end of the year there will be an Associate
Dean for Students.

7. There were no changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents. However, changes occurred

after 1985. The pattern during the study was:

Dean of Instruction
Dean of Student Services
Business Manager
Assistant to the Dean of Instruction

8. From 1978 to 1985 the table of organization for the college did

not change. Changes in the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR

1978 X

1979 X

1980 X

1981 X

1982 X

1983 X
1984 X

9. The college currently has five instructional divisions:

Math and Sciences
Arts and Humanities
Allied Health and Physical Education
Career and Technical (includes Business)

Student Development (includes Student Services, ABE,
High School Completion, and Remedial)

10. There were no changes in the numbers and organizational patterns

of the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years. The changes occurred after that time.
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11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:
TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 36 17 1 0 2

1981-82 35 19 1 0 4

1984-85 33 21 2 0 2

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty during the study

period was not possible to obtain. Budget documents are still on

file, but other records are only kept three years.

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

The college had a significant building program
during this period. The buildings completed were Art,
Music, Metals, Student Center, and Vocational. The

Vocational building includes Home Economics, Forestry,
and Nursing.

The community experienced extensive layoffs during
this period. Resources for the college were not ad-
justed and salaries were frozen for one or two years.
The college had its 25-year celebration in 1986 and
had experienced 10 to 12 vacancies due to retirements
during the period of this study. These were key posi-

tions that were left vacant.

There were no strikes during this period. The

faculty unionized in 1976 and is AFT affiliated.

14. The structure of the Community Education Division includes:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by the

Extended Learning Associate Dean (formerly named Community

Education Associate Dean).

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by the

Extended Learning Associate Dean.
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However, there are very few credit courses offered
off campus. The campus divisions help to select the

faculty. The Extended Learning program is currently
focused on business and in-plant training programs.
During the period of the study, Community Education
was primarily non-credit. The Vocational Dean con-
trolled the budget and planned the off-campus credit
offerings.

c. There have been changes since 1978.

d. Off-campus programs do not have functioning advisory commit-

tees, but focus groups are held once per year.

e. The college currently has no off-campus centers.

f. The number of centers was:

1978-79 0
1981-82 0
1984-85 0

g. There are currently no centers, but the college has part-time

Coordinators in Bandon, Reedsport, and Coos Bay.

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education was:

1978-79 2
1981-82 2
1984-85 2

i. The college did not keep track of the amount of FTE earned off

campus.

Because of the Title III grant the college is now
able to gather that type of data.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were no major reorganizational changes between the 1978-

79 and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

b. The Student Development division does the programming and con-

trols the budget for ABE/GED/ESL.
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This role was different during the 1978 to 1985

period. The program was part of English during the
entire period of the study. It is now part of Devel-

opmental Education.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was as fol-

lows:

1978-79 5
1981-82 6
1984-85 5

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. There were no major chang-

es in the schedule publication during the 1978-79 to 1984-85 pe-

riod. The college produces a brochure for off-campus programs.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 provided by the county clerk was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND 1* SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND 1* SERIAL LEVY

1980-81 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND LEVY

1981-82 5**LEVY TAX BASE BOND
_SERIAL

LEVY

1982-83 3 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND
_SERIAL

LEVY

1983-84 7***LEVY TAX BASE BOND
_SERIAL

LEVY

1984-85 1 LEVY 2 TAX BASE BOND
_SERIAL
1 SERIAL LEVY

*Construction (1979-80 was for five years)
**Two A levies and two B levies
***Three A levies and three B levies

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 LEVY SERIAL LEVY*

1979-80 LEVY
1980-81 LEVY
1981-82 LEVY
1982-83 LEVY
1983-84 LEVY
1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE

*The president indicated that there was a successful
serial levy in 1978-79. However, the county clerk did not
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list a serial levy that year. It may have occurred at an
earlier date and been in effect for that year.

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

During the first part of the study, the college
experienced normal growth. Then, from 1981-85, the
economy was bad and many people left the county. This

is the major external factor.

Internally, leaving the wrong faculty positions
vacant and not being able to reallocate resources con-
tributed to the trends at the college.
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Appendix 0

Treasure Valley Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Dr. Glenn E. Mayle

Date of Interview: 8/14/89 Length of Interview: 26 minutes

Additional Information Gathered from:

Shirley Dudzik, former Director of Community Education

1. Glenn Mavle became president of the college in 1984.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

Name Year

Emery Skinner 1967

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including five traditional programs. The following responses

show how the president ranked in priority order the five program

areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under his lea-

dership. Each president also rated each function on a scale of

one to five with five being very important.

RANK RATING

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 2 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 3 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 4 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 5 5

4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities
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were different under Skinner's leadership. The president inter-

viewed said his predecessor would rank them:

RANK RATING

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1

REMEDIAL STUDIES 3

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 2

GENERAL EDUCATION 4

It would be difficult to know how Skinner would

rank the functions. He had no perception of what a
community college is. His programs showed a shotgun

approach. His focus was local with no branching of
Community Education into the rest of the district.

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

Employment was static during this period. In the

fall of 1980, there was a decline in the transfer en-
rollment because football, tennis, and wrestling were

dropped. Before that time the school had recruited

hard for athletes. In 1981-82, the school may have
submitted inaccurate records on developmental educa-
tion to the state.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there is one administrator at the Dean and/or Vice-President lev-

el. His title is:

Dean of Instructional Services

There is also a Business Manager and a Director of

Occupational Education.

7. There have been changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents. The changes were:

Prior to 1984-85, the college had a Dean of In-
struction, a Dean of Student Personnel Services, and a

Business Manager. In addition, there were associate



deans for Community Education, Occupational Education,
and Guidance and Counseling. In 1984-85 the Dean of
Instruction's role was broadened to include Student
Services and Associate Deans became directors.

8. From 1978

changed.

to 1985

Changes

the table of organization for the college

for the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR

1978 X

1979 X

1980
1981 X
1982 X

1983 X
1984 X

9. The college currently has 12 instructional divisions:

Art
Business
Drama
Music

Nursing
Natural Resources
Communications
Science and Math
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Industrial Education
Physical Education
Developmental Education
Social Science & Foreign Language

10. There were no changes in the numbers and organizational patterns

of the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years. Changes occurred in 1986.

11. The president confirmed or changed information from the catalog

or the OCCA directory to provide numbers of contracted teaching

faculty by the four categories of reimbursable FTE.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:

TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 32 16 2 1 4

1981-82 12 3 1 3

1984-85 21 19 1 1 3

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty during the same

years is not available from the college's records. The college

started keeping this information in 1986.

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:
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The faculty unionized in 1980 because budgets were
not passing and salaries were being cut back. The

union was affiliated.

There were no new buildings during this period of
time. No classes were being held in the evenings,
afternoons, or off campus.

A citizen's committee was formed in 1983 to study
whether or not to close the campus. Instead the pres-

ident was fired and there were other administrative
personnel problems identified.

The FTE is now up 14% and is more cost efficient. The

carry-over has been increased by 15%. By 1984, TVCC had

the highest tuition in the state. It has not been raised

since then and is now the least expensive.

14. The structure of the Community Education Division includes:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by Com-

munity Education.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by Com-

munity Education.

c. There have been no changes since 1978.

d. Off-campus programs do have functioning advisory committees.

e. The college currently has two off-campus centers.

f. The number of centers was as follows:

1978-79 0
1981-82 0
1984-85 1

g. The centers are currently located in:

Nyssa
Vale

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education was:

1978-79 2
1981-82 2
1984-85 4
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i. The college does not keep track of FTE earned off campus.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were no major reorganizational changes between the 1978-

79 and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

b. The Developmental Education division does the programming and

controls the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This role has stayed the

same during the 1978 to 1985 period.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was:

1978-79 1
1981-82 1
1984-85 2

16. The college publishes one class schedule for on-campus and off-

campus credit and non-credit classes. There were no major chang-

es in the schedule publication from 1978 to 1985.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1980-81 3 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1981-82 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1982-83 3 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 3 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 1 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 LEVY
1979-80 LEVY

1980-81 LEVY
1981-82 LEVY
1982-83 LEVY
1983-84 LEVY
1984-85 LEVY TAX BASE
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The 1984-85 tax base was the first in the history
of the college and the college is still operating on
it.

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

Changes at TVCC have been dictated by athletics. The ones
eliminated were not brought back, but the others were made
more viable. Everyone wanted changes. Developmental Educa-
tion will finally have a change in staff next year. Staffing
at the college is limited.

TVCC has the highest cost per thousand tax rate at
$4.75. The tax base passed in 1984-85 was a big in-
crease over the previous levy and the college made a
promise not to come back for five years.
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Appendix P

Umpqua Community College Interview Summary

Person Interviewed: Dr. James M. Kraby

Date of Interview: 8/31/89 Length of Interview: 24 minutes

Additional Information Gathered from:

Chuck Plummer, Vice-President of Instruction

1. Jim Kraby became president of the college in January 1986.

2. The following were presidents of the college between 1978 and the

year the interviewed president started:

Name Year

I.S. "Bud" Hakanson 1975

3. Pat Cross describes a comprehensive focus for a community college

as including five traditional programs. The following responses

show how the president ranked in priority order the five program

areas from one (high) to five (low) at his college under his lea-

dership. Each president also rated each function on a scale of

one to five with five being very important.

RANK RATING
CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL 1 5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 3 5

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 4 5

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 1 5

GENERAL EDUCATION 5 4

4. The following reveal how the president described the college un-

der his predecessors' leadership. In his opinion the priorities
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were different under Hakanson's leadership. Kraby said his pre-

decessor would rank and rate

CAREER EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL

them as

RANK
1

follows:

RATING
5

REMEDIAL STUDIES 2 4

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 5 3

COLLEGIATE FUNCTION/TRANSFER 3 3

GENERAL EDUCATION 4 3

5. Looking at the graph of the college's reimbursable FTE pattern,

the president described the following factors that he felt had

influenced the pattern of reimbursable FTE at his college. He

also stated the reasons that the enrollment pattern by state re-

imbursable categories had changed or remained stable:

The local timber dependent economy declined and
had the most direct impact on the slight FTE decline
from 1979 to 1981. In 1980 a tax base was approved,
but the college board lowered the tax base by $100,000
because the local economy was so bad. The college
then had no money for retraining the workforce. Seven
vocational programs were closed between 1981-85. The

Developmental Education and Self-Improvement enroll-
ment categories were ready to grow during the period
of the study.

The college had a record FTE during this past
year. Developmental Education could still double, but
the college does not want it to be a bell-ringer pro-
gram. The same is true of Community Education which
has a vigorous Director.

6. In the current structure of the organization of the college,

there are five administrators at the Dean and/or Vice-President

level. Their titles are as follows:

Vice-President of Instruction
Vice-President of Administrative Services
Vice-President of Student Services
Dean of Vocational Education
Dean of Transfer Education
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7. There have been changes between 1978 and 1985 in the numbers and

titles of Deans and Vice-Presidents. The changes have been as

follows:

The school had a system with five Deans: Instruc-
tion, Occupational Education, Transfer, Community Edu-
cation, and Students. In addition, there was a Busi-
ness Manager. By the 1981-82 year because of the
death of the Dean of Students, duties were reassigned
to the remaining four Deans. By 1984-85 two of the
Deans were reclassified to Associate Deans of Instruc-
tion and A Dean of Business Affairs was added.

8. From 1978

changed.

to 1985

Changes

the table of organization for the college

for the following years were described as:

NONE MINOR MAJOR
1978 X

1979 X

1980 X

1981 X
1982 X
1983 X

1984 X

9. The college currently has the following four instructional divi-

sions:

Liberal Arts and Sciences
Career and Vocational Education
Developmental Education
Community Education/Special Programs

10. There were changes in the numbers and organizational patterns of

the instructional divisions between the 1978 and 1985 school

years. The changes were as follows:

In 1980-81, the transfer and vocational departments,
formerly under separate Deans, were reorganized. Each Dean
was responsible for both transfer and vocational areas.
The Dean of Students was assigned three instructional de-
partments.

11. The following numbers of contracted teaching faculty are broken

down into four categories of reimbursable FTE during the 1978-79,
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1981-82, and 1984-85 years: (The president confirmed or changed

information from the catalog or the OCCA directory.)

NUMBER OF CONTRACTED FACULTY BY TYPE OF REIMBURSEMENT:
TRANSFER VOCATIONAL REMEDIAL SELF-IMPROVE COMBINATION

1978-79 23 24 4 0 4

1981-82 27 23 3 0 5

1984-85 27 24 3 0 4

12. The total dollars spent for part-time faculty during the same

years was not possible to obtain from their records, but was

about 40% of the instructional dollars.

13. The following were other significant changes in the college be-

tween 1978 and 1985:

In 1981 the Fine Arts Building was built to house
music, theater, and art.

The college dropped many programs because of the
budget cuts. The recession caused many lay-offs in
the community. The county experienced a drop of 20%
of the population. Primarily young families left.

Very few Indochinese immigrated to Douglas County.
Currently the college has very few students under the
amnesty program.

The college has never had any unions.

14. The structure of the Community Education Division includes:

a. The off-campus programming for credit courses is done by Com-

munity Education.

b. The budget for off-campus credit courses is controlled by Com-

munity Education.

c. There have been no changes since 1978.

d. Off-campus programs do have functioning advisory committees.
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e. The college currently has two off-campus centers.

However, they both have limited services and would
not be considered off-campus centers in the tradition-
al sense. There are no population centers outside
Roseburg large enough to support a center. However,

there are coordinators in each community.

f. The number of centers during the three years of the study was

as follows:

1978-79 0
1981-82 0
1984-85 0

g. The centers are currently located in:

Woolley
OSTC

h. The number of faculty and managers with contracts of at least

half-time assigned to Community Education was:

1978-79 1
1981-82 1
1984-85 3

i. The college does not keep track of the amount of FTE earned

off campus.

15. The structure of ABE/GED/ESL includes the following:

a. There were no major reorganizational changes between the 1978-

79 and the 1984-85 school years in administering ABE/GED.

b. The Developmental Education division does the programming and

controls the budget for ABE/GED/ESL. This role has staved the

same during the 1978 to 1985 period.

c. The number of locations offering ABE/GED/ESL classes during

the 1978-79, 1981-82, and the 1984-85 school years was:

1978-79 4
1981-82 6
1984-85 8
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16. The college publishes separate class schedule for on-campus and

off-campus credit and non-credit classes. The following were the

major changes in the schedule publication:

The Community Education division publishes quarterly
schedules and the credit campus schedule is published once
per year. During the early years of the study, there were
six schedules. The credit schedule was published each term
and Community Education had separate schedules.

17. The history of levy elections for the budget years between 1978

and 1985 was as follows:

NUMBER OF ELECTIONS HELD BY TYPE:

1978-79 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1979-80 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1980-81 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1981-82 2 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1982-83 1 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1983-84 LEVY 1 TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

1984-85 3 LEVY TAX BASE BOND SERIAL LEVY

SUCCESSFUL TAX MEASURES:

1978-79 TWO LEVIES
1979-80 TAX BASE
1980-81
1981-82 LEVY
1982-83 LEVY
1983-84 NONE

1984-85 NONE

18. The president hypothesized on the factors he thought the study

would find that had influenced the enrollment trends at his col-

lege as follows:

The cost of education and the local economy are
major factors in the enrollment of a college. State
funding declined, tuition increased, and the recession
all contributed to budget cuts and lower enrollment.

The image of the college also impacts its enroll-
ment. A first class institution is needed to attract
the younger students. Umpqua has worked hard on its
image the last few years. Faculty have been asked to

dress more professionally.



Kraby is very different from his predecessor. He be-
lieves in doing fewer things and doing them better.

UMPQUA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Reimbursable FTE

78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85

Excludes COD and Out-of-State FTE
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